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P R O C E E D I N G S1

(8:32 a.m.)2

MR. CAMERON:  Good morning, everyone.  My3

name is Chip Cameron.  I'm the Special Counsel for4

Public Liaison at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,5

and I wanted to welcome you to the NRC's Workshop on6

Emergency Preparedness Issues, with a special emphasis7

on the security related aspects of emergency8

preparedness raised by the 9/11 attacks.9

Before we get started with our formal10

agenda, we're fortunate to have the Chairman of the11

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Chairman Diaz, with us12

this morning to also welcome you and to give you a few13

remarks on the importance of these issues.  He's taken14

time out from an extremely busy  schedule to address us15

this morning, and after he's done, he's going to go16

back to his busy schedule.17

And with that, I would just welcome18

Chairman Diaz.  Thank you, Chairman.19

(Applause.)20

CHAIRMAN DIAZ:  Thank you, Chip.21

And, again, welcome, everybody.  You might22

wonder why I'm here when I have, as you know, a23

hurricane down on the coast of Louisiana or the24

aftermath of a hurricane, and we have other things25
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related to emergency preparedness.  The reason I'm here1

is because I want to emphasize the importance of this2

issue to the NRC, to you, and to the people of this3

country.4

This is an issue that I believe we all care5

for.  I think your presence here indicates how much you6

care.  It is an issue that we've done well, but we can7

do better.  I do realize that every one of you have8

different functions.  It's perhaps the diversity, the9

variety of opinions, of inputs, different viewpoints,10

and hopefully some convergence that makes this meeting11

important.12

You know, more than two years ago -- gosh,13

time flies -- a short time after I became Chairman, I14

took a look at emergency preparedness, and like15

everybody says, yes, it is okay.  However, -- and it is16

the "however" that always catches you -- we can do17

better.18

That's when the NRC started to reorganize,19

refocus its efforts, bring people from different20

offices together, provide a central command, command21

and control.  As you know, it's something that the22

nuclear Navy brought to the NRC, and we continue to23

believe it's an important aspect.24

So we actually took the steps to bring the25
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NRC in line with what the needs of the moment were, and1

so have you.  Now we're at a point in which we need to2

refine where we are, to enhance whatever needs to be3

enhanced, to bolster, to strengthen, to communicate, to4

bring things together, and this is never an easy thing5

when there is such a variety and complexity of issues6

regarding emergency preparedness.7

We're now looking at what happened in8

Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi.  You know, even9

after the storm seems to have passed, the real problems10

started for New Orleans.11

So it is with this knowledge of how complex12

these issues are that we prepare, and preparation is13

what this meeting is all about because I can assure you14

that the NRC does everything we can at the front end so15

that we don't have to get to emergency preparedness.16

This is one of the things that this agency does and17

does well.  We actually prepare from the very point of18

the design of these facilities, the constructions, the19

operations, and the oversight that is always there to20

ensure that we will not, if at all possible, get into21

a situation of an emergency.22

However, we know that accidents can, have,23

and will probably happen.  And we need to make sure24

that you, those first responders, and those agencies25
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that are pondering with us to effect the key mission1

that we have to always keep in mind, which is2

protecting our people, is carried out in the best and3

most effective manner.4

In this regard, I have very little to tell5

to a group of experts that knows much more than I do6

about the subject.  I just want to assure you of my7

commitment and the commitment of the Commission to make8

sure that this is done well, that we are going to be9

following all of your recommendations, and that we are10

going to carry this agency forward and work with our11

partners both at FEMA, local and state and stakeholders12

to ensure that you know that we all are doing the right13

things.14

And more important, like this meeting is15

illustrating, we need to communicate that that is being16

done.17

One of the first things that I did when the18

NRC offices were reorganized was put -- as an intrinsic19

component of what emergency preparedness was going to20

do -- communicating with stakeholders and with the21

people.  I hope that is being carried out, and I hope22

to hear from you that that part of the mission is being23

done well, and you are a key component of that mission.24

As we look forward to the future, we will25
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sometimes think that many of the efforts that we put on1

are not used in a daily basis.  That makes no2

difference.  The important thing is that we have to be3

there when the emergency arises.  We also know that4

many of you responders, most of the time, have many5

other things to do than nuclear power plants.  Nuclear6

power plants are designed, built, operated, and7

maintained to minimize the potential for radiological8

releases.9

Waterford 3 suffered minor damage.  It10

could be on line if there was a power grid today.11

River Bend and Grand Gulf are both close to 100 percent12

power.  If they're not, it's because the grid cannot13

stand that much power.14

Grand Gulf, I think, got down to 7015

percent, but the reality is that the efforts that we16

have put in many years to make these plants resistant17

to natural phenomena and after 9/11, resistant to18

terrorist attacks have paid off.  These plants have19

been operating in a safe and secure manner, and the20

last point on being safe and secure is you.  We welcome21

you here, we wish you well, and we look forward to22

working with you.23

Thank you.24

(Applause.)25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you very much,1

Chairman.2

And if you could all turn your cell phones3

onto stun, we won't have to worry about that during the4

meeting.5

It's my pleasure to serve as your6

facilitator for the next day and a half, and in that7

role, I'm going to try to help you to keep the8

discussion organized and relevant, to make sure that9

everyone has a chance to participate, to assist in10

checking any assumptions that we might be making that11

might not be correct and to clarify any ambiguities12

that might come up in the discussion.13

I just want to go over a few points on14

meeting process before we get to the substance of the15

discussions today, and I want to talk about format,16

ground rules, and then give you a brief overview of the17

agenda, and then go out to you for some short18

introductions of yourself.19

In terms of format for today, we're in a20

round table format.  We've invited the representatives21

of the broad spectrum of affected and concerned22

interests to join us at the table this morning for a23

discussion of the issues and the value of the round24

table format is so that you can all talk to one another25
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about the issues.  It's not just what you have to say,1

but people reacting to what you're saying and you're2

reacting to what they're saying.3

As Eric Epstein is at the table with us4

today, this is about a dialogue, not a monologue or a5

series of unrelated monologues.  So the idea is for you6

to talk to one another.7

And the discussion is not only on the8

substance of the issues, but it's on how those issues9

should be treated within the regulatory framework.  Do10

they need to be incorporated into rules as guidance or11

is some other form sufficient?  So keep that in mind as12

you talk about the issues.13

Now, the focus of the discussion today is14

going to be here at the table.  We will go out at15

certain times during the meeting today to those of you16

in the audience to see if there's any comments or17

questions. 18

Unfortunately, we're not going to be able19

to spend a whole lot of time out there so that we can20

come back to the table, but I would just thank all of21

you for being out there, and we will have a number of22

other ways for you to comment.  There will be comment23

cards, I believe, that you can write out a question or24

comment and give it to us.  We won't address it during25
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the meeting, but we will address it.1

The last part of the meeting today is going2

to be more or less an open town hall meeting where3

we'll first go to the table for ideas on any other4

issues that should be addressed in the NRC's emergency5

planning review, but we're going to try to do some6

brainstorming and involve those of you in the audience7

in that.8

Tomorrow's meeting, half day meeting, is in9

a town hall format.  So that should give all of you10

more chance to provide observations on what you hear11

around the table today and on the issues.12

And of course, as you'll be hearing from13

the NRC staff, we're asking for written comments on14

these issues and you'll hear more about that.  In terms15

of ground rules, those of you at the table, each of you16

has what's called a name tent in front of you, and to17

help keep the discussion efficient, if you want to say18

something, if you can turn your name tent up like that19

and then I'll know who wants to talk.  You won't have20

to keep raising your hand or worry about jumping into21

the conversation.22

I may not take the tents in order that23

they're place up so that we can follow discussion24

threads.  Again, the whole idea of the round table is25
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dialogue.  I would ask that only one person speak at a1

time for a couple of reasons, most obviously so that we2

can give our full attention to whomever has the floor3

at the moment, but also so that we can get a clean4

transcript. 5

Eric Mollen is assisting us today by6

transcribing this meeting.  That transcript will be7

available to all of you, but let's try as much as we8

can not to talk at the same time.9

And I would ask you to try to be concise10

and I hope I'm not violating that ground rule right11

now, but to be concise because we have a lot of issues.12

We have a knowledgeable and articulate group around the13

table, and so I want to have as much dialogue as14

possible.  So try to be concise for us today.15

And in addition to hearing from you on the16

issues, we did want to meet all of you.  We wanted to17

have all of you to get an opportunity to meet one18

another, and hopefully this will serve as a foundation19

perhaps for future dialogues on the issues.  And I20

would just encourage everybody to talk to one another21

at the breaks and after the meeting today.  And of22

course, tomorrow.23

So we hope to identify important issues24

today and perhaps get a sense of the extent of25
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agreement or disagreement on the approach to these1

issues.2

We do have NRC and FEMA staff at the table.3

You will meet them in a few moments.  Their role is to4

listen to what all of you have to say, to provide5

information to you and to ask questions if they don't6

understand a point that you're making.7

I'm going to keep track.  There may be8

issues that don't fit into the subject that we're9

discussing, and I have something up here I'm calling10

the paddock.  There was some sensitivity about the use11

of the term "parking lot."  You can call it what you12

want.  I'm calling it a paddock.13

If an issue comes up that's going to be14

addressed later in the day, I'll suggest that we defer15

discussion of that issue until we get to the proper16

time.  There may be issues that are outside the scope17

of this particular meeting that are important issues18

that we don't want to lose track of.  So I'll put those19

up there also.20

I guess the only thing in terms of21

discussion today is that we're here to talk about22

generic approaches.  We're not here to talk about23

issues at any particular facility, except, of course,24

if you want to use an example from a particular25
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facility to make your point on a generic issue.  And1

I'm sure we'll have some of that.2

I'm also going to use the flip charts to3

help us keep track of the discussion not as minutes of4

the meeting, as someone will be taking those as well as5

the transcript, but just to help organize our work for6

today.7

And finally, in terms of agenda, we have8

some brief presentations for you this morning.  Because9

the Chairman raised many of the points that Roy10

Zimmerman was going to raise, Roy is not going to do a11

presentation today, but we do have his slides in your12

packages, and that shows the organizational structure13

of his office.14

Roy Zimmerman is the Director of our Office15

of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, and he's16

going to be with us throughout the day listening to the17

dialogue.18

So a few presentations, one from Mr. Craig19

Conklin, who's right here from FEMA, and I'll introduce20

him a little bit more formally later, and then we're21

going to go to Eric Leeds.  Eric is right here, who22

will give you some background on the NRC process.23

After those two presentations, we'll see if24

there's any clarifying questions that need to be25
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addressed.1

And then we have a presentation by the2

nuclear industry, and that presentation is going to3

happen because of some of the important documents that4

the industry has prepared on this.  So we think that's5

going to be useful information for us, and I think Alan6

Nelson and Jeff Benjamin are going to do that for us.7

Next on your agenda is something called the8

calibration session, and that's basically to do an9

agenda check, first of all to see if you understand the10

items on the agenda, to see if there's anything you11

think needs to be added, but also to see if there's any12

overarching fundamental issues that run through this13

whole process that we need to at least identify and14

perhaps talk about before we get to the specific15

issues.16

Then we're going to on-site issues for a17

discussion.  We have Tom  Blount from the NRC who's18

going to give you a brief context to tee up on that,19

then go to you for discussion.20

Next we have off-site issues, and I think21

Craig Conklin is going to tee that up for us.22

After that we go to protective action23

recommendation guidance, and Bob Moody -- Bob, where24

are you? -- Bob Moody right there from the NRC staff is25
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going to tee that up for us.1

And then finally we go to the open session2

where are there any other issues that we haven't talked3

about that you think should be addressed in the NRC's4

review of their emergency planning recommendations.5

We are having a video here, and ABC News is6

filming this, and also we have Susan Shapiro who's7

making a film for her organization.  So there will be8

a video.9

Don't forget the tours of the operations10

center.  I think a lot of you have already signed up11

for those, and Sally Billings of the NRC staff is the12

point person on that, and she's here somewhere.13

And with that, just let me thank all of you14

for being here, and let's go to Mr. Craig Conklin at15

this point.  Craig is the Chief of the Nuclear and16

Chemical Hazards Branch at Department of Homeland17

Security, FEMA.  He'll give you an overview of FEMA.18

Then we'll go to Eric Leeds and then we'll19

go to you for questions.20

Thank you.21

Oh, Craig, Sam, thank you.22

We did want to go and do brief23

introductions before we get started so that you know24

who each other is, and if you could just tell us who25
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you are, what organization you're with, and just, you1

know, a couple of sentences, not a speech on what your2

interests and concerns are if you want to on this3

particular issue.4

Let me start with Mark, Mark Lemke.  Mark?5

And let's test these mics, too.6

MR. LEMKE:  Hello?  Is it on?7

Okay.  Thanks for starting with me.8

Appreciate that.9

I'm Mark Lemke.  I'm the Emergency Planning10

Manager out at Diablo Canyon Power Plant.  It's out on11

what we affectionately refer to as the "left coast."12

I've been doing that for a few years, and I'm13

interested in basically just about everything that's14

going on here, you know, as I'm a resident in the15

community as well as a power plant employee, and I've16

got a family there and whatnot.  17

So this is all good information, and I look18

forward to the discussion.19

MS. VARDAS:  Hi.  My name is Tracey Vardas.20

I'm with the San Luis Obispo County Office of Emergency21

Services.  I'm an emergency services coordinator there,22

and I work very closely with the power plant to ensure23

that our community is being protected if we ever have24

an event and to make sure that we understand each25
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other.1

And I'm here to see what everybody else is2

thinking about the new emergency classification levels3

and the EALs.4

MR. CAMERON:  Mary?5

MS. LAMPERT:  Yes, I'm Mary Lampert.  I'm6

representing a local community in the Pilgrim Nuclear7

EPZ, Duxbury, Massachusetts.  My focus is on off-site8

planning, and I hope to see plans updated so that9

planning responds to a fast breaking accident of10

considerable consequence, and also that the focus is on11

preventing harm to human health, not simply to prevent12

and respond to immediate fatalities from exposure.13

MR. GODWIN:  I'm Aubrey Godwin of the14

Arizona Radiation Regulatory Agency.  If you go back15

and look at FEMA-REP-1, you ought to see a reference to16

the Interorganizational Advisory Committee.  I was one17

of the original members on that.18

Been working in emergency response since19

really the late '60s.20

MR. CAMERON:  Sam.21

MR. COLLINS:  Good morning.  Sam Collins22

from the Regional Administrator of the NRC's Region 123

office, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania.  I'm here as a24

stakeholder for implementation of the program, as well25
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as certainly listening to the concerns of the rest of1

the stakeholders.2

Thank you.3

MR. SUTTON:  Good morning.  My name is Tony4

Sutton.  I'm the Commissioner of Emergency Services for5

Westchester County, which is one of the four counties6

in the EPZ for the Indian Point Nuclear Energy Center.7

The responsibility for emergency planning8

in Westchester County is in my department, and it is9

sometimes an ever consuming topic on a daily basis10

dealing with not only the political rhetoric, but also11

assuring the health and safety of the people in the12

EPZ.13

And I appreciate the opportunity to be here14

this morning.15

MS. BECKER:  My name is Rochelle Becker,16

and I'm the Executive Director of a statewide17

organization in California, the Alliance for Nuclear18

Responsibility, and we are concerned that the NRC has19

refused repeatedly to consider an earthquake and a20

simultaneous blockage of our evacuation routes, and21

we're also concerned about the lack of sheltering22

programs in California.23

MR. JACKSON:  Hi.  Good morning.  I'm Ted24

Jackson with the State of Georgia's Environmental25
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Protection Division, manager of emergency and radiation1

here in the State of Georgia, and just wanted to2

reemphasize Chairman Diaz's ideas of strengthening our3

partnerships among national, state, local, industry and4

the citizens throughout Georgia and the United States.5

MR. MULLIGAN:  Good morning.  My name is6

Pat Mulligan, and I'm here today representing the7

Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors' E-68

Committee on Emergency Preparedness.  That committee's9

responsibility is to serve as liaison to federal10

organizations, to provide state input to federal11

guidance development and program implementation.  We12

work on committees with the NRC, the DHS, the13

Environmental Protection Agency, and particularly we14

work very closely with the Department of Energy and the15

Firm Act.16

I also work for the State of New Jersey17

Department of Environmental Protection, and I work in18

the Nuclear Threat Response Section.19

MS. PERKINS-GREW:  Good morning.  I'm Sue20

Perkins-Grew.  I'm representing Florida Power & Light21

Energy, Seabrook Station in Seabrook, New Hampshire.22

And as the emergency preparedness manager, I'm really23

looking forward to today, to some healthy dialogue on24

a lo of the important issues that face we as the25
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members of the industry, the state stakeholders, the1

local stakeholders, and even federal stakeholders that2

are here today.3

MS. GRINNELL:  I'm Debbie Grinnell.  I'm4

with the C-10 Research and Education Foundation, which5

is in Seabrook.  That is our nuclear plant that we are6

the public advocacy group for.  We do the 24-77

radiological monitoring.  We're one of two citizen8

groups in the country that do 24-7 radiation9

monitoring.10

It is the belief of our organization that11

evacuation planning is not possible.  We are here12

because unfortunately we took a wrong turn in the road,13

and we have decided that nuclear power is our energy14

future, and if we had 30 years ago invested in15

alternatives after 9/11, we would not be subjecting the16

American public to the enormous threat that the nuclear17

industry poses.18

We are here at the table because we're in19

the unconscionable position of having as citizens to20

defend ourselves and work with very well intended local21

emergency planners, our fire chiefs, our emergency22

management teams to do the best we can to help people23

survive an accident or a terrorist attack.24

The NRC has regulations which are minimal25
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standards that they have found every exception under1

the rule to allow the nuclear industry to have2

exceptions to those regulations, and we need to insist3

that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission actually4

enforces and does their job of enforcing their minimum5

standard regulations.6

Thank you.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Debbie.8

Craig.9

MR. CONKLIN:  Craig Conklin.  I'm Chief of10

the Nuclear and Chemical Hazards Branch in FEMA.  I'm11

responsible for radiological emergency planning around12

the commercial nuclear power plants.  I'm also13

responsible for emergency planning around the Army's14

eight chemical stockpile units in which they're15

destroying nerve agents around the country as part of16

the chemical weapons treaty.17

And I chair the Federal Radiological18

Preparedness Coordinating Committee, which is the19

coordinating body for the nuclear radiological incident20

annex under the national response plan, which is,21

again, involved with planning for all times of nuclear22

and radiological emergencies and terrorist attacks.23

MR. CAMERON:  Great.  Thank you, Craig.24

Nader.25
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MR. MAMISH:  Good morning.  My name is1

Nader Mamish.  I'm the Director of the Emergency2

Preparedness Directorate within the NRC's Headquarters3

here in Rockville, Maryland, and we're having this4

meeting to hear your ideas and thoughts on how we can5

improve preparedness and response around nuclear power6

plants.  7

So we're very fortunate to have this group8

of people here, and we look forward to hearing your9

ideas and thoughts.10

Thank you.11

MR. FEENEY:  My name is Andrew Feeney.  I'm12

First Deputy Director of New York State Emergency13

Management.  Our agency is responsible for supporting14

local government in all types of emergency planning,15

preparedness, response activities.  I've been the state16

lead for the radiological program for the last decade.17

18

We have three sites in the state, including19

Indian Point.  I'm encouraged today by the potential20

for open dialogue, and we look forward to, you know,21

having the best plans out there that we can have.22

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  Hi.  I'm Onalee Grady-23

Erickson with the State of Minnesota's Department of24

Public Safety and Homeland Security and Emergency25
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Management.  Our agency coordinates the off-site1

response for the nuclear power plants for the State of2

Minnesota.3

I'm a radiological emergency planner within4

that organization.5

MS. RINDFLEISCH:  My name is Shannon6

Rindfleisch, and I'm representing the Prairie Island7

Indian community in southern Minnesota.  Our community8

sits 600 yards from the Prairie Island Nuclear Power9

Plant.10

The reason I'm here today is security11

issues regarding the plant are very important to the12

tribe, and it's best for us to know what's going on.13

So that's my main interest for being here, is to listen14

and to give my input as a community that sits so close15

to a nuclear power plant.16

MR. CAMERON:  Eric.17

MR. EPSTEIN:  I'm Eric Epstein, Chairman of18

Three Mile Island Alert in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.19

We were founded in 1977.  We're the only reactor20

community that ever had to evacuate a nuclear accident.21

It was a dismal failure.  We were notified 36 hours22

after the initial event.23

We did come here in good faith to try and24

constructively engage with all stakeholders to improve25
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evacuation planning.  I think that's our fiduciary1

obligation.  A primary concern to us right now is2

special needs evaluation for day care, nursery school,3

nonambulatory, and of course our most unique4

population, the Amish.5

I must tell you that when TMI happened, the6

NRC's response to me was just call the Amish, without7

recognizing that the Amish don't use telephones.  So8

I'm hoping 26 years after TMI they recognize this.9

I would just say this, frankly.  I10

vigorously reject Chairman Diaz's notion that11

everything is okay.  If everything was okay, we12

wouldn't be here.13

Again, hopefully we can dialogue, but we're14

unwilling to write an ending to a fairy tale that now15

exists as emergency planning.16

MS. FAIROW:  I'm Jana Fairow.  I'm with the17

Illinois Emergency Management Agency, and I'm the18

manager of preparedness programs, including the off-19

site radiological emergency preparedness.20

MR. NELSON:  Good morning.  My name is Alan21

Nelson.  I'm Chief, Emergency Preparedness, for the22

Nuclear Energy Institute and, as such, represent the23

industry on issues of emergency preparedness policy.24

I'm here to listen and learn of the off-25
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site coordination activities as they apply to the1

public off site. 2

Thank you.3

MR. BENJAMIN:  I'm Jeff Benjamin, Vice4

President, Licensing and Regulatory Affairs for Exelon.5

We own and operate 17 reactors at ten sites in the6

States of Illinois, Pennsylvania, New Jersey.  We also7

have significant emergency planning interface with the8

State of Iowa.9

I think Mark said it best.  Each and every10

employee at our plants has three hats.  They have their11

regular job.  They participate in our outages, but a12

very important part of their job is also emergency13

planning, and the people who work at our plants live in14

the communities around our plants.15

So we have, I think, a shared vested16

interest throughout this room.  I, for one, would like17

to commend the NRC for bringing this diverse group of18

stakeholders together to have this dialogue, and I look19

forward to the constructive exchange.20

Thank you.21

MR. LOCHBAUM:  I'm Dave Lochbaum, nuclear22

safety engineer for the Union of Concerned Scientists23

here in D.C.  My organization has monitored emergency24

planning issues for 25 years, and since nothing ever25
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changes, it's relatively easy for me to go through our1

files and recycle some issues to present today with no2

hope whatsoever of having any improvements in the3

future, but it's a few stops in the Metroline.  So what4

the heck?5

Thank you.6

MR. WRIGHT:  Good morning.  I'm Ned Wright.7

I'm the Director of Emergency Management for Linn8

County, Iowa. I'm the RIS county for the Duane Arnold9

Energy Center with an EPZ of approximately 190,00010

people.11

I think that this is a very important12

meeting because the policies and procedures and13

programs that are developed here at the Headquarters14

level with NRC and FEMA, I'm the guy at the end of the15

funnel.  I'm the person who has to implement these, and16

it's very important for us to be heard to say that17

while the concepts may be great, sometimes the burden18

that is put on the locals to do that is very great.19

I'd like to just especially go on the20

record to say that in my community, the Duane Arnold21

Energy Center is our safest and most secure of all the22

facilities that would provide any risk, to include our23

chemical facilities and our transportation.  24

So a lot of the preparedness and things25
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that we enjoy in our community are because of that1

partnership that has been there since 1974.  So it's2

important for us to know that the things that are being3

done here and being heard and being not just heard, but4

what's going on in the Beltway and stuff like that, but5

actually understand what happens when policies and6

procedures are changing, and we see a lot of those7

taking place since the September 11th attacks, and we8

want to make sure that we are a partner and engaged so9

that we know that the things that we need to do to10

protect our public are the right ones.11

MS. ROSENBERG:  Hi.  I'm Stacey Rosenberg.12

I'm the team leader for regulatory improvements in the13

Emergency Preparedness Directorate of the Nuclear14

Regulatory Commission, and I'm interested in listening15

to the discussion on all of the topics here today.16

MR. BLOUNT:  Good morning.  My name is Tom17

Blount.  I am the team leader in the Emergency18

Preparedness Directorate, also with Stacey, and I'm19

responsible for the security interface team.  I'm20

looking forward to hearing the input that we get from21

all of our stakeholders and how we can work towards22

improving our security interface and our issues around23

security and emergency preparedness.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you25
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all, and we're going to go to Craig Conklin and then1

Eric Leeds, and then we'll come back for any clarifying2

questions and go down with the lights.3

MR. CONKLIN:  Well, thanks again.4

It's a pleasure to be here this morning,5

and it's a real pleasure to see the diversity of6

opinion that we have sitting around the head table7

here, and I know with five, six, seven times as many8

people in the audience, we've got more opinions out9

there, and I'm really looking forward to listening to10

those opinions to give me that input so that we can11

actually do a good job of enhancing the regulations12

where we think appropriate and work together to make13

sure that the level of preparedness in the community is14

where it should be.15

Next slide, please.16

What I wanted to do just quickly was just17

throw up a definition of what preparedness is, and this18

definition comes out of the Homeland Security19

Presidential Directive No. 8, which deals with national20

preparedness, and as you can see, it's the existence of21

plans, procedures, policy, training, and the equipment22

necessary for federal, state, and local officials to23

maximize their ability to prevent, respond to, and24

recover from major events.25
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Two things I'd like to point out about this1

definition now that I was looking at it, and that is2

there's no inclusion of the private sector.  And for3

those of you who have been working closely with the4

Department of Homeland Security, we intended to work5

closely and have been working very closely with the6

private sector, the critical infrastructure and key7

resources folks because as everybody knows, 80, 858

percent of our infrastructure is in the hands of the9

private sector.  And the nuclear industry is a great10

example of that significant part of the sector.11

Major events.  DHS looks at this, and FEMA12

especially, as an all hazards approach.  So when we13

look at major events, we're not only looking at the14

technological disasters that we've been planning for15

for the last 20 years, 25 years:  Mother Nature, the16

floods, the hurricanes, and things like that, but also17

the terrorism events.  So this is an all hazard type of18

approach and definition.19

Next slide.20

So why are we here?  As Chairman Diaz said,21

we want to establish an open dialogue on issues that22

pertain to post 9/11, that pertain to current off-site23

planning, and to develop a path forward where we can24

enhance what we do, make what we do better, more25
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effective, more efficient.  We're all faced with1

limited resources, limited time, and we need to make2

the best use of those as we go forward.3

Next slide.4

My goals are actually pretty simple.  I5

want to sit here and listen and, where appropriate, ask6

questions, appropriate questions maybe, but to make7

sure that I fully understand the positions that are8

espoused around the table and as provided later from9

the audience to make sure they understand what the10

people's opinions are so that we can integrate that11

into our decision making process as we move forward.12

Next slide.13

Reorganization.  I put this up here as a14

sidebar.  Many of you know that the Department of15

Homeland Security has undergone what we call a second16

stage review, a review initiated by Secretary Chertoff17

with about 15 to 18 teams to look at the structure of18

DHS since its formation and to identify areas where we19

can enhance our organizational structure by either20

realigning folks, moving different operational units21

around, but to better build the DHS so that we can22

better do our mission and support public health and23

safety.24

As a result of that reorganization, the25
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Radiological and Emergency Preparedness Program that I1

lead and the Chemical Stockpile Program.  We'll be2

moving into the new preparedness directorate that is3

being stood up.  That directorate will be stood up4

effective October 1st, and within that directorate5

there's going to be an organization called6

infrastructure protection, and the REP and CCEP7

Programs will be moving into that organization8

effective October 1st.9

The current lead for that is Assistant10

Secretary for Infrastructure Protection, and that's11

Robert Stephan.12

We're in the midst of doing the13

reorganization and building the wiring diagrams and14

don't have much more to say other than it's going to be15

an interesting four weeks trying to stand this16

organization up.17

Thank you.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.19

(Applause.)20

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Craig,21

and we'll have an opportunity for some questions for22

Craig after we hear from Eric Leeds, who is the23

Director of the Division of Preparedness and Response24

within our Office of Nuclear Security and Incident25
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Response.1

Eric.2

MR. LEEDS:  Thank you, Chip.3

Good morning.  Thank you all for attending.4

This is a very important meeting for us, and as a5

number of the folks have said, I think that we have a6

lot to listen to and a lot to learn from this meeting.7

Go to my first slide, please.8

Emergency preparedness.  Emergency9

preparedness is a partnership between the NRC, other10

federal agencies, licensees, state, local, tribal11

governments, and the public itself.  Thousands of first12

responders from local communities make emergency13

preparedness work at the grass roots level.14

Emergency preparedness is about public15

health and safety.  All you need to do is turn on your16

TV or look at the front page of the Washington Post,17

and you can see what emergency preparedness is about.18

It's about saving lives.19

What we all have in common in this room20

today, regardless of your position on nuclear power is21

our desire to enhance emergency preparedness and22

thereby product public health and safety.  It's about23

saving lives.  That's the bottom line for today's and24

tomorrow morning's meeting.25
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Federal oversight of on-site and off-site1

emergency plans at nuclear power plants are shared by2

the NRC and the Federal Emergency Management Agency.3

While the NRC reviews and assesses on-site preparedness4

and response, FEMA takes the lead in reviewing and5

assessing off-site response and also in assisting state6

and local governments.7

The NRC, working with FEMA, will make the8

final determination on the overall state of emergency9

preparedness for each nuclear power plant site.10

However, in order for emergency11

preparedness to be effective, an atmosphere of12

cooperation between stakeholders must exist.  That13

includes clear communication and prearranged agreements14

that are ready to be implemented should the need arise.15

We look to stakeholders to help us develop16

the kind of focused, cooperative response that will be17

effective in dealing with the post 9/11 environment.18

As a result of the attacks on September19

11th, the NRC has increased its focus on potential20

terrorist scenarios as initiating events for emergency21

preparedness.  As part of the orders issued by the22

Commission in February 2002, nuclear power plant23

operators were required to make enhancements in several24

areas of emergency preparedness, including emergency25
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response facilities, emergency response organizations,1

classifications and responses to credible threats, and2

a broad range of hazards.3

Now, in addition, the NRC staff conducted4

a formal evaluation of the emergency planning basis in5

view of the new threat environment.  This evaluation6

addressed the various aspects of nuclear power plant7

emergency preparedness requirements.8

In doing so, we found that the emergency9

preparedness planning basis remained valid.  However,10

the evaluation also identified a number of areas for11

enhancement.  We acknowledge the world changed since12

9/11 and that we need to make changes to be prepared.13

As part of the overall improvement of14

emergency response capabilities, the NRC's improved15

Headquarters Operations Center as well as our regional16

operational centers; with respect to planning for17

continuity of operations, the NRC has done a lot of18

work with the federal government and also with state19

and local governments.20

There have been a number of significant21

actions that we've already taken.  As part of the NRC's22

force-on-force exercises at nuclear power plants, we've23

evaluated licensee's emergency preparedness and24

response concurrent with their security response.  25
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We've also included security based drills1

during evaluated exercises.  For example, we did this2

at Diablo Canyon, Palo Verde and Indian Point.  This is3

a work in progress.  We're doing all we can to enhance4

the overall drill and exercise program that all nuclear5

power plants have to demonstrate to ensure that6

licensees, state and local officials can respond to7

security based events.8

The NRC also recognizes the importance of9

bolstering communications, outreach efforts.  It's one10

of the reasons why we're having this meeting today.11

Outreach, we have to reach out to all of our12

stakeholders, including the public, the industry, the13

international nuclear community, as well as the14

federal, state, local, and tribal governments.15

Our outreach activities include increasing16

public interaction, enhanced working relationships and17

communications with various stakeholder groups, and18

increased stakeholder awareness of our programs and our19

activities, and our plans for going forward.20

We recently issued a generic communication21

to all of our licensees.  We called it a bulletin,22

Bulletin 2005-02, and the purpose of this was to assess23

the steps that the licensees have taken to address the24

post 9/11 environment.  The topics associated with that25
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bulletin will be addressed during the first round table1

discussion.  I think you'll find it very interesting.2

Let's look forward.  All right.  It's3

important that you all know what our plans are going4

forward and what we're going to do with the information5

that we learn as a result of this meeting.6

We've taken some initial steps to begin the7

integration of emergency preparedness and security.8

The staff has also begun conducting a systematic review9

of emergency preparedness regulations and guidance.10

We're trying to determine where enhancements are11

needed.12

One significant aspect of this review is13

your input, the input that we'll receive today.  This14

meeting is an integral part of our review.  What we15

will do is we're going to bend and summarize the16

comments and the questions that result from this17

meeting, and we'll provide a summary of the meeting on18

our Website within 90 days of the closure of the19

comment period.20

If you saw the Federal Register notice,21

we've provided a number of avenues for folks to give us22

comments.  One is they can do it through our Website.23

Another is we have comment cards here at the back of24

this venue, and also we're having this meeting25
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transcribed, as Chip mentioned, and we're going to1

glean that for your comments.2

Our comment period, I believe, ends October3

17th.  So you have time after this meeting also to get4

us comments.  We appreciate your comments, and we will5

feed those back to you to make sure that you know that6

we heard what you said.7

Once we've completed our review, we're8

going to summarize and analyze the results of the9

review.  We're going to identify recommendation for10

potential changes to our emergency preparedness11

regulations and guidance, and we're going to take those12

recommendations and we're going to provide them to the13

Commission with our recommendations on how they can be14

implemented.15

We're also going to work very closely with16

FEMA in this activity.  As we move forward, we will17

keep you informed, and I'm going to ask you to keep18

going back to our Website.19

Here on the screen you can see where you20

can find our Website and the information that we want21

to provide to you.22

We appreciate your participation here and23

the opportunity to discuss the topics that we have for24

the agenda.  We're also looking forward to working with25
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you and improve emergency preparedness to protect the1

public health and safety.  That's what we all have in2

common.3

To conclude, I just want to plug again what4

Chip mentioned at the beginning.  The NRC has arranged5

three tours of our operations center for tomorrow so6

that you can see some of the enhancements we've made7

since the September 11th attacks.  These tours are8

available to the conference attendees on a first come,9

first serve basis.  The tours will start tomorrow.  The10

first one is at 7:00 a.m..  The next one is at 1:30,11

and the last one will be at 3:00 p.m.12

Unfortunately, we are limited to how many13

folks we can get through our operation center.  So14

we've limited each tour to 20 individuals.  Those of15

you who have not registered and you're interested in16

attending, please use the sign-up sheets at the back of17

the room.18

For those of you that can't attend one of19

these tours, we do have a virtual tour that's available20

on CD that's also out at the front of this meeting, and21

I'd appreciate it if you'd avail yourselves of that.22

Again, thank you all for being here.  I'm23

looking forward to having a very good, constructive24

dialogue.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.1

(Applause.)2

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Eric.3

I don't want to get us started on the4

discussion of the issues at this point, but you may5

have some clarifying questions, and thank you for using6

the name tents.7

Let's go to Eric, Eric Epstein.8

MR. EPSTEIN:  It's a question and a9

request.  I think that it's clear that everybody here10

values the collective input of this body and I was11

wondering if any thought has been given to make the12

people at the table a permanent advisory committee13

since it's such a fluid issue and rather than just come14

here once, perhaps we could meet on a regular basis to15

advise the NRC, FEMA, Department of Homeland Security.16

It just appears to me that once is probably17

not enough.18

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Eric.19

I'm going to put that up here as an issue20

for the staff to consider as a comment on this meeting.21

Anybody else have a question or suggestion22

at this point?  Yes, Mary.23

MS. LAMPERT:  Yes.  To follow up on what24

Eric Epstein had to say, clearly, having a couple of25
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hours for on-site and then a couple of hours for off-1

site is hardly an introduction.  Therefore, I would2

recommend that you have another meeting specific to3

each of those areas to bring people together to look in4

some depth.5

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Mary.6

I'll put that up also.7

Anybody else?  8

We're sort of getting into the type of9

issues we would talk about in calibration, but that's10

fine.  But any questions for Craig or Eric about FEMA11

plans or NRC plans at this point?  Aubrey Godwin.12

MR. GODWIN:  I'm wondering if FEMA is going13

to change their way of doing business relative to14

reviewing operation of the plans and determining15

whether they're effective and things like that first as16

a government official, and I think the public would17

probably want to know whether there's going to be any18

changes also.19

MR. CAMERON:  Mary, do you want to add20

something to Aubrey's?21

MS. LAMPERT:  Yes, I do.22

What I wanted to add was in talking about23

process, I would like to hear a discussion of is there24

a trend to go to guidance and away from regulation.  If25
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that be the case, I think that should be a serious1

discussion because my understanding is only regulations2

are enforceable.3

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  We have a question for4

Craig and a question, I think, for Eric, and we'll go5

with the short answer at this point, but I think that6

those are serious issues that we need to discuss during7

our deliberations.8

Let's go to Craig.  Did you understand9

Aubrey's question?10

MR. CONKLIN:  I think I did.  In the short11

term we don't anticipate any changes in the way we12

operate at FEMA, especially since in 30 days I won't be13

part of FEMA.14

That being said, as we enter into the15

infrastructure protection part of this preparedness16

directorate, we are going to look at how we function.17

We're going to look at part of the total picture of the18

guidance we have, the MOUs that we have with the NRC,19

our rules and regulations have to change because right20

now 44 CFR 350, 51 and all of that refer to FEMA21

structures, FEMA organizations.  All of that is going22

to have to be revised and updated.  23

So we're going to take a very holistic24

approach, if you will, in looking at what we need to do25
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to bring a rules, regulations, guidances, all of the1

things that we do up to current standards today.2

Right now, being part of FEMA, we have been3

able to get by with the regulations without revising4

them even though they refer to positions that no longer5

exist because we've been able to say, "Okay. This6

position took that position.  Therefore, this person7

should sign off on the exercise report or that kind of8

thing."9

So we are going to be looking hard at that.10

It's not going to happen overnight, and as we go11

forward, we may be identifying things that we12

definitely need to get input with  from our13

stakeholders and our partners, but that's a key part of14

this whole reorganization, is looking at how we do our15

business and how we can make sure it's done effectively16

within the new formation or structure of DHS.17

MR. GODWIN:  I was quite concerned that you18

may lose some of your resources to other infrastructure19

support problems that exist in other industries more so20

than maybe in the nuclear industries, and it may affect21

your ability to review and make determinations.22

MR. CONKLIN:  I don't see our resources or23

the other programs as well since they are fenced24

resources being syphoned off to other centers, if you25
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will.  I've been given some assurances from folks1

within the transition team at fairly high levels that2

they will not be adversely impacting our abilities to3

do our job.  4

So the folks in the regions where the5

rubber really meets the road and that the state and6

locals deal with on a day-to-day, week-to-week basis,7

those folks right now are intending to stay right in8

those same seats, in those regional offices, and9

continue on with the partnerships and the relationships10

that they've developed over the last 25 years.11

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, and I know we're going12

to hear more discussion throughout the day on what FEMA13

might do short term and longer term.14

Let's go to Eric on Mary's question about15

regulations and guidance, and then we'll come back down16

to Pat Mulligan.17

Eric.18

MR. LEEDS:  Just quickly, very well said.19

There is a fundamental difference between regulations20

and guidance.  Regulations is the bottom line.21

Licensees have to comply with regulations.  They are22

enforceable, as you said.23

Guidance is the "how to."  How do you meet24

the regulatory standards?  And guidance is just that,25
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one way to meet the regulatory requirements.1

When we are telling people what to do, we2

want to be very specific in terms of saving lives.  How3

to do it, we'll provide guidance, but we recognize that4

there are a lot of smart folks out there that can think5

of a lot of different ways on how to do it and how to6

do it well, and that the NRC doesn't have all the7

answers with regard to how to do it.8

So with regard to guidance, we want to9

allow folks the initiative to do what's best to achieve10

the regulatory requirement, and we review what they do11

against the regulatory requirement to ensure it's met.12

But what we'll talk about here today, we'll13

be dealing with both, the regulatory requirements and14

the guidance in order to meet that requirement.15

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Eric.16

And keep in mind that we not only want to17

hear from you about the substance of the particular18

approach, the issue we're talking about, but also19

whether you think it should be, if appropriate,20

regulation or guidance.  And Eric gave you a little bit21

of a flavor about the policy foundation for whether you22

go with regulations or guidance, and I think we should23

be revisiting that throughout the day.24

We're going to go to Pat and then to Jeff25
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Benjamin and then to Ned Right.1

Pat.MR. MULLIGAN:  Thank you, Chip.2

I'd just like to make one comment regarding3

the reorganization, and I know that I've gotten a lot4

of feedback already about states that are very5

concerned about how that process is going to proceed6

because of the impact it does have on all of the7

states, local, and county and tribal governments.  If8

that organization happens without stakeholder input,9

the ripple effect could be putting us back quite10

significantly, and we'd like to be involved in that11

process right from the front while things are being12

reorganized so that people out in the states and local13

levels understand what's going on and can react14

immediately rather than down the line and give you15

feedback so that that happens in a manner which we16

don't get stuck in a situation where, you know, we need17

to play catch-up.  We need to be involved in that18

process right up front.19

MR. CAMERON:  This is very specifically20

towards the FEMA reorganization that you're talking21

about.22

Craig, I guess the question from that that23

comes out:  are there any plans on how the public will24

be involved, how the stakeholders will be involved in25
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a FEMA reorganization at this point?1

MR. CONKLIN:  Last week Secretary Chertoff2

and Deputy Secretary Jackson met with the Homeland3

Security officials from each state, as well as the4

emergency management officials and got input on the5

reorganization at that high level.  6

At the level that I'm working at, we're on7

a line to have this thing stood up by October 1st.  We8

have our meetings in progress, and within our area, our9

level, there are no plans for involving other10

stakeholders.11

So if the state and locals have concern, my12

suggestion would be to talk with the regional radiation13

protection folks, weighing the concerns of them,14

because I am working with them and getting their input15

on issues that need to be addressed, but there is no16

process within the infrastructure protection area to17

involve any outside stakeholders in our reorganization.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay. Thank you.19

And I probably got Aubrey's attention on20

that, but he put his card down.  So let's go to Ned.21

MR. WRIGHT:  I think that one of the things22

that Eric mentioned about the difference in regulation23

and guidance that I think is very important as we look24

at the cost of spectrum, one size does not fit all, and25
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I think it's important for us to have a regulatory1

basis, but each of us -- I'll have to implement these2

things, and the way I implement it may be different3

from another facility based on the population or4

demographics, other things that happen into this.5

And I think that it's important for us to6

not be boxed in too tightly of how the locals are going7

to do this because I'm the one that's responsible for8

that.  And also, if I fail, then I have failed my9

public.  You know, it's not that I have failed our10

nuclear power plant or whatever.  And we get all of11

that support from them, and this is why we exercise, we12

train, and we're probably the most exercised and13

prepared community in the State of Iowa because of that14

partner ship.15

So there's a lot that goes on, but also as16

we look at these different things, we have the17

capability for a 360 evacuation, even though that's not18

what we focus on, but we can.  We've got different19

ways, which is different from other facilities that are20

on bodies of water that can only go one way.21

So our evacuation planning and the things22

that we do must meet our community demographics, not23

something that someone picks up and says, "We want you24

to do it the same way that on the West Coast, the East25
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Coast, the South and North," whatever.  We have to have1

that flexibility.2

But we are responsible to our public, and3

I think that having a good mix -- I think the mix we4

have right now with regulation and guidance fits our5

needs, and we've been working very closely.  I know our6

office has.  We have invited FEMA.  We have invited the7

NRC to come down to participate in our exercises, to8

actually see what we are doing and to learn from us and9

to exchange information.10

And that's why things like this are very11

important for us.  So as these policies and guidance12

and things like that are coming up, we get to tell what13

does this impact do to us because, as I said, we're the14

one that has to implement it.15

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Ned, and16

please put that oar in, so to speak, when we get to the17

individual issues where appropriate.18

Let's hear from Tony Sutton, and then let's19

hear from Alan and Jeff and then go back to the20

calibration issue.  We've already heard a number of21

things on that.22

Tony Sutton.23

MR. SUTTON:  I want to echo what Ned just24

said because all of these emergencies do start and end25
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locally, and we're the ones that are responsible to the1

citizens in the EPZ.  We all have difficult jobs.2

There's no question about it, and everybody in this3

room, we all have the best interest of the public at4

heart.  We may have differing viewpoints.  We may argue5

the benefits of nuclear energy.  We may argue the level6

of preparedness that exists in the EPZs today.7

For Craig, number one, it's like any good8

marriage.  It's based on communication, and you know,9

the statement that there is really not much input for10

us from the outside, our relationship with FEMA -- it's11

not secret -- has been very strained for the last12

couple of years.  It has been a very difficult13

relationship at one level.  It has been very14

beneficial, and certainly it has been very professional15

and collegial at the emergency management level.16

In terms of the NRC, Eric, by your own17

admissions you really don't know what works best at the18

local level, but you are the people with the stick, and19

in terms of the local levels, we do deal on a daily20

basis with the licensees, but we do sometimes need that21

person with the stick to move process along.22

We've had some discussions over the last23

year and a half, two years about YALEs, about24

protective action recommendations.  I think what we're25
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struggling with is a system that developed post TMI.1

It was the best lessons at that point, best practices.2

Certainly it needs to be reviewed.3

I do understand that, you know, the4

regulations are made here, and it's very difficult for5

us to apply a cookie cutter type of approach to the6

individual localities.  I've said it before.  There are7

probably many EPZs where there are more prairie dogs8

than people, but there are many EPZs that have varying9

levels of infrastructure and response organizations in10

place.11

It's difficult for you to be able to take12

all of that into consideration.  One of my big13

recommendations is although the NRC traditionally has14

been an inside defense line kind of organization, it15

has been apparent over the last year and a half that16

your role has extended past that.17

Whether it's the force on force or the18

recent exercise that we had at Indian Point, certainly19

the NRC had a much greater presence than ever before in20

that process, and we welcome that because you are, in21

fact, the people with the stick.22

But I think that to effectively plan at the23

local level, you need to be engaged at the local level,24

and again, I acknowledge the difficult role that the25
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federal government has in dealing with the sites and1

the diversity across this country.  I acknowledge the2

difficulty that exists between the agencies at the3

federal level. 4

It's a little disconcerting when we have5

DHS coming in to do a security evaluation of a site and6

basically, you know, they're on their mission.  They're7

focused on doing this evaluation, and it's almost to8

the exclusion of what's taken place beforehand, and you9

know, we're about to engage in that at the Indian Point10

site.11

But I guess my message here, and I think12

probably the person that I can most relate to at the13

table is with Ned because, again, it does start and it14

ends locally with us.  It will be a while before the15

state gets there.  It will be a while before the16

federal government gets there, and certainly we're17

going to be the ones that will be on 60 minutes two or18

three years later explaining the shortfalls of our19

emergency planning, and certainly we don't want to be20

engaged in finger pointing.  We want to be engaged in21

a partnership going forward.22

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Tony.23

We're really getting a lot of comments that24

are very appropriate for the calibration session which25
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we'll get to in a few minutes, and we'll revisit some1

of the things that have been said.2

And Tony brought up marriage, and I guess3

I would just say watch that metaphor.  Okay?  But I'm4

sure there may be a lot of analogies here that I don't5

want to go into.6

Jeff and Alan, can you tell us about the7

industry information?  And then we'll go to8

calibration.  This is Alan Nelson.9

MR. NELSON:  Well, I think it's important10

as we go through the next day and a half and learn from11

what we've experienced today in evaluating the12

regulations as the primary effort, and then determine13

what needs to be changed, if anything, and then tailor14

guidance that fits new regulations.  So I think there15

should be a systematic approach.16

I think that Jeff had some ideas as well.17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  And, Jeff, you're18

going to use the podium?19

MR. BENJAMIN:  Yeah.20

MR. CAMERON:  Go ahead.  I guess we can go21

down with the lights here a few minutes, and then we'll22

be back up.23

MR. BENJAMIN:  Well, again, I'm Jeff24

Benjamin from Exelon, and I'm actually up here wearing25
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two hats.  I'm also a member of the Working Group for1

Emergency Preparedness at NEI, and I've also had an2

extensive relationship with the Security Working Group3

at NEI as well.4

Those working groups serve two functions.5

One is to serve as a focus interface point with the6

Nuclear Regulatory Commission on establishing policy7

issues, but another important role that we play is also8

to make sure no one is left behind, as you may in the9

industry.  We want to make sure that as we go forward10

with these new initiatives it's done effectively and11

efficiently, and we do what we can to self-police12

ourselves to make sure that everybody is doing what is13

intended through a lot of these hard fought discussions14

to get these policy decisions made correctly.15

I have some slides.  I'd like to provide an16

overview, a little bit of the background of emergency17

preparedness and also some of what we've done this18

year.  I am very pleased at the number of the state19

agencies, including those that we deal with are here20

today, and I want to say right up front and building a21

little bit on your point, Tony, but really the backbone22

of our emergency preparedness plans are the people that23

are in these state and local organizations and the24

effective relationships they've built with the25
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professionals at our site.1

It is truly awesome to watch how these2

organizations work together.  I see it in New Jersey,3

Pennsylvania and Illinois, and again, make no mistake.4

That's the very backbone of our ability to respond5

effectively.6

I think as many of you know, at least it's7

our view that nuclear power is an important part of our8

energy security here in the United States.  It supplies9

20 percent of our power, and it's an emission free10

source of electricity.  We have had as part of our11

entire history emergency planning as part of our core12

operations.13

Those emergency plans were required to be14

upgraded and have become more sophisticated in the15

aftermath of Three Mile Island and rightfully so.  And16

as time has gone on, we have continued to build on the17

partnerships with our state and local governments.18

Now, the NRC has established a regulatory19

basis for emergency planning and its regulations, and20

they do carry the stick, as you may, with us in the21

private sector.22

The implementing guidance has continued to23

change over time.  We as well as other stakeholders24

have provided input to us, and it's our position at25
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least that the flexibility exists within the regulatory1

structure to move forward as we are right now with2

implementing some of the security enhancements.3

We are also continuing to upgrade our4

technology for emergency planning.  As an example, we5

have an emergency operations facility in Illinois that,6

in essence, is activated any time we have an event at7

any one of our six sites in Illinois.  That facility8

has technology that enables us at any one of our six9

sites to virtually monitor several hundred different10

reactor parameters, including pressures, temperatures,11

potential dose rates and consequences.  It's out of12

that facility that we also operate our field teams.13

And that is information that we're also14

able to share with our state and federal counterparts.15

That's a far cry different than what it looked like16

when I came in the industry some 20 years ago.17

Discussions over the next two days will18

give us all an opportunity to review this regulatory19

framework and how the NRC and the industry and our20

communities together are addressing new challenges.21

The search for lessons learned for a way to make22

meaningful enhancements  in emergency preparedness,23

that's a core fundamental of how we operate. 24

Our industry is built up being self-25
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critical and being self-learning.  That's how our drill1

and exercise program is built.  That's how the2

regulatory oversight process is built to reinforce3

those principles.4

Now, I'll provide a brief overview of5

emergency preparedness for the benefit of some of those6

in the audience that may not be familiar.  I'll discuss7

how nuclear plants are enhancing their plans to address8

situations that may arise in the context of a security9

related hostile action, and obviously the events of10

September 11th and the threat of terrorism have raised11

new questions about emergency preparedness in this12

context.13

Security has always been part of emergency14

preparedness.  Today its role is even greater.  We have15

become much more informed of what the potential threat16

looks like.17

At Exelon we've spent roughly $150 million18

upgrading our physical security systems at the plant.19

Those physical security systems are as effective as our20

ability to respond to a potential threat as well, and21

that's both an operational and security force response,22

as well as a potential emergency response organization23

response.  So the hardware alone is not the answer.24

It's the integrated organizational response that makes25
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it effective.1

I also believe NRC regulations, as I've2

said, have the scope and flexibility to address this3

environment in the context of this security.  Proof is4

in the extensive actions the NRC has taken in EP since5

2000.  I think Eric touched on some of those.  I think6

we'll get into some more of that detail here shortly.7

In addition, in my presentation I will8

submit for the record a white paper that expands on my9

remarks.  Copies are available at the back of the room.10

Next slide, please, Joe.11

Emergency plans have a broad reach12

involving at least 200 employees at each site.  The way13

we structure our emergency response organization is14

virtually every employee has a role to play in the15

emergency response organization.  I'm on duty once out16

of every four weeks.  During that week I don't drink.17

I stay within an hour of our response facility, and I'm18

constantly wearing my pager in the event that something19

were to occur.20

And those are responsibilities that are21

carried out throughout our emergency response22

organization.  That's part of the price of admission of23

working at one of our plants.  Our plants are not24

unique.  That's true across the rest of the industry.25
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This is part of the dedication of being a professional1

in our industry.2

The Department of Homeland Security's3

national response plan did not change significantly the4

NRC's role in responding to an emergency at a nuclear5

plant.  However, now the NRC is required to coordinate6

its emergency related activities with DHS.7

In the event of an emergency at a nuclear8

plant, the company operating the facility classifies9

the event.  We have that responsibility through one of10

our emergency response facilities, and that ranges from11

a notification of unusual event at the lowest end up to12

a general emergency at the highest classification13

level.14

The NRC as well as state and local15

emergency responders will assess and confirm the16

severity of the event, and once we have those17

facilities activated, there is live time, real time18

interactive conversations occurring between all these19

entities.20

It is the plant's responsibility to21

recommend protective actions for the public in the ten22

mile emergency planning zone, if appropriate.  But it's23

state and local government officials that ultimately24

determine the actions to take, and again, it's that25
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close working relationship with the focus on protecting1

the health and safety of the public.2

Next slide, please.3

The nature of any potential relux4

(phonetic) for release is the same whether a reactor5

incident stems from equipment malfunction, human error,6

or deliberate sabotage.  But a security threat or7

breach adds a new element of uncertainty.  We can8

hypothesize what would-be saboteurs might do, and we're9

doing that, looking at a myriad of potential scenarios10

that we might have to address, but we cannot model11

hostile action related developments with the same12

precision as we respond to plant equipment issues.13

And this is some of the work we're14

undertaking now, is how best to simulate what a plant15

might look like after a potential attack by a saboteur,16

and further testing what the emergency response17

barriers and issues might be that would be different18

than the classic way we've trained our emergency19

response organization.20

Nuclear plant security has always21

considered a possibility of intruders who have inside22

help and detailed knowledge of the plant.  That23

continues to be the case.  However, as the potential24

for a threat of hostile action has increased in recent25
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years, we are addressing this changing reality with1

these plans as I've mentioned earlier.2

The NRC issued a bulletin in July that Eric3

mentioned that addresses emergency preparedness in the4

context of hostile action.  This bulletin asked us to5

provide information to the NRC on actions we have taken6

or plan to take to modify emergency plans and to more7

fully reflect security based events.8

As an example, the bulletin includes9

information for nuclear plant operators to consider10

that that would result in emergency classification for11

hostile action at plant.  We've changed the emergency12

action level scheme now to we believe more accurately13

reflect the realities of today and to get the14

notification out to the state and local officials and15

to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and subsequently16

other federal agencies in a more timely manner.17

Next slide, please.18

Industry guidelines are assisting nuclear19

plant emergency response organizations in responding to20

this changing threat environment.  The industry21

recognized the need for emergency preparedness22

enhancements and are engaging our off-site counterparts23

in this effort.24

NEI's emergency preparedness and security25
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working groups developed guidelines for enhancing1

nuclear emergency preparedness programs.  It considers2

scenarios involving hostile attacks.  The enhancements3

fall into five areas.4

One, security based emergency action5

levels.6

Two, prompt NRC notification.  I think that7

will be a subject of discussion here today in terms of8

how that prompt NRC notification meshes with the need9

for the off-site agencies to get prompt notification as10

well.11

Protective measures for on-site personnel.12

Augmentation of emergency response13

organizations.14

And integrated emergency preparedness and15

security drill program.16

Next slide, please.17

Another industry guidance document18

addresses the range of protective actions that a19

nuclear plant may consider using during the early phase20

of an emergency.  The industry guidance addresses four21

issues related to evacuation and sheltering.  Decision22

points for recommending evacuation, for recommending23

sheltering, and the use of sheltering as an alternative24

to evacuation for short-term radiological releases, and25
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finally the use of sheltering when evacuation is1

impractical because of impediments such as bad weather2

or inadequate roads.3

Next slide, please.4

The nuclear industry and the NRC are pilot5

testing a plan for integrating a security threat6

response into emergency preparedness drills that we7

have performed in our off year drills, and I think8

there's a picture board in back of the recent Diablo9

Canyon experience.10

And, again, as I stated earlier really the11

thrust there is to better simulate what an emergency12

response organization would be dealing with in the13

event that the plant proper itself suffered some14

casualty as a result of a security related event.15

The tabletop consisted of two phases.  The16

initial event response phase addressed receipt of17

threat information and near term actions associated18

with classifying the event.  The post event response19

phase addressed emergency response to the potential20

loss of a large area of the plant due to some21

hypothesized catastrophe.22

The Diablo Canyon tabletop drill began the23

notification of the control room that an airliner with24

apparently hostile intention was within 30 minutes of25
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the plant and heading toward it, the scenario1

specifically addressed in some of the NRC guidance2

issued to date.3

Any potential event related hostile action4

rather than plant operations changes the planning5

landscape.  For example, emergency plans now must6

reflect different assumptions about location and7

availability of plant personnel and even where and how8

we set up our different emergency facilities.9

The integrated emergency preparedness10

security scenario at Diablo Canyon included an airline11

crash and possible effects on safety and communication12

equipment, as well as casualties which have not been13

factors in our more traditional bureaus to date.  Now,14

this drill is one example of how the industry is15

enhancing our program to recognize the changing16

landscape, and it's really the first of a kind effort17

to further mature security related scenarios so that as18

we drill in our off years, this is something that we'll19

be able to further improve the competency of our20

emergency response organization.21

Next slide, please.22

Nuclear power plants are safe and secure23

because of a defense in depth approach.  Now, that24

begins with the design and construction of the25
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facility, the redundant safety and security systems and1

how they train reactor operators.2

In addition, emergency plans are well3

developed and tested, and they have substantial4

involvement by local, state, and federal authorities.5

I think it's very safe to say that we have throughout6

the industrial sectors in the United States maybe the7

most mature emergency planning function that exists.8

These plans have proved effective in a wide9

range of situations that are not related to nuclear10

plant operations, such as storms, floods, and chemical11

spills, and they represent an established partnership12

between state and local communities and our industry,13

and the level of emergency preparedness that few other14

communities have.15

I'd like to finally close with, again, the16

thought that we began with a robust and secure design17

at our nuclear plants.  Since 9/11 we have further18

fortified the security of these plants.  That's taken19

a safe situation to a safer situation, and we are now20

augmenting the personnel response all the way from the21

operators to the emergency response organization to22

better respond in the event of a security related23

event.24

With that I'll close my remarks and look25
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forward to the constructive dialogue over the next two1

days.2

Thank you.3

(Applause.)4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.5

Let me go to Eric, Eric Epstein.6

MR. EPSTEIN:  This is perhaps for Jeff and7

Al.  I had a question.  As I was looking at your slides8

in the one figure that has eluded me is do you know9

throughout the industry how many EOF facilities existed10

before 9/11 and how many EOF facilities exist now and11

how many dedicated people you had at those facilities12

before 9/11 and how many you have now?13

Because consistent with everything you're14

saying that you are more prepared, I'm just curious how15

many facilities you have in operation and how many16

folks are working at those facilities.17

MR. BENJAMIN:  Well, I can speak directly18

to Exelon.  We have one emergency operation facility in19

Illinois which responds to any event at any of our six20

sites.  That was in place prior to 9/11 and continues21

to be in operation.22

We've enhanced the capability of that23

organization since 9/11 through a number of the24

training initiatives I spoke of.25
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In Pennsylvania, as I believe you're aware,1

we have a central emergency operation facility in2

Coatesville, which again is in place to respond to3

events at many of our three sites, and again, the4

staffing for those facilities largely is coming from5

our corporate organizations.  We have a large corporate6

office in our Cantera facility in Warrenville and also7

in Kenneth Square, where a number of our professionals8

that support ongoing site operation on a day-to-day9

basis are the dedicated people that respond to this10

facility.11

So we're not drawing them, we're not12

siphoning them from the plant per se.  We're bringing13

them from the corporate offices.14

Finally, in New Jersey, we have a dedicated15

emergency operation facility for the Oyster Creek16

facility, and we have revamped that facility since17

9/11, but again, I think as far as emergency operations18

facility, I mean, they were there prior to 9/11.  I19

think with the insights from 9/11 there's a new reality20

that we're adding it to the training.21

MR. EPSTEIN:  Well, my point is that in22

Pennsylvania there's actually less sites.  We went from23

three sites to one.  We've lost personnel,a nd so what24

I'm asking you on the record is, either Jeff or Alan:25
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do you have a record of how many EOF sites were1

actually intact before 9/11, how many exist now?2

We're decreasing the number of sites and3

decreasing the number of personnel because you're4

arguing you can be leaner and meaner.  That was not our5

position when you moved the site out of Three Mile6

Island.7

MR. BENJAMIN:  No, and I recognize that,8

but it's clearly our view that we are leveraging more9

expertise, more timely expertise with the consolidation10

of this EOF.  We are bringing resources to bear in the11

unlikely event that something were to happen at any of12

our facilities that might not otherwise be brought to13

bear.  So this is not an issue of leaner or meaner for14

Exelon.  It was really an issue of effectiveness, and15

we believe strongly that this is a very effective way16

to staff an emergency operation facility utilizing the17

broad array of resources that we have available to us.18

Alan, you may want to answer the broader19

question.20

MR. NELSON:  Sam wanted to answer first,21

but every site has an EOF.  All 63 sites have an EOF.22

Some, as Jeff has mentioned, have elected to centralize23

that in order to bring actually more expertise to bear24

with a greater technology of instrumentation, and we25
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need to look at, as people are moving more toward1

virtual information where an EOF can be established in2

almost any location given the appropriate procedures3

and communications, and it does bring the4

professionalism to that site.5

I know, Sam, you had --6

MR. CAMERON:  Before we go to Mary and7

Rochelle, I think Sam had a comment on this particular8

issue.  Sam Collins.9

MR. COLLINS:  Yes, thank you, Chip.10

Eric, it's an excellent question.  I thank11

you for that.12

What I would want to be sure is that you13

understand that we can have an off-line discussion if14

you like with Eric's people.  The EOF location, as well15

as the consolidation is an NRC licensing issue, and it16

goes under review.17

The Commission as of recent is very18

interested in the consolidation and the Commission has19

been involved in the decision making of the20

consolidation  because of the types of sensitivity that21

you would have on its surface of the apparent reduction22

of effectiveness for the sake of efficiency.  We would23

be concerned if that were to take place also.  So they24

do receive a specific review.25
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I would want to add that on the NRC side,1

and again, perhaps we can have a sidebar discussion,2

the events of 9/11 have resulted in a number of3

enhancements to our capability which dovetails with the4

enhancements to the EOF as far as types and speed of5

communication, the ability to transfer information in6

a secure level, including videoconference capabilities,7

the ability of our sites at the resident inspector8

level to receive and communicate the type of9

information that may deal with a threat, the ability to10

store that type of information, as well as a complete11

revamping and revision of the security plans, training12

plan, contingency plan, and security plan themselves13

without getting into details because of the type of14

information that's involved.15

So it's a partnership, but there are16

enhancements, but we are sensitive to the efficiency17

issue going too far.  That's why we do those reviews.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, Eric.  Thank you for19

asking that question, and it may come up during our20

discussions today.21

We're in the calibration mode here, and I22

think that we are probably going to get calibrated.23

Let's go to Rochelle and then to Mary.24

Rochelle.25
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MS. BECKER:  My concern is at Waterford you1

had 13 hours to shut down the plant in advance even2

though you had designed that plant to withstand3

hurricanes or whatever else you might have in New4

Orleans.  Earthquakes afford no such notification even5

though our plant is designed to withstand an6

earthquake.7

But what hasn't been done is taking into8

consideration that a terrorist -- and I don't own a9

squirt gun.  So I'm just not plotting scenarios for10

terrorism -- but you know, a terrorist might think11

about ruining a little bit of infrastructure before it12

ruins the nuclear power plant or doing both at the same13

time so that your bridges might be out; your14

communications might be out; and you have an earthquake15

and so how do you communicate?  How do you get people16

out?17

None of those things are done because the18

NRC has refused to do simultaneous events.  They say19

there could be an earthquake that could cause a20

radioactive release and let's plan for that, or there21

could be an earthquake that could damage the22

infrastructure and let's plan for that, but they have23

refused to consider that there's an earthquake that24

could damage a nuclear power plant or a terrorist25
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attack now that could damage a nuclear power plant and1

the infrastructure and the communications necessary in2

order to get people out.3

I'm perfectly thrilled that we've had a4

tabletop exercise at Diablo Canyon, and I'm glad our5

tables are safe, but I'm not really sure that our6

community is safe, and I think that that needs to be7

addressed, and I think the NRC has to stop thinking8

that you cannot have simultaneous events because you9

can.10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Rochelle.11

Another good example of the types of issues that we12

want to surface during this calibration session.13

Mary.14

MS. LAMPERT:  Yes, just a procedural issue.15

You did a very good job having three groups here16

representing first federal government, then the17

industry, then more local stakeholders.  I note in the18

program that you have provided an opportunity for a19

speech, so to speak, from two of those groups, but not20

from the third group.  So, therefore, I would ask that21

15 minutes be set aside at the end of today for those22

representing local stakeholders to be able to make an23

equivalent speech.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, and I don't want that25
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to be to the derogation of the information you're going1

to offer during our discussions, but I think that we2

can do that.3

Let's get Ned's comment, and then just let4

me summarize what we've heard in calibration and put up5

Mary's suggestion.  Okay?6

Ned.7

MR. WRIGHT:  Well, I'd like to take8

exception to Rochelle's comments that we don't look at9

several different simultaneous events.  I know in Iowa10

we have a very low probability of earthquakes, but we11

still exercise that, and we exercise what would happen12

if we were to have an earthquake, what it would do to13

our infrastructure, our bridges and things like that.14

As part of our exercises we look at those things, and15

we look at with our engineers and stuff like that on16

our alternate evacuations and stuff like that.17

So at the same time we've looked at what18

would happen if there was a security event at the19

nuclear power plant.  At the same time a simultaneous20

terrorist event in the major community, how are we21

going to respond to those things?22

So I think that we are looking at those,23

and again, those are looked at as what affects us, and24

we look at what happens when we have a greater25
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probability of tornadoes.  How do we do that?  Or in1

the wintertime we have blizzards and stuff like that2

that could definitely impact our ability not only to3

communicate, but to also evacuate.4

So we are looking at those and maybe not to5

some of the extent that you're looking at, but to say6

that it's not being done, it is being done, and a lot7

of that is being done at the local level where we look8

at our local risks, our local hazards, and address9

those, whether there's a requirement from the NRC that10

holds our feet to the fire.11

We're doing that at the local level because12

we know that that's what happens to us and it's13

important to us.  So I think that we need to look at14

those, again, not as a cookie cutter because there are15

certain things on the West Coast or the East Coast that16

we in the Midwest don't need to worry about, but we17

also have things in the Midwest that others don't need18

to be concerned about.19

So look at some of those at the local20

level, and we are doing those.21

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Well, that's good to22

hear, but I take it that Rochelle's point is well taken23

that in the sense that some local governments have been24

doing exactly what she thinks needs to be done, and25
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we're going to go into the one size fits all issue1

later on.2

Let's go to Onalee and then Craig, and let3

me do a summary and we'll get to a break.4

Onalee.5

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  May I ask a question6

about your EOFs?    When you consolidate your EOFs, how7

many simultaneous events at different facilities can8

they handle?  Is it just one at a time or can you9

handle more?10

MR. BENJAMIN:  I'm assuming everybody heard11

the question, but I'll restate it anyway.  The question12

as I understand it was how many events do we assume or13

have we demonstrated we can handle.14

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  At a consolidated EOF.15

MR. BENJAMIN:  At a consolidated EOF.16

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  At different sites.17

MR. BENJAMIN:  Yeah, and I want to make18

clear, back to Mr. Collins' point, you know.  We draw19

our boundaries on consolidating EOFs within a given20

state province because those are the state and local21

entities we're dealing with.  We do not try to do it22

across state boundaries.  So that's why we have them23

set up the way we do.24

But one of the final licensing actions that25
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we were to undertake for the consolidation of our1

Coatesville EOF was to demonstrate the capability to2

handle two events:  simultaneous events, one at our3

Three Mile Island site and one at one of our boiling4

water reactors, Peach Bottom.5

So the emergency response organization had6

to demonstrate that they were able to handle that7

concurrently.8

MR. NELSON:  I think that also was at other9

facilities as well, not just the -- I mean, we're not10

just talking about Exelon, but at the other11

consolidated facilities they were required to perform12

an exercise for both a PWR and a BWR simultaneously13

before the NRC would give them approval that that14

facility was acceptable.15

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Onalee.16

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  And that would be a17

guidance or a regulation then that they do this,18

simultaneous, the NRC?19

MR. NELSON:  I believe it falls under20

5054(q) to show that you haven't decreased the21

effectiveness of the facility but, in fact, enhanced22

the facility itself.23

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Let's go to Nader for24

some clarification on that and then we'll go to Craig.25
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Are you going to answer?1

MR. MAMISH:  Well, yeah.  Let me focus the2

discussion here on EOFs.  The focus that we try to3

maintain is functionality and communication.  During an4

event of any type, whether it's natural or manmade, the5

key to effective, efficient response is what type of6

communication abilities you have and the functionality7

of the EOF.8

And in the case that's been raised today,9

we did look at that issue, and we determined that the10

functionality and the communication far exceed what the11

licensee had at the three locations.12

PARTICIPANT:  You said far exceeded.13

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.14

I think Eric is expressing a disagreement15

with that.16

PARTICIPANT:  No, I am.  You don't have to17

think about it.18

MR. CAMERON:  Let's go to Craig, and then19

let me summarize and take a break and do some minor20

agenda changes.21

Craig.22

MR. CONKLIN:  I just want to respond back23

to Rochelle's issue about the natural disasters that24

have impacts on these facilities and things.25
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I'm getting sort of a crash course right1

now since we're joining the infrastructure protection2

organization, learning about the national3

infrastructure protection plan, the NIPP, which is4

being drafted right now and is going to be submitted,5

which deals with protecting the critical infrastructure6

from terrorist events and all sorts of other things.7

So I think this is an area that DHS and the8

organization that we've moving into is going to be9

taking a good, hard look at, multiple events that10

affect the infrastructure, to make sure the11

infrastructure is protected and prepared to continue12

its functions to support and serve the people of the13

United States.14

So it's a good issue.  It's an important15

one.  I think we're going to be getting into that as we16

move into this new organization.17

MR. CAMERON:  Final comment.  Debbie.18

Debbie Grinnell.19

MS. GRINNELL:  When Tony Sutton appealed to20

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to get on the ground21

with them and FEMA and work with local emergency22

planners, we have two resident inspectors from the NRC23

at each nuclear facility whose sole responsibility is24

on-site regulation and inspection.25
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Why don't we have an NRC inspector for off-1

site emergency planning on the ground in each state to2

work with all of the nuclear plants and give feedback3

to the NRC so that we're not dealing with theoretical4

issues,b ut we're actually on the ground?5

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.  Thank you very6

much, Debbie.7

What I want to do is try to summarize the8

calibration issues, and I think we surfaced a number of9

important issues, including that last one, and I'm sure10

they're going to come up throughout the day.  So we'll11

have more time to discuss them.12

But just in summary, permanent advisory13

committee such as this on this issue, and these are14

take-aways for the NRC to consider.15

Separate meetings in the future.  This16

could be tied in with the permanent advisory committee.17

It could be done separately, but separate meetings to18

give more air time to off site or whatever issues.19

The whole issue about the philosophy of20

regulations versus guidance was raised.21

FEMA reorg, this is perhaps a take-away for22

Craig, FEMA reorg should have stakeholder input.23

We heard a little bit of one size does not24

fit all.  We're going to hear a lot about that, and in25
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the context it was raised, it's not just the needs of1

a particular site, but I think Ned was also raising the2

idea in the regulations versus guidance area.  We'll3

hear more about that.4

Not the type of area that you can use a5

cookie cutter approach.6

I wasn't really sure about this one, and we7

can try to clarify it later, but I thought I heard8

something to the effect that there could be perhaps a9

closer relationship between FEMA and local government,10

and I'm not sure that I picked that up clearly.11

Need to look at simultaneous events, some12

discussion on that.13

And finally, the idea of an NRC inspector;14

that may be not the right term, but specific NRC15

presence dedicated to off-site issues.16

So these are the types of issues that17

overarch the specific discussions, and I'm going to go18

to Tracey and Aubrey to close this out before we take19

a break, but in terms of the agenda, there's a break20

later on this morning.  I don't really think that we21

need a second break.   I was going to suggest that we22

skip that break and I think that we should add the time23

in that Mary suggested at the end of the day.  So we're24

going to try to do that.25
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Let me get some final comments, and then I1

had one public interest announcement before we break.2

Let's go to Tracey and then to Aubrey.  Tracey and then3

over to Andrew.4

MS. VARDAS:  I just wanted to respond to5

Debbie.  We're not actually at the local level.  I'm6

from a local and from a county.  We're not regulated by7

NRC.  We're actually regulated by FEMA, and we do have8

oversight, and the one area at least in my region that9

I would consider an improvement would be that we have10

more of a community partnering with FEMA rather than11

them just coming in during evaluation time.12

And I believe that's more of a personality13

of who our coordinator is in contracting because I know14

that some of the other counties throughout the state15

have a very good, coordinated working relationship with16

their FEMA, but we do have that oversight, and we do17

have that opportunity to work with them and for them to18

regulate us just as if the NRC is regulating the19

utility.20

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Tracey.21

And I think that community partnering,22

perhaps that's the flavor we should put on what I23

unartfully expressed as FEMA exclusion of local24

government.  I think community partnering may be the25
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best way to describe that.1

Let's hear from Aubrey and then Andrew, and2

then we'll take a break.3

MR. GODWIN:  Well, I heard, perhaps not4

stated directly, but I heard also a comment that there5

needed to be a contact to the locals first.  If there's6

a problem, that's where the action is going to be7

taking place, and the last time I checked you folks8

here in Washington don't provide very much in the way9

of armed forces in Arizona.10

Without a little bit of calling in and, you11

know, get some folks to run up a few hundred miles, and12

if you had an event, you really ought to be contacting13

the local folks first is what I heard because everybody14

was talking about the local people acting, and I didn't15

hear anything about the folks from Washington acting.16

MR. CAMERON:  That is an agenda item, I17

believe, and, Aubrey, I didn't know if you were18

suggesting that we should send more federal people to19

help you out in Arizona, but probably not.20

MR. EPSTEIN:  Be careful where that crosses21

the border into Arizona.22

(Laughter.)23

MR. FEENEY:  It has certainly been24

interesting listening to the discussion go from the25
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macro right into the EOFs, and so I'm benefitting from1

this. 2

I wanted to just make a few general3

comments.  One is that we as emergency managers4

certainly at a state level, you know, have been5

concerned about the shift to a terrorism emphasis on6

preparedness nationwide.  You know, it's certainly7

warranted, but what you heard from, certainly what I8

believe the DHS Secretary heard last week when he met9

with the emergency managers was the need to continue an10

all hazards approach.11

And if you're looking at what' going on in12

the South right now, you know, it's vital that we13

continue that.14

To the extent that terrorism has been15

identified as a threat specific to this industry, you16

know, there's still an emphasis on the robustness of17

emergency plans, and you know, that's necessary.18

One thing you hear when you listen to the19

federal agencies talk about their capabilities is their20

ability to better respond, to better communication, and21

all of those things.  And I take them at face value,22

and I take them at their word, but one of the key23

issues for us as certainly a state, but more so when I24

sit with my colleague Tony Sutton is how that apparatus25
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integrates with us in doing a response.1

That's something that we have touched on2

practicing, but we have a national response plan.  We3

have a national incident management system which is4

supposed to put structure to that response.  Those are5

crucial issues for us as we move forward to try to6

better protect the public, and that's really part of7

what I've -- as we're spinning around here a little bit8

and I'm listening, I'm saying:  how does the9

information that we're talking about here ever get10

communicated out to the public?11

One thing we've done specific to the Indian12

Point site as a state following 9/11 was interview13

individuals as part of an effort to better the public14

information that gets out to the public.  That's a key15

issue, and I think it bears noting up there.16

In an information age when, you know, your17

attention span is six seconds, seven seconds and that's18

what the whole television and everything is geared to,19

how do we increase the knowledge of the emergency plan20

so that when the individuals hear a siren go off or21

they receive emergency messages, how do they respond to22

that?  How do we continually emphasize that to those23

people?24

And that's something simply having25
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controversy in an area like Indian Point has probably1

brought the issue to the fore so that people are more2

aware of it to some extent, but how do we sustain that3

educational process?4

Certainly if you look at, again, what's5

going down in the South, there were certainly a lot of6

people who evacuated, but maybe some people did not get7

the message there or were unable to, and that's really8

when all is said and done about regulations and9

security and all of that.  Unless the people on the10

ground know what to do when those things happen, you11

know, there will be more problems in the long run.12

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Andrew.13

And, Mary, really quickly so that we can --14

MS. LAMPERT:  It's going to be very15

quickly.16

To speak to Debbie Grinnell's point on17

having an NRC presence for specifically emergency18

planning in states that have reactors, I think it's19

important to recognize that at the NRC that's where the20

buck stops.  They are the ones who regulate in this21

area, have the final say.  So, therefore, that would be22

a consideration in support of the point of having23

someone from the NRC present in the state to focus on24

emergency planning.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you,1

Mary.2

Let's take a break for 20  minutes.  Okay?3

And we will come back to that issue.4

It's Onalee's birthday today.  So happy5

birthday, Onalee.6

(Applause.)7

MR. CAMERON:  Certainly beyond the call of8

duty to show up here on your birthday.9

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off10

the record at 10:19 a.m. and went back on11

the record at 10:50 a.m.)12

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Just a couple of13

administrative announcements.  We did turn the table14

mics up, and also I would just ask people when you15

speak into the table mic, just pull it a little bit16

closer to you.  People in the back of the room are17

having trouble hearing.18

We did try to get the temperature turned19

down or the vent turned down or closed or something,20

and if that's still a problem, remind me so that we can21

keep working on that.22

There's three people who were supposed to23

be at the table with us who aren't because of Hurricane24

Katrina:  Mike DeLorenzo from Florida, Tab Troxler from25
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St. Charles Parish, and Bill King who's regional FEMA.1

And tomorrow some people were asking about2

the NREP parking lot issues.  That's the purpose of3

tomorrow's meeting.  So we'll take care of that there.4

We're going to go to the on-site5

discussion, and Tom Blount is going to tee it up, and6

then I would suggest that we just go down through the7

issues.  In the Federal Register notice on this, there8

were some suggested questions.  They were just meant to9

be thought provoking, and we're not going to go through10

those, but if you have things to offer on those11

questions, please do that.  And if you send written12

comments in, try to pay attention to those, too.13

This is Tom Blount.  We're going to tee it14

u, and then we're going to go on to you for discussion.15

MR. BLOUNT:  Thank you, Chip.16

Good morning, again, and I'm still Tom17

Blount.  I'm a team leader, as I mentioned earlier this18

morning.  I'm a team leader in the Emergency19

Preparedness Directorate, and I'll be introducing the20

topics that are covered in the emergency preparedness21

bulletin that was issued recently.22

The purpose or my purpose here today is to23

introduce the areas where we think effective24

enhancements to on-site programs can be achieved and25
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encourage input on how to address the potential1

terrorist threat more effectively in these areas.2

The areas addressed in the bulletin include3

the emergency action levels, on-site protective action,4

licensee notifications to the NRC, augmentation of the5

site emergency response organization, and enhancements6

to the drill and exercise program to include security7

based exercises or security based scenarios.8

In looking at the enhanced emergency action9

levels, the generic model for the EALs, emergency10

action levels, include terrorist acts using aircraft as11

weapons, and more directly address armed attacks as12

declaration initiators vice the damage that may be13

caused by the attack as the initiator.14

Additionally, the emergency classification15

level description includes a reference to terrorist16

acts to indicate that that type of condition will17

result or can result in a declaration of an event at a18

nuclear power plant.19

The hostile action aspects for the alert in20

the site area emergency level are viewed as initiating21

response actions in anticipation of possible damage,22

which is intentionally inflicted at the facility.  It's23

also important to note that the general emergency24

action level was not changed in its intent or concept25
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from what's proposed in the existing guidance under the1

most current NEI guidance document.2

In the enhanced notifications to the NRC,3

for security events the notification to the NRC is4

expected following informing the local law enforcement5

agency, which is performed by the licensee security6

organization.  The notification to the NRC initiates7

the notification to other licensees to place them on a8

heightened awareness posture.9

Considering observations from other events,10

such as 9/11 or the London bombings that most recently11

occurred, in a coordinated attack scenario there may be12

time to provide some degree of warning to other13

facilities.  That's the major reason why we're looking14

at modifying this notification process.15

With this process we're also looking at16

incorporating this into an ongoing rulemaking that we17

currently have in process.  As part of that rulemaking18

there will be a public comment period.19

Regarding on-site protective measures,20

licensees are expected to consider how best to protect21

and maintain the safety of plant personnel during22

security events as well as other types of events.  The23

concern for safety may not be from a radiological24

hazard, and this should be considered when assessing25
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the appropriate actions to take in these situations.1

The enhanced emergency response2

organization augmentation.  In those circumstances3

where the emergency response organization must be4

recalled to the site, it's appropriate to assure that5

all of the necessary resources are recalled.6

Additionally, the resources should be7

staged at a location that is conducive to access8

without raising undue concern for the individual's9

physical safety.10

Where available within the staging area,11

the emergency response organization can benefit from12

having the capability to plan response actions based on13

situation awareness to do or take certain preparatory14

actions prior to being allowed on site as necessary to15

deal with or address or preplan those conditions, how16

they're going to approach the situation.17

The integrated response exercise program.18

Drills and exercises provide training in an integrated19

fashion that cannot be achieved through discussions or20

classroom sessions.  These activities allow skill21

development and maintenance for infrequently performed22

activities.23

The integrated response exercise program24

applies a structured learning process to include a25
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terrorism aspect into licensees' emergency preparedness1

program.2

On July 13th, 2005, the initial tabletop3

drill was conducted at Diablo Canyon and some of this4

you've heard in an earlier presentation.  The scenario5

began with a simulated notification to the NRC of a6

hijacked airline, which escalated to an impact on the7

plant's turbine building.  The objectives of the8

tabletop were to not only test NEI's objectives and9

guidelines for the pilot program, but also licensees'10

draft imminent threat procedure and response from the11

plant, state, and local organizations.12

The tabletop was widely attended by13

licensee, off-site response organizations, and utility14

personnel.  A large room was used with tables to15

simulate licensee, county and state emergency16

facilities, fire response, and local law enforcement17

agencies.18

Communication between the organizations19

simulated available and failed channels.  Messages were20

read to participants to provide scenario information,21

and the drill was paused to discuss issues and to time22

jump to the next suspected sequence to give you a23

concept or an idea of how this was played out.24

Preliminary areas for improvement25
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identified issues for NRC enhancement.  Specifically,1

if the air space around a plant is closed, as we saw on2

9/11, or airlift capacity for response would not be3

necessarily available for our teams, for NRC teams to4

respond to a site, how would we go about dealing with5

that situation?6

It turns out that we've looked into that,7

investigated that, and through the resources available8

at DHS, we now recognize that there is a response9

capability that has been identified, the point being10

that the benefit that we gain as observers and11

participants in that activity allowed us to learn from12

that experience something that we may not have had13

knowledge of previously.14

The questions that you see here are15

intended to promote discussion and were provided in the16

Federal Register notice of July 28th, 2005.  Your17

comments need not be limited to those questions and18

other questions are certainly welcome.19

With that I'll turn the floor back over to20

Chip.21

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Tom.22

And Tom is going to join us at the table23

for this discussion.  I'm going to suggest that we go24

through the topics as they were presented, the enhanced25
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emergency action levels being first, but there is an1

overall issue here, a comment that Pat Mulligan from2

New Jersey DEP wants to make.3

Pat.4

MR. MULLIGAN:  I'd like to make one overall5

comment right now regarding the process.  I can make6

some suggestions to the NRC that might work better to7

get stakeholder involvement up front. 8

What I recognize with this is that early9

this year at the NREP conference some of these10

enhancements were mentioned only in passing at a11

workshop.  NEI had solicited comments and submitted to12

you, Nader, May 25th a paper representing the industry13

position on some of these initiatives.  The bulletin14

was issued July 18th and licensees were required to15

respond and have those implemented within 30 days, and16

now, 14 days after the deadline ended we're having a17

public process to take comment on that.  18

I think that that is backwards.  I think19

the public process needs to be held up front prior to20

issuing bulletins so that stakeholders can respond to21

these bulletins and you can get input up front rather22

than back ending it and having to have things changed23

afterwards.24

I think you need to reach out to the25
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stakeholders much earlier in the process so that when1

bulletins are issued you already have that input so2

that you don't end up in a position where you have to3

backtrack.4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Nader.5

Thank you, Pat.6

MR. MAMISH:  Thank you, Pat.7

Just if I could spend a minute to tell you8

about the process of what bulletins really mean and9

what we're doing here and what we're doing here today.10

Bulletins do not require licensees to take11

any actions.  Bulletins simply ask licensees to respond12

to questions regarding some issues.  The purpose of13

having this meeting here today is to talk about these14

issues, talk about on-site enhancements, whether these15

actions are appropriate or not appropriate, whether16

there are other things that state and locals might17

think are appropriate for on-site issues.18

So we're here today to talk about the19

bulletin and the contents of the bulletin.  No20

regulations have been changed.  No guidance has been21

changed.  That's what we're here for today.22

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.23

Let's not forget Pat's point on that also.24

Let's go to David, David Lochbaum, and then25
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we'll go to Ned and Tony.1

David.2

MR. LOCHBAUM:  Yeah, we have a comment on3

the equivalent treatment for reactor core and spent4

fuel hazards under the emergency action letters.  The5

bulletin 2005-02 when it came out distinguished between6

security events occurring the plant protected areas and7

security events occurring in plant vital areas with the8

latter being more significant.9

The two major hazards at any nuclear power10

plant are the radioactive material in the reactor core11

and the radioactive material in the spent fuel.  This12

radioactive material is likely to be the target for the13

bad guys.14

The vital areas contain the equipment15

necessary to prevent or mitigate reactor core damage,16

but not all of the equipment, in fact, not much of the17

equipment necessary to prevent or mitigate spent fuel18

problems are located within vital areas.19

So we think the bulletin either needs to be20

expanded basically to provide equivalent protection for21

both the hazards, not favor one over the other and22

ignore the other.23

Thank you.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Let's see if there's25
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some comment on David's suggestion before we go to the1

other cards.  I think that it was pretty clear what his2

suggestion was.  Does anybody have any comment on that?3

Rochelle.4

MS. BECKER:  Yes.  I noted that the5

tabletop exercise was a plane flying into the turbine6

building, and I think that a plane flying into the7

reactor or the spent fuel pools would be much more8

valuable.9

MR. CAMERON:  And, David, does that fit in10

with the general scope of what you're suggesting or is11

that --12

MR. LOCHBAUM:  The turbine building is13

neither protected nor vital.  It's even lower than the14

categories -- it's the easiest thing to do other than15

a parking lot that was hit at Indian Point during the16

drill last summer.  So it's a little bit more rigorous17

than that, but it's still not a very difficult test to18

pass.19

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you,20

Rochelle.21

Further comment on the expansion of the22

EALs to these other areas that we're talking about?23

Mark.24

MR. LEMKE:  Well, yes, I'd like to comment25
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on Rochelle's comment and Dave's comment.  The turbine1

building was selected at Diablo Canyon for a couple of2

reasons.  What people need to consider is site specific3

issues.  Okay?4

A lot of what I'm hearing here is trying to5

be put in the context of what applies to every nuclear6

power plant.  In our particular case, while the spent7

fuel pool might be an interesting target, there are8

some demographics that make it very difficult to get9

to.  Okay?10

It's not like hitting a parking lot.  Okay?11

Hitting the turbine building is not like hitting a12

parking lot.  Hitting the turbine building has a number13

of things that are applicable that we want to test.14

Okay?  Including safety related systems.15

So just to be clear, every nuclear power16

plant is set up a little bit differently, and every one17

of them needs to take into account what their18

vulnerabilities are, what their strengths are, et19

cetera, and design issues, programs, and defenses20

around those kinds of things.21

MR. LOCHBAUM:  I agree fully because that22

was the petition that Mothers for Peace and UCS23

submitted to the NRC over a year ago, who I kind of24

lost track of where it sits in regulatory space, but25
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that was the exact approach that Mothers for Peace and1

UCS recommended in that petition for rulemaking that2

went into regulatory limbo somewhere.3

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  So, David, you're4

agreeing with Mark that there is some site dependent5

aspects to this.6

MR. LOCHBAUM:  That's right.7

MR. CAMERON:  And I take it there was a8

petition for rulemaking filed on this particular issue.9

Is there any clarification, Nader, on where we are with10

that petition?11

MR. MAMISH:  I don't have any new12

information on that petition, but I will certainly13

follow up.  I'll certainly follow up on it.14

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, but, David, just to15

clarify, that petition would directly go to this issue16

then, the resolution of that petition.17

MR. LOCHBAUM:  The resolution of the18

petition.  The petition itself didn't do anything, but19

the resolution of the petition would, yes.20

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, all right.  Thank you.21

Anybody else on this expansion issue before22

we go to Tony and Ned who had other EAL issues to23

raise?  Mary, did you want to say something?24

MS. LAMPERT:  Yes.  I wanted to combine the25
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two comments on site specific and spent fuel pools.  I1

think a prime example is the National Academy of2

Science's vulnerability study on spend fuel pool risk,3

and the recognition that GE Mark I boiling water4

reactors have their pools up in the attic for this in5

roof overhead, outside primary containment.6

Therefore, it would seem logical in doing7

a test to test not just for the best case trouble, but8

for the worst case scenario because if you can pass the9

worst, then you can certainly do well for a minor10

accident and particular attention must be given to the11

spent fuel storage pools in these 32 reactor sites.12

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you,13

Mary.14

Sam, did you have a comment on that?  Go15

ahead.16

MR. COLLINS:  I thought Alan was ahead of17

me.18

MR. NELSON:  I just wanted to make a19

general statement on EALs and the processes and20

scenarios.  I mean, we're testing the EALs and the21

plant capability to respond to a whole spectrum of22

events, spent fuel pools being one of them.23

In regard to the emergency action levels,24

the industry continually reviews 0654, the NUMARC25
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process as well as NEI 99-01, which is endorsed by the1

NRC for lessons learned and opportunities to revise the2

EALs, as we will with the security or enhanced EALs3

that we're looking at today.  At some point we will4

revise 99-01, seek NRC endorsement of that, and with5

that process, that's endorsed by a reg. guide which6

does go out for public comment.  So there will be an7

opportunity for folks to take a look at the EALs and8

address them as we begin to implement them with the9

industry.10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, and just let me for my11

own sake make sure that I'm clear on this, is that on12

these enhancements for EALs, they are going to be the13

subject of a regulatory guide.  Is that what you're14

saying?15

MR. NELSON:  Well, we as an industry are16

committed to maintain what's called NEI 99-01, Rev. 4.17

That's the methodology of emergency action levels, and18

most of the industry has implemented the NUMARC, the19

predecessor and are moving toward implementing 99-01.20

I don't want to speak on behalf of the NRC, but when we21

or somebody requests endorsement of a document, it can22

be endorsed by one vehicle through a reg. guide.  When23

a reg. guide is put out as a revision as draft, they24

refer to the document that's requesting endorsement,25
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and that's giving typically a 75-day comment period for1

stakeholders to comment on in this case the EALs.2

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Nader, please clarify3

this, about whether there's a potential here for people4

to get a formal comment on this through a reg. guide.5

MR. MAMISH:  Yes, let me be very specific.6

With respect to the paper that NEI submitted, we are7

currently reviewing it and taking it through our8

internal process for endorsement, if appropriate, and9

we do plan to obtain public comment on the paper.10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  On our response to the11

paper, which may or may not be a reg. guide, but there12

will be a couple of comments --13

MR. MAMISH:  There will be opportunity for14

the public to comment.15

MR. NELSON:  We may be talking past each16

other.  One is the paper which provided the emergency17

action levels as well as other recommendations which18

are part of the discussion this morning.  What I'm19

saying is at some point we would take the emergency20

action levels because that's what we're talking about,21

and incorporate them into a Rev. 5 of 99-01 and seek22

NRC endorsement of that document.  That's a stand alone23

emergency action level document.  It does not include24

these other topics.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.1

MR. NELSON:  Those are outcomes of the2

declaration of the EAL or the ECL.3

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you4

for providing that.5

Sam, you had a comment on EALs, and Onalee,6

did you also have EALs?7

And then we're going to get to Tony and8

Ned, and I'm assuming that you have other issues that9

you want to talk about in reference to EALs, but let's10

finish this thread with Sam and Onalee.11

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  Mine's separate.12

MR. CAMERON:  You're separate, too?  Okay.13

Sam, do you want to finish this one off and14

then we'll go to Ned and Tony and Onalee?15

MR. COLLINS:  Thank you.16

Mr. Lochbaum's point, I think we'll check17

on the status of that petition.  You should have gotten18

feedback on the status of it.  You haven't gotten19

feedback on the status of it?20

MR. LOCHBAUM:  It's been over a year ago,21

a couple of years ago.  22

MR. COLLINS:  One is in the process.  Two,23

you should be getting feedback.  So you haven't been24

getting feedback on the status of that, David?25
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MR. LOCHBAUM:  Like I said, it's been a1

couple of years since I've heard back from the NRC2

staff.  So I'm unaware.3

MR. COLLINS:  Okay.4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  We have a paddock5

issue.  You're going to get back to us today6

MR. LEEDS:  By tomorrow morning.7

MR. CAMERON:  By tomorrow morning.  Okay.8

MR. COLLINS:  Thank you for that. 9

The other issue is -- and I think I10

understand the focus of the question -- for emergency11

preparedness sake, the initiating event is important.12

However, the response should be consistent with the13

off-site impact.  So without getting into security14

information, we talked about the National Academy of15

Science study, spent fuel pools.  The NRC is taking16

those to heart, and we do have ongoing reviews.17

Based on that information they continue to18

proceed.  We have taken some short-term actions based19

on plant design, and those have been incorporated and20

verified by the NRC.21

The focus here, I think, should be on what22

happens outside of the fence as a result of the release23

and how do we coordinate the on-site activities with24

the off-site activities.  That's in the emergency25
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preparedness space.  That's influenced by the timing1

and the magnitude clearly, and that's our focus as far2

as the spent fuel pool, Phase 1, Phase 2 reviews,3

B(5)(b) reviews, those ongoing activities.4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Sam.5

Let's go to Tony, Ned, Onalee, and then6

come back to Eric.7

Tony.8

MR. SUTTON:  This last exchange with NEI,9

with the NRC is a prime example of what I'm talking10

about in terms of local planning here.  And, Sam, I11

appreciate your comment about being at the fence.12

Pat, I do share your concern here because13

when we get a copy of a paper like this from the NRC,14

we feel that the process is already underway, that the15

thought process that has produced this document has16

already kind of solidified the NRC's plans or positions17

going forward, and that our challenge at that point is18

to hear ourselves heard.19

We have to not only get the opportunity to20

voice the concern, but we may, in fact, have to reverse21

the process that's already taken place that brought us22

to this point.23

Now, I acknowledge the fact that this24

process has to begin somewhere, but this last exchange25
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is a prime example of the distraction that the local1

emergency planners are faced with on a daily basis.2

There are arguments and we've engaged in3

them.  We tried to stay away from them.  Certainly as4

local emergency managers, we are not the scientists5

here.  We can listen to both sides, and quite often I6

feel like the guy with somebody sitting on each7

shoulder here, and I'll turn and listen to people who8

are arguing that, you know, the spent fuel pool is the9

most dangerous thing, and I'll turn to the other side10

and listen to arguments from the industry that point to11

the fact that, you know, flying a plane into a spent12

fuel pool is a little bit like threading a needle.13

Well, all of that aside, the impact on us,14

it doesn't matter where the plane hits.  It could15

bounce off the dome.  It would penetrate the roof on16

the spent fuel pool.  We not only have to deal with the17

potential for release of radiation, which is always our18

concern.  It's ultimately dose to the individual, but19

certainly with the chatter and the noise and the20

rhetoric that's been going on in the public arena, we21

have to engage in trying to restore confidence in22

public officials so that the people will take direction23

from us during an emergency.  It has been a very24

difficult situation to reverse the negative public25
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information that's been out there with some1

organizations actually encouraging people not to listen2

to the public officials and take direction from them.3

So, again, from the local perspective this4

is all stuff that we've heard; we've seen before.  I5

would encourage the NRC and the institute to embrace6

the locals and include us in the thought process that7

led to the creation of this document because I've got8

to tell you as a local emergency manager, I can't help9

but feel once again that we're taking 25 years of10

experience in emergency planning and we're trying now11

to make security EALs fit EALs that have traditionally12

been based on exposure to the public, and I would argue13

that they are not the same, that an assault on a plant,14

whether it's from the air or from the ground, in terms15

of its impact on our challenges as emergency managers16

in handling the public, in giving them good direction,17

at the first guy who fires a shot towards the plant you18

may consider that an alert.  To us that's a general19

emergency.  We have a big problem because there will be20

panic, and the challenge for us will be getting the21

information out there in a timely fashion.22

So I know this has been a very long23

discussion here, but I really want to just cap it by24

saying, once again, there are people who have the local25
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perspective that continue to be ignored even in the1

early stages of developing these kinds of documents.2

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Tony.  Two3

important points that are, one, you need local input4

into these and, secondly, that there's the aspect that5

we may be force fitting the security EALs into a prior6

framework for release, and that may not work well.7

And I think perhaps we'll hear a little bit8

more about that.9

Ned, do you have similar concerns to10

Tony's?11

MR. WRIGHT:  Tony hit on some very good12

points, and I'd like to echo those, especially when13

we're looking at training and the responders.  There14

were comments made that, yo know, we've been training15

the operators for many years to respond.16

We've also been training the responders,17

and I'm concerned that as we look at this -- and Tony18

had a good point -- that I would have appreciated a19

call.  Hypothetically how would the locals respond to20

this incident, I mean, before this thing gets in21

writing?22

Just like Tony mentioned, current protocols23

are based on a potential or a release in progress.  So24

we're now looking at alerting the public through our25
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warning systems, moving the special populations and1

doing these things.  So as we start looking into a2

security event, I'm concerned about us jumping through3

the process and getting to a site area emergency when4

we're now looking at -- I had responders responding to5

the plant on one side, and then I'm now tied to do I6

need to yank them back and set up traffic and access7

control, moving our school kids or day cares, et8

cetera.9

And I'm concerned that we don't look at10

those, and I really think that part of the things we're11

looking at is the potential for the confusion of the12

public, and I recall the incident with the plane that13

flew over Washington, the small plane and they14

evacuated the Capitol and the White House, et cetera.15

If you followed the rules, that plane16

should have been shot down, and my concern was that17

someone said, "Wait a minute.  That is not a commercial18

airliner.  So the probability is less," and stuff like19

that.20

I'm concerned that we have something where21

someone will do something at the plant, either22

intentionally or by accident, and we have now started23

a chain of events that it's going to be very difficult24

to pull back, and my concern is once the first round25
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goes out, it's very difficult to recall that.1

So I would hope that we really take a2

strong look at fitting the security EALs into an3

existing protocol that is designed for a release4

scenario and when we're not looking at a potential5

where there's no release, but if we now say I'm at a6

site of emergency with no release, I have to jump7

through all of those same hoops.8

MR. CAMERON:  And, Tony, Ned's on the same9

wavelength with you on that, on the point you were10

making, right?  Okay.11

Let's go to Onalee and then to Eric and12

then see if there's any further comments on the force13

fitting issue that Tony and Ned raised.14

Onalee.15

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  Actually mine is a16

comment on the EAL change, the definition of an NUE17

that you've put forth in the bulletin.18

MR. CAMERON:  This is an issue we're going19

to come to.  This is what?20

MR. MAMISH:  It's appropriate.21

MR. CAMERON:  Is it appropriate here?22

Okay.  I was just going to say wait a couple of23

minutes, but why don't you go ahead.24

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  I'd be willing to25
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wait.1

PARTICIPANT:  No, it's your birthday.  Come2

on.3

(Laughter.)4

MR. CAMERON:  Yeah, right.5

PARTICIPANT:  Did you get the flowers Chip6

sent?7

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  Actually reading8

through the definition of the NUE when it says the9

edition that you put in dealing with security threats,10

"indicate a security threat."  As a planner, these11

definitions need to be stand alone for them to be as12

useful as they could possibly be, and a security treat,13

or maybe it's the word "indicate a security threat,"14

I'm unsure, but to me it's not credible.  It could be15

a credible threat.  It could be a confirmed security16

threat, and I understand that the definitions have to17

encompass all of the different EALs that you can go18

through to get to that classification level.19

However, to me just reading that, you know,20

that's what we do when we have NUREG.  We just read it21

and indicating a security threat does not mean that22

there has actually been something that occurred.23

MR. CAMERON:  Does anybody have something24

they'd like to say on the point that Onalee has made?25
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Ted Jackson.1

MR. JACKSON:  Just sort of a comment or2

notice that maybe we might want to think about the3

notice of unusual event, to really put in the word4

"credible" and maybe "site specific," and then lower on5

or shall we say later on, that the alert in higher6

levels.  It has to be really confirmed.7

I think that although it seems to say both8

in many things, so there is some confusion, so maybe we9

should come to something that says it's credible and10

then later on is for sure and we'll go on from there,11

but there is confusion in the definitions.12

MR. CAMERON:  Onalee, would that help from13

your point?14

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  Sure.  The rest of15

them, to me they were okay, but it's just the NUE that16

I was having a problem with when it just indicated a17

security threat.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.19

Any more comments on NUE?20

MR. NELSON:  I don't disagree.  I think the21

next step really is this EAL is -- the linchpin to this22

EAL is the security plan, and without getting into23

safeguards, that's where that is determined.  So the24

two work together.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you. Thank you,1

Onalee.2

Eric.3

MR. EPSTEIN:  Yes.  I think we're missing4

the boat on two important issues, frankly.  I think5

it's important to have a discussion on EALs and6

initiating events and assaults on air and land.  I7

think we're missing the point that there has been an8

assault on credibility.9

I think if you think that you can manage,10

control and contain information during any incident or11

an accident, you're monumentally naive.  I know during12

TMI all we had at that time was UPI and AP and one PR13

person.  When anything happens at TMI or Peach Bottom,14

someone at the plant calls me on the cell phone.15

So I guess what I'm saying to you is we16

need to acknowledge the fact that you can't manipulate17

the information flow.  It just can't happen.  You may18

want to put a process in place that says credible/non-19

credible, severe/not severe.  By the time that plant20

farts, we smell it before it gets out and that's21

reality.  And I think we need to plan for that reality.22

The other issue, especially at TMI that's23

just occurred is there's people that need to implement24

this.  We have an aging work force.  TMI just got25
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fined, violated having their emergency preparedness1

people train.  They were six months overdue.2

So the two things I'm saying is don't3

assume we can control information and don't assume that4

the people that have to manage this, you know, have5

inherited any kind of historical continuity.6

Now, that may not be EAL specific, but I7

think these are things that we need to address.8

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Eric.9

Comments on Eric's point about the10

communication reality, you can't control information,11

and the second point about the ability of the people to12

manage it?13

Jeff.14

MR. BENJAMIN:  Yeah.  You know, I think15

considerable effort has gone into defining what this16

term "credible" means, I mean, at any number of our17

sites.  I sure Sam even sees a broader range or you18

folks here in Headquarters, but you know, we've dealt19

with any number of potential security events, potential20

security events.21

We had an individual late one Friday night22

drive down the roadway at Braidwood, which created23

quite a bit of excitement.  Was that a real security24

threat?  No.25
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We had a processing place to assess that1

and assess the threat to the plant and make the call on2

whether or not it was credible.  Many of you might3

remember the potential threat we had with an aircraft4

at Three Mile Island, which, quite frankly, got a lot5

of stimulated thinking underway for how to better6

define and classify these events.7

I fully agree with Eric that from a8

communications standpoint it's going to be a very fluid9

situation, and in that particular case, I think we have10

learnings about what level of information we can and11

should be able to share between federal agencies, local12

agencies, as well as the plan.13

But I think the construct here is intended14

to recognize that communication, to have a disciplined15

way to sort out what we're dealing with so that we can16

call something credible if, in fact, it's credible and17

respond appropriately and minimize the false starts and18

false alarms we might have.19

So that's been a lot of the work that's20

been underway, and I think it fully recognizes the more21

fluid information technology age we're in, and, quite22

frankly, I think some of that can be used to our23

advantage.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.25
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Let's hear from Mark, Rochelle, and Ned on1

this issue, and then see if Eric has anything further2

to add.3

Mark.4

MR. LEMKE:  Well, just to comment on Eric's5

comments, I guess I want to take exception.  We don't6

assume communications are simple.  I don't know.  If7

there's a perception out there that we do, I don't know8

where that's coming from.9

NEI has put on workshops around10

communications.  We've talked about this for quite some11

time, and as a matter of fact, we drill on these12

issues.13

Part of, again, what we're looking at here14

is the complications in security events with15

communication, and if for no other reason, because we16

have so many agencies involved, it is a challenge.  But17

that's why we go out and we actually test these things.18

That's why we drill on these things.19

So there is no attempt by the industry, if20

you will, to make assumptions about this, that this is21

simple.  We know it's not, and actually we're doing22

quite a bit in that regard to be able to improve in23

that area, and one of the things that we need to do is24

we need to work with our off-site agencies.  We need to25
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work with the FBI.  We need to work with the state and1

locals.  We need to know how to communicate, and we2

need to know what we can communicate.3

And, again, those are the subjects of4

issues that NEI has been taking on, providing workshops5

for the industry, and it is, in fact, part of the drill6

and exercise program that we're piloting for NEI and7

the NRC as well.8

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mark.9

Let's go to Rochelle and then to Ned. 10

Rochelle.11

MS. BECKER:  Yes.  When I was here at the12

RIC workshop last spring, I was at a workshop in the13

afternoon on the last day, I believe it was, and Victor14

Dricks, who is the Region 4 meeting coordinator, I15

guess, mentioned something that was called an either16

dark screen or black screen that the NRC was developing17

in case of an emergency at a nuclear plant, and I was18

really quite concerned about what a dark screen is and19

what a black screen is and what you're developing ahead20

of time that the public knows nothing about.21

And I believe Victor's words were, "This is22

so we will have immediate answers to the press, and the23

press will not be calling the local citizens for24

information that could be wrong."25
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And I'm not sure our information is any1

less wrong than the NRC's on this, and I'm really2

concerned about this dark black screen.  I have heard3

nothing else about it since.4

MR. CAMERON:  Now, this is an important5

issue that I've heard reference to before.  I'm not6

sure this is the right point in today's discussion to7

discuss it, but perhaps, Nader, you want to say8

something.9

MR. MAMISH:  You're absolutely right.  It's10

not the time for us to discuss it, but just to tell you11

real quick what it is and clarify the record, it's12

simply a Website that we are designing such that if you13

have some sort of an emergency and people try to log14

into the NRC's Website to identify the types, you know,15

what is going on with a given plant, our Office of16

Public Affairs believes that our site might be17

overwhelmed with the number of hits.18

So this particular site, the dark Website,19

is a Website that doesn't exist to us right now, but if20

an event were to occur, the access to our Website would21

be funneled into that other Website which could handle22

far more volume of hits and provide information23

regarding any given event.  So that's what it simply24

is.25
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MR. CAMERON:  So it's not really -- I think1

I'm putting this in the parking lot because we may need2

to come back and discuss this more fully, but from what3

you're saying is that the term "black screen" or "dark4

screen" may be a misnomer.  It's just a dedicated5

screen, right?6

MR. MAMISH:  Right.7

MR. CAMERON:  All right.  Ned.8

MR. WRIGHT:  The point that Jeff brought up9

about the disciplined approach, I think, is very10

important.  As we're looking at what is the problem, do11

I have a lost hunter with a shotgun that gets into the12

area during deer season or do I have a deliberate armed13

attack?14

There are certain things that need to be15

addressed, but at the same time I'm looking at knowing16

exactly through these EALs what level am I concerned17

about because I believe our security force.  They're18

off-site security that they've been working with on a19

daily basis can handle these things, but at the same20

time, I'm concerned about someone saying I have21

attacked the nuclear power plant.  That's the22

statement, and the statement is I can throw a rock23

towards a nuclear power plant and make the statement I24

have attacked it, but the published perception of the25
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attack on a nuclear power plant is completely1

different, 180 out of what actually happened.2

So I need to be able to work with our PIOs3

at the state and local level and with the utility to4

say this is the threat.  This is what is happening and5

so that we can, you know, either stop an action from6

the public's perspective, and I think that the7

disciplined approach of knowing exactly or within a8

tight bound, and I think that the disciplined approach9

that Jeff mentioned is what's really got to be out10

there.11

I can't have a general thing that we have12

a problem.  Okay.  What does that mean?  I need to know13

is it credible.  Is it something that's a direct act?14

Is it an accident, whatever?  Because that information15

that we at the local level will be putting out to the16

public is very important.  So I think that it has got17

to be in there, and those definitions need to be very18

tight, and if it's to the point where if we don't know19

exactly what it is, but we know something has happened,20

let's not go to the far end of the spectrum until we21

have proven that.22

I'm just making sure that I think that I23

need to know what is happening through our interface24

with the utility, and I think we have that.  We have25
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that very well disciplined portion in the other1

scenarios when we're talking about a release.  When2

something happens, I know exactly what's going on or3

within the part that I need to know.  And I'm concerned4

from the security part everyone is going to rush to the5

high end and actively make a response that is not6

necessary.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  So you have a concern8

about how we might be handling these EALs in the9

security area in the sense that the definitions might10

not be tight enough, and we might not be taking a11

conservative approach and jumping to something that we12

really don't know about.13

MR. WRIGHT:  Exactly, and because I work14

with them on a reoccurring basis I am very confident in15

that security force, and I'm very confident in our off-16

site response capabilities for our jurisdiction, and I17

don't want to come up there and start doing things that18

because of a misperception or a miscommunication19

because of a semantics, that I now have to take other20

off-site actions that are really inappropriate and21

create a bigger problem.22

And I'm worried about something that would23

cause us to start moving school kids and a day care24

school.  We have a very extensive special needs process25
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where we're actually putting them at greater risk just1

because of having the evacuations and the traffic and2

stuff like that.3

And I would like to say a more conservative4

approach, and we need to prove that, and I think that5

Jeff's terms, the disciplined approach, is what we6

really need to look at.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you. 8

And I think you also touched on one of9

Eric's concerns.10

Also, Tom, do you have something that you11

want to say on this?12

MR. BLOUNT:  I just thought I could respond13

to some degree to Ned's concern in that what we're14

talking about with these EALs are enhancements to the15

existing structure that are being proposed.  The16

existing structure, the existing standard17

classification scheme, deals with security aspects.18

There are certain types of activities that are just19

felonious, trespass, for instance.20

Those things, if they reach a certain21

level, will still be classifiable events, but they will22

be classified because of that condition, not as a23

terrorist attack.  It's impact on the security process,24

which exists at the facility.25
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So I guess a point is that the existing1

criteria that deals with those law breaking type2

efforts, the individual that runs onto the site or3

accidentally shows up on the site and turns out to be4

Farmer Brown or whomever, that gets dealt with in a5

different category, at a different perspective.  The6

basis behind why you're classifying that event is7

different.8

A terrorist attack is an intentional9

infliction of damage, et cetera, on this facility.10

That's a different concern.  So we expect a certain11

amount of consideration to go into that determination12

to make sure that you're segregating in a proper13

basket, if that helps.14

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  We really need to move15

to enhanced NRC notification issue, and I think that16

this is just underlining perhaps a point that Mary made17

earlier that we need to devote more time to all of18

these issues.19

But before we go to enhanced NRC20

notifications, we have Holly Harrington from our Office21

of Public  Affairs staff here who will give us a little22

bit more on the so-called black or dark screen.23

Holly.24

MS. HARRINGTON:  Yeah, it sounds very25
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mysterious, and it's actually a very excellent public1

information tool.  What it is is an emergency event2

page that we have prepopulated with fact sheets and3

backgrounders and links that would be necessary if4

there was an event.  The idea is if we prepopulate it,5

then we can quickly get it to go live.6

So the "dark" refers to the fact that it's7

dark until we need it go to live in an event, and we've8

tested it several times in exercises, and the idea is9

to get this up within an hour.  We've actually been10

able to get it live within 30 minutes from when we've11

decided that the event has escalated to such a state in12

the exercise that the public would need this sort of13

emergency information.14

So it's where press releases would go, but15

it's also vital information if you live within the ten16

mile EPZ.  What should you do?  It has links to FEMA.17

It has links to state and locals.  It's got a little18

information about the plant, that kind of thing.19

So it's actually just a place where all of20

this information is because folks might need if, heaven21

forbid, an event ever occurred, and there's a link from22

our home page to this dark Website which would then23

have gone live.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Holly.25
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And if anybody wants to find out more1

information about that, please talk to Holly.  Thanks,2

Holly, again.3

We're going to go to enhanced NRC4

notification, and I just want to remind the audience5

that after we're done with the discussion of this6

around the table, I will come back out to you because7

I know there's some concern about these issues to see8

if there's any questions or comments.9

Enhanced NRC notification, who wants to10

lead us off on that subject?  We heard Tom on it and11

Roy.  Roy Zimmerman wants to lead off on that subject,12

but probably another subject.13

Okay.  Go ahead.14

MR. ZIMMERMAN:  Well, good morning.  I'm15

Roy Zimmerman.  I'm the Director of the Office of16

Nuclear Security Incident Response.  I was going to17

welcome you earlier, and I was delayed to the chair and18

was able to come and have sort of been itching to find19

a reason to come up and talk for a couple of moments.20

I listened intently on the last topic, and21

I think our sense is I don't think we got the feedback22

that we're really looking to get on that particular23

item.  We look at it that we took a cut set, a24

disciplined review, when through and bend the items as25
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we felt was appropriate, and we recognized the fact if1

you start  having shots fired, that if the officials,2

federal, state, local aren't present, aren't active,3

don't have something out in the front place, people4

will make their own decisions and get in the car and5

start driving.6

So as Tom was indicating, with the scenario7

of the hunter or whatever, we came up with the graded8

approach that a shot fired in our mind doesn't bring us9

to a general emergency, and we laid out the criteria10

that we thought was important.11

We thought there were good comments before12

about the spent fuel pool and the reactor, and I13

thought the conversation was going great, but I feel14

and I think some of the other NRC folk feel that we're15

looking for a little bit more feedback before we leave16

this topic on whether you feel that we have missed the17

boat on the way we've come up with our gradation or18

what constructive feedback do you have on how we should19

think about doing it differently, recognizing that20

you're going to have the opportunity to send in your21

comments by taking advantage of this forum.  I just22

want to make sure we have some of the best thinking23

before we move on to the next topic.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.25
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MR. EPSTEIN:  Can I just comment quickly?1

MR. ZIMMERMAN:  Please.2

MR. EPSTEIN:  I think when you start3

grading these events and saying that they're less4

severe because they don't appear to initiate an5

evacuation, I think you're missing the point that I was6

trying to make and that's one of credibility and7

communication.8

At TMI we had a fisherman who wound up on9

TMI drunk.  It seems like a non-event.  It was an event10

for us because it addresses the credibility of the11

security system at TMI.  How could this guy show up at12

TMI undetected for an entire afternoon?13

So it may come up when you grade it as a14

not big event.  To the community we're going, "What's15

going on?  The guy was drunk.  He was on the island.16

You didn't find him for three hours.  Shouldn't that17

cause you concern, that had that been somebody with a18

gun or a rocket launcher or a plan that something bad19

could have happened?"20

You wind up getting a lower graded event21

even though the potential was serious.22

The other event was last fall.  One of the23

guns that TMI uses for security fell off the truck.24

Now, we brought it back to the plant.  One of our25
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people brought it back to the plant.  Again, it was1

dismissed as a lower level event.2

These events taken together, I think,3

signify in my mind, regardless of how you grade these4

individual events, that you may have a problem, and I5

guess what's disturbing to me is that they're just6

dismissed as lower grade EAL events rather than, you7

know, there's a systemic problem at the plant.8

And that's essentially what I was trying to9

say before and probably didn't do a good job.10

MR. CAMERON:  So, Eric, what would be the11

solution to the issue that you're bringing?12

MR. EPSTEIN:  No, no, no.  You just asked13

me for my solution, right?14

MR. CAMERON:  Yeah.15

MR. EPSTEIN:  The first four hours of my16

solution I just want to dedicate to security.  Joke.17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.18

MR. EPSTEIN:  I don't have a solution.  I19

can't wave a magic wand.  I mean, I think what concerns20

me is that it didn't aggravate the NRC or FEMA or the21

utility to look critically at some of their problems.22

The fact that somebody could be on an island for half23

a day undetected drunk to me indicates that you have a24

problem.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  So even though it may1

be a lower graded event, there may be in actuality a2

problem, but at least in the public perception it's3

going to be looked at as a problem.4

MR. EPSTEIN:  Look.  I can't speak for5

other communities, but anytime you have a gun falling6

off the back of a truck and we've got to bring it back7

to you, this raises a red flag for us.  If it doesn't8

for other people, you know, I can't address that.  This9

is not a good development.10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  That's one point of11

feedback for you, Roy, and I see we have a number of12

other people who are going to give us some feedback.13

Aubrey, I didn't get to you before.  Roy is looking for14

some specific feedback here, and his question was:15

have we missed the boat on the EALs?16

MR. GODWIN:  I think it's important to17

recognize that the EALs communicate to the emergency18

response community a condition that the plant will have19

a need to respond to, which is different from what the20

plant may need to respond to in terms of the21

significance in terms of credibility to the public or22

even as a management issue.23

And I don't think we need to get those two24

quite tied together.  I don't have quite the problem of25
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a grading situation on the EALs that you do.  I do have1

a problem if the management review was not what it2

should have been because of the significance of events.3

I agree with you.  Lost weapons, people4

running around loose on places for several hours are5

very significant in terms of looking at what the system6

is doing, but as far as the response is concerned, it7

is not that significant, and I think that's a very8

important thing to be looking at in terms of the EALs.9

The enforcement is another matter to me,a10

nd I see where you're going with that.11

I think that we do need to look at how12

quickly we get these things classified because, again,13

in transferring or getting the information to the local14

responders, which are going to be reacting along with15

law enforcement, which law enforcement is a part of the16

response team and it will affect to some degree how you17

will respond because your law enforcement may have18

additional missions than what originally was planned19

for.  So you have to look at that, and it's very20

important that the law enforcement and the state/local,21

local/state responders are fully aware at the earliest22

possible time of the conditions that they are dealing23

with so they can keep a well coordinated approach24

going.25
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And so you've really got to get that1

communication going, but I sympathize with you about2

your grading, but I think, you know, let's keep the3

EALs for one thing and enforcement in another box. 4

MR. CAMERON:  So separate out the EALs from5

the response or enforcement basically.6

Let's hear from Sam and then go to Mary and7

Tony and check back in with Roy to see if he's got8

enough so that we can move on.9

Sam.10

MR. COLLINS:  Thank you, Chip.11

Eric, thanks for the questions.  I want to12

be sure we don't get too specific here or plant13

specific issues.  So I'm going to respond on a plant14

specific basis because I think we have a lot of15

stakeholders here who need to understand those issues,16

but otherwise I'll speak generically.17

Aubrey spoke well to this topic.  I believe18

we need to have separation between the events, so to19

speak  -- you mentioned two -- the reportability of20

that which the public and external stakeholders would21

not see; the EALs, which it might reach to, and that22

clearly is of interest here; and the NRC follow-up.23

Because it's not an EAL, we shouldn't24

equate that with the fact that the NRC doesn't report25
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on it or follow-up on it and hold the licensee1

accountable, nor should we assume that there isn't a2

report.  In both of those cases there were.3

And it's of interest, I think, to the4

stakeholders here whether you're in the owner5

controlled area, protected area, or vital area, and6

there's a big difference as far as a security threat,7

and that would go through the EALs in the specific8

cases that you mentioned.9

But the NRC did follow up on those.  We do10

have findings in those areas, and we are holding the11

licensee accountable as appropriate in those areas.12

Now, having said that, I think there is an13

issue here on knowledge of events.  Every morning,14

without getting specific, I can log onto the computer,15

go through a password, and there's anywhere from none,16

which is very rare, to pages of reported security type17

of events.  A most likely source of that is the public.18

The public notices what goes on around these plants.19

They report it to LLEA.  They report it to the sites.20

They report it to FBI.  It's run to ground very21

quickly, and it's usually closed out if not22

immediately, within a day.  23

Your point about keeping information on24

site is very appropriate and information should be25
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disseminated through the site where it becomes a health1

and safety issue.  Controlling the rumor mill is a very2

difficult issue.  In some cases you don't want to do3

that because it gets to the NRC, and we respond to it4

that way.5

Controlling information so that it doesn't6

create panic or unintended consequences as far as EALs7

and shadow evacuations is very important.  I think8

that's a good topic here with a call on EALs and the9

ability to communicate with our local stakeholders on10

the significance of issues.11

Thanks for the question.12

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Sam for13

that.14

Well, let's go to Mary and then Tony. 15

Mary.16

MR. LAMPERT:  Essentially to say we're17

talking about emergency response here.  So I think it's18

appropriate that you look back at what is the19

consequence.  Is there an event that's going to result20

in a release off site that should mobilize responders?21

And so that's where that's separate and not22

important to consider reporting every single event.23

However, I think there's a credibility problem that the24

public I know in my community feels we're never going25
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ot hear in a timely manner because the licensee will1

want to hold their cards close to the chest in the2

hopes that it can be controlled.3

So as a result of that lack of confidence4

in openness are the licensees.  I think it's important5

that, as Eric spoke to, that security events, whether6

it be a lost fisherman or what happened, whatever, that7

it be immediately discussed with the public.  "Hey,8

somebody was on site.  This is what happened.  It's not9

a deal."10

And so as opposed to try to hiding these11

events so that the public will forget about the12

security issue with reactor sites.13

MR. CAMERON:  Aubrey, does that resonate14

with what you were talking about earlier?  Okay.15

Thank you.16

Let's hear from Tony and then go to Jeff,17

and then, Roy, I've got to ask you if you think we've18

gotten enough so that we can move on to the next issue.19

Tony.20

MR. SUTTON:  Roy, one of the things that I21

think maybe I was able to make clear before, but one of22

my biggest concerns is that we could have events on23

parallel tracks here, a law enforcement, security type24

of event that could be the precipitating event in a25
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process here that would get us into whether it's an NUE1

or whatever.2

Certainly I think that what you're hearing3

here this morning with different levels of concern4

about whether a firearm falls off a truck, you know, it5

is what it is and it's not what it's not, you know.6

And I think one of our biggest challenges is telling7

people immediately what an event is not, you know, and8

whether it's a drunk fisherman or a turkey hunter that9

goes over the fence or whatever it may be, the10

challenge for us is, I think, to get it out quickly,11

accurately, and up front.12

And I would make no attempts at trying to13

change it because if we don't talk to the press, the14

press will develop their own story in a vacuum, and15

that will ultimately hurt us.16

But my real concern is, and I think we17

experienced this during the Indian Point exercise, is18

that it was aggravated in that situation because we had19

a time gap, time delay in the scenario, but it was very20

obvious that we preoccupied ourselves with dealing with21

a security, law enforcement kind of event, which is22

unique.  Law enforcement by their very nature don't23

like to share information.  Their primary concern is24

not about dose to the public.  Their concern is25
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catching the bad guys.1

And you know, I think that it's important.2

In that case, what appeared to us was in the shadow of3

this, we started to have loss of coolant.  You know, we4

started to have other problems that were creeping up,5

and again, to my argument opening it up and trying to6

fit these traditional classifications here, I would at7

least encourage you to carefully examine the fact that8

there may be situations where it will not be perfectly9

clear, the status of the plant, the status of the10

event, the security event, and that in an attempt to11

kind of combine them, we're going to do ourselves a12

disservice in terms of flow of information, and I think13

it's important to look at how that information comes to14

the local responders.  15

It's broadcast.  It's an EAL.  You go to16

your manual.  You look it up.  You take certain17

actions.  You know, you listen to recommendations.  I18

think we have unique circumstances here that there may19

actually have to be another manual, another set of20

EALs, whether it's security alert one, security alert21

two, security alert three.  Whatever it is that comes22

up, you know, even in terms of on the forms that we use23

for reporting to locals with our Part 1 forms, I have24

talked about the fact that even if there's no security25
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event, we're in a traditional, you know, plant problem1

of a loss of coolant.  We're concerned about a barrier,2

whatever it is, that that entry level, that item number3

in this report is there for us to look at, and if this4

is a security event, it should be specifically5

identified below that, separately, and it's very easy6

to enter the word "none" or "no change" or something7

like that.8

So, again, my point is just to make sure9

that we examine this closely enough that we're not10

trying to combine something that in and of itself can't11

be combined.12

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Tony.13

I'll first go to Jeff for a final comment.14

MR. BENJAMIN:  Yes, just quickly, I'd like15

to say as the licensee that operates these plants that16

I think we all share the same belief about the17

timeliness and dissemination of information.  I'd also18

like to put out that we're mature enough as an industry19

and as a business that we know it's bad business.  We20

don't hide information.  We recognize the importance of21

getting that information out and getting it out in a22

timely manner to the people that are important23

stakeholders around the plant, and we actually have a24

process that we use to drive that for things that fall25
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below the threshold where we would activate the1

emergency response organization.2

So we share the same objectives there, and3

we do endeavor to get that information out, and woe be4

it to the plant that tries to hide that information.5

that's not a vernacular anymore.  I think we've matured6

past that point many, many years ago.7

So I'd like to just say from the licensee8

point of view that we know it's good business to keep9

that open dialogue and open communication with the10

public.11

MS. LAMPERT:  My experience has been12

otherwise.13

MR. BENJAMIN:  Pardon me?14

MS. LAMPERT:  My experience has been15

different.16

MR. EPSTEIN:  I'm not even disagreeing with17

you, Jeff.  You know, it makes it hard to play that18

scenario out when the company is based in Illinois, the19

NRC is in D.C., and the EOF is in Philadelphia.20

So you know, I'm pointing out that I'm not21

disputing your commitment to this.  It's kind of hard22

when you have to  make three long distance phone calls23

to find out what's happening to a drunk fisherman.  So24

afterwards when we do some quality bonding, we can work25
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this out.1

MR. BENJAMIN:  Fair enough.  My statement2

stands.3

MR. COLLINS:  That sounds like a threat to4

me.5

(Laughter.)6

MR. BENJAMIN:  I'm comfortable with that7

comment.8

MR. ZIMMERMAN:  I wanted to thank you for9

going back and revisiting the topic a little bit more10

so we can maximize what we take away from it.  I'm11

going to try to give you a sense of what I'm taking12

away from it.13

First, there was a dialogue early on about14

the notice of unusual event, and the aspect of the15

specific credible threat.  I thought that was a good16

comment, and we've got that one clearly noted.17

The dialogue after I asked for some18

assistance spoke about different types of events that19

may not come to the classification level of unusual20

event or above, but the clear message that you sent us21

is that there's still an interest in having that22

information made publicly available.  I think that was23

the primary message that you were providing, not that24

the kinds of examples we talked about should come out25
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as unusual events, the general emergencies, but we1

should be sharing that information.2

What we tried to do here with this3

hierarchy is not wait for the radiological event.  It's4

just not realistic, that if you have shots fired where5

you have a plane go into a plant, that we're going to6

stay with the conventional radiological release7

approach and wait to see how it comes out because8

people are going to make their own decisions and go9

where they need to go.10

And that's why we try to come up with11

another mechanism which we feel is leaning forward,12

saying we're not going to wait for the release, but13

they've gotten into the owner controlled area, where14

they've gotten into the protected area, where they've15

gotten into the vital area.  So decisions need to be16

made and made promptly and not wait.17

So I didn't hear too much disagreement with18

that.  I did hear the concept about maybe it needs to19

be broken into another scale.  Obviously we want to do20

it in the least confusing way.  So we want to make sure21

that it comes out in a user friendly way, and that22

comment was received.23

But again, I really appreciate the24

additional dialogue and thoughts on it and will25
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continue.  Thank you very much.1

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.2

Anything on the NRC notification?  Does3

anybody want to add anything on that?4

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  Yes.5

MR. CAMERON:  All right.  Go ahead.6

Onalee.7

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  Okay.8

MR. CAMERON:  I'm sorry.  Before you start,9

we're still having a little bit of difficulty hearing,10

I guess.  We just need to get closer to the mic.11

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  I'm going to be picked12

on.13

Actually it was the 15 minutes from14

discovery, and I know that -- okay.  How is this?15

Better?16

MR. CAMERON:  Better.17

PARTICIPANT:  You have to speak up.18

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  All right.  In this19

section it was the 15 minutes from discovery, the20

notification; I think it was the -- how was it phrase?21

-- the voluntary modification to notify the NRC within22

15 minutes of discovery.23

When we played this out that this would24

occur, the way that we saw this happening was because25
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this was a security event, they would notify the NRC1

within 50 minutes of discovery prior to classification.2

The NRC would get that information.  They would then3

call the HSOC.  The HSOC would then realize that4

something was happening in the State of Minnesota.5

They would call either our governor or our Department6

of Homeland Security representative, who then would7

call us, and at that point we would still have no idea8

that anything was going on within our state.  The local9

law enforcement might, but the local law enforcement is10

responding to the event itself.  They're not notifying11

the state in that way.12

And it would then become -- then we would13

call the plant, and they're still trying to at that14

point perhaps classify the event, and the whole way15

that that would go around, it doesn't sit well with us.16

MR. CAMERON:  And your recommendation on17

that would be to?18

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  If you're going to19

change something, how about if you changed it so that20

they would, instead of notifying the NRC within an21

hour, notify them within the same 15 minutes of22

declaration that you're going to be notifying us, which23

most of the plants, I believe, already do?  They don't24

wait the full hour before they notify the NRC.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Before we go to1

Stacey, let's hear from Ned Wright.2

MR. WRIGHT:  I think Onalee is right on3

target.  Our concern is -- and I think it's the word4

"discovery" and "declaration."  Our concern is that5

there's a rush to judgment over what it is, and I think6

it gives us -- if you look at the process where we have7

the 15 minutes at the discovery and then the8

declaration, you know, the law enforcement folks are9

already being contacted.  If there's a way to get the10

off-site and the NRC closer, that communication closer,11

I don't want to get A before B, but I think Onalee was12

right on target about contacting the NRC during the13

discovery period, and then by the time we get it it's14

kind of the cart is before the horse.15

And I would like to see the word16

"discovery" taken out, and I think that if we can17

notify the off-site and the NRC within 15 minutes of18

declaration, it's probably a better way to go.19

MR. CAMERON:  Declaration -- and is this20

microphone working?  No?  Well, the good, ol' NRC21

microphones.22

Okay.  At any rate, I don't even know if23

you're picking this up, but we heard the issue raised24

by Onalee.  Ned agreed with that, and I think Ned's25
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recommendation was instead of discovery, use the1

declaration.2

MR. WRIGHT:  Correct.3

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  We have a bunch of4

cards down here.  Let's go to Tracey and then Mary,5

Aubrey, and let's find out what Craig has to say.6

Stacey, I'm sorry.  You wanted to say7

something on this before we go ahead?8

MS. ROSENBERG:  Yes.9

MR. CAMERON:  Go ahead.10

MS. ROSENBERG:  Okay.11

MR. CAMERON:  And please speak clearly into12

the mic.13

MS. ROSENBERG:  I'm going to try.14

So I think in Tom's remarks he talked about15

why the NRC would like to be notified within 1516

minutes, in case there's a coordinated attack, and we17

realized that the OROs also need to be notified, have18

an abbreviated notification, and we are looking for19

ideas as to how to go about doing that notification as20

well.  Okay?21

And I just wanted to point out that in our22

agenda, in our afternoon discussion of off-site issues,23

we have abbreviated notification to off-site response24

organizations.  So we have more time to discuss that in25
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our afternoon session.1

MR. CAMERON:  So is this issue -- and this2

magically was fixed and it's the stupid facilitator who3

didn't have his mic turned on.4

(Laughter.)5

MR. CAMERON:  But at any rate, Stacey, are6

you suggesting that this issue that we're talking about7

now is an afternoon issue?8

MS. ROSENBERG:  Well, I guess the issue of9

abbreviated notification to the NRC, if there are any10

suggestions, comments on that particular part, we could11

discuss now, but looking at, you know, time issues,12

there is time in the afternoon to have that discussion.13

MR. CAMERON:  About the notification to the14

locals, local government.15

MS. ROSENBERG:  Yes.16

MR. CAMERON:  All right.  Well, let's go17

down the row on the cards and then maybe we can get to18

the third issue.  Let's start with Tracey and then19

we'll go to Mark and then we'll go up that way.20

Tracey.21

M S .  V A R D A S :22

  I just wanted to share with the group some of23

our experiences when we did the tabletop out at Diablo24

Canyon with notification, and one of the things that we25
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realized early on in the exercise was that our local1

law enforcement agency is also our point of2

notification for the off-site response organizations.3

So that's our Sheriff's Watch Commander.4

So he was getting the information for a5

request for mutual aid for local law enforcement6

agencies.  At the same time he's also finding out that7

there is a security event out at Diablo Canyon.8

In addition, most of the emergency services9

coordinators within the country are on a system where10

we get the same notifications that plant personnel11

receive.  So when they're calling in emergency off-site12

individuals into their on-site or the EOF, we're also13

getting that notification.14

So we got a backlog of we were getting15

notification at the same time that plant staff were16

getting notified.  Our Sheriff's Watch Commander was17

getting law enforcement notifications, and we were18

trying to call him to find out what was going on at the19

plant.  So we had a big communications backlog at that20

point, and we realized that we need to look closer at21

our standard operating procedures on how we reach our22

Sheriff's Watch Commander and how we receive those23

notifications to our staff.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Tracey.25
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And, Mark, did you want to add something of1

a similar nature?2

MR. LEMKE:  Yeah.  Everybody has a reason3

they need to be notified, and I can certainly4

understand the state and the counties, the local need5

to be notified quickly once the information has been6

vetted, if you will.7

I understand why the NRC needs to know, and8

I understand why local law enforcement needs to know.9

I think the issue is going to be complicated to solve10

if we try to do one or the other, and so my suggestion11

is that somehow we look for a technological fix to12

this, and the technological fixes would be in the realm13

of multiple notifications at the same time kind of a14

thing.15

That could be done.  It usually comes at a16

cost, but I think that we're going to continue to17

struggle with this if we look at who's going to get18

notified first.  I think we need to be able to find19

some way to share the information simultaneously, and20

to me that's a technological issue that should be able21

to be solved.22

MR. CAMERON:  Does anybody have a problem23

with this suggestion of multiple notifications if it24

can be done?25
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Nader?1

MR. MAMISH:  Yeah, I'd like to pick up on2

Mark's suggestion and pick up a little bit on what3

Stacey and Tom were saying and sort of ask for people's4

ideas and insights.5

MR. CAMERON:  Pull that mic a little bit6

close to you.7

MR. MAMISH:  The basis for our suggestion8

for prompt notification to the NRC is, as Tom said9

earlier, we all know that Al Qaeda operates in a10

coordinated fashion.  So if Plant X is being attacked,11

we want to know right away about it so that we can get12

the word to other licensees and protect the rest of the13

nation.14

So the way that we envisioned that this15

process would work is we would get the notification.16

We do have technologically the capability to blast dial17

all of the other plants in the nation.  So that's one18

way to do it, as Mark suggested would be technological.19

The question of whether or not the states20

get that prompt notification first or the NRC gets it21

first is something that we can certainly debate.22

The other reason for us to get the prompt23

notification is so that we can let DHS know so that24

they can get the federal plan in gear for response to25
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such an event.  We're not here to tell you that one1

size fits all.  What one state may want in terms of2

prompt notification, contact their locals, may not work3

for another state.4

So let's talk about it this afternoon and5

discuss how a prompt notification to state and locals6

would work best.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Since we're here and8

Craig has had his card up, Craig.9

MR. CONKLIN:  The thing is that these two10

things are too intertwined to really address as11

separate issues, in my opinion.  You're got a site12

that's under attack.  Let's say the off-site folks need13

to know that ASAP because you've got a credible14

situation going on in hand.  They need immediate15

notification.16

The federal folks, in my opinion, they're17

not going to arrive for an hour or two later, depending18

on where the local FBI field office is and the other19

support things.  So I feel that the off-site folks need20

that immediate notification to enable them to respond.21

Now, along those lines, what I'm worried22

about is looking at this diagram here and thinking23

about this, it almost looks like we've got two separate24

notifications between the LLEA and off-site response25
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officials.  And that shouldn't be the case.1

If it was a routine radiological accident,2

I would insist that the OROs notify their LLEAs when3

they get notified.  For a security event, if your LLEA4

is getting notified, he or she should turn right around5

and notify you so there shouldn't be that dichotomy6

there.7

And I agree with Mark.  I think there's a8

technological fix that involves training and procedures9

as part of that, but I think this is very doable.10

It is important that the NRC get notified11

so they can do that blast dial.  The HSOC needs to get12

notified so that they can notify the other federal13

departments and agencies and won't need to spin up14

their headquarters level stuff.15

But I think we should really focus on the16

procedures and plans and technology to ensure that the17

off-site folks get something within the 15 minutes that18

I believe the LLEA gets notified of, and we ought to be19

able to work through this thing.  This is not an20

insurmountable process with the technologies that we21

have today.22

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Craig.23

A suggestion.  Let's take the rest of the24

cards that we have up on this issue, then move on, and25
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come back this afternoon at off-site, and see if1

there's a way that we can put together some sort of a2

strawman perhaps on this notification issue that we can3

use for discussion.4

But let's go to Mary, Aubrey, Tony, and5

Andrew and Pat.6

MS. LAMPERT:  Yes.  The purpose of the 157

minutes was a recognition of the potential of multiple8

attacks.  Therefore, I think it should be a regulation9

of 15 minutes notification of the NRC and also the10

states and off-site.11

Clearly there would be a need to adjust and12

prepare in planning.  I know in states their equipment13

is very limited for each site, and they have been going14

under the false assumption that they could move the15

equipment, whether it be monitors or what have you from16

one site to another, which obviously would not be17

appropriate in that situation.18

So I think it should be a regulation19

stating not approximately 15 minutes, but 15 minutes,20

and it should encompass the whole group.21

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Mary.22

Aubrey.23

MR. GODWIN:  In looking at this, I share24

the concern about calling locally also versus calling25
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nationally.  I don't think NRC can wait an hour.  I1

don't think that is reasonable for anybody to expect2

that.3

The idea of making this thing after4

declaration is probably pretty good.  In looking at5

this table, if you look at it, the time schedules are6

not very consistent on here.  So you might want to7

think about that as you look at it.  8

For example, it has "classify the event at9

approximately 15 minutes after discovery and notify the10

NRC within 15 minutes of the discovery," and show that11

being separated pretty widely there, and that's really12

not that widely separated.13

In any case, I think that the multiple14

notifications would be an improvement.  Most plants15

that I'm familiar with, it's a different person that16

notifies the NRC than the one that notifies the state17

warning points.  I think that's fairly -- I don't know18

i fit's with every plant, but a large number of them19

have that arrangement.20

So it shouldn't be any difficulty just from21

a manpower point of view.  I know that's an operating22

concern, but I think it's imperative that we get the23

local people notified.  As I indicated before, they24

really can't turn too many people from Washington right25
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quick to the scene.  Eventually we need them there.  It1

is imperative that people in Washington or somewhere2

gets notified to see we have a coordinated attack going3

on.4

We have very strong needs in both cases,5

and I think we ought to try to solve them and get on6

with it.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Aubrey.8

Multiple notification again.9

And Tony.10

MR. SUTTON:  I think that in today's age11

with technology I agree with Mark.  There's a solution12

to this, that the people who need to know can be13

identified beforehand and be connected with technology,14

with security clearance, whatever it is, again, to be15

in a position where you're not aware of what's going on16

and then to have a phone call and say, "Oh, by the way,17

for the last 15 minutes, this is what we've been18

suspecting is happening and we can confirm that with19

you now."20

I think we all acknowledge the fact that,21

you know, there is a definite need for the NRC to know22

as quickly as possible.  Certainly there's a definite23

need for the off-site response organizations.  We may24

know.  You know, our big concern is that you'll get the25
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phone call that the plane is 15 minutes out, but by the1

time you get the phone call you will have just gotten2

a call from somebody who lives in the neighborhood who3

heard an explosion because it took that period of time4

to go through this daisy chain, if you will, of5

notification.6

I think to give people the idea there's a7

hierarchy of notification or a pecking order, it's not8

the appropriate way to go.  You know, if it's a matter9

of identifying individuals who will take whatever10

information they get and reasonably react to it in a11

tempered fashion, it's important.12

One of my arguments would be on this that13

it's not only just a notification, but it's a continual14

flow of information, you know, and I think that what we15

really need to look at is what you're tasking the16

licensees with here.17

If it happens at three o'clock in the18

morning and you're putting this on the control room19

operators, we really need to look and make sure that20

there's sufficient staffing there to be able to deal21

with plant conditions and these multiple channels of22

notification that we're talking about.  What's23

realistic, and can we assure ourselves?24

I mean, the only thing that's worse than25
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not knowing what's going on is getting the phone call1

and having them hang up and then not be able to2

reestablish and find out how things are going or what's3

progressing.4

You know, in today's age, whether it's5

justified or not, we have to have the information as6

quickly as possible and be trusted beforehand that7

we're going to act appropriately with whatever8

information we're given.9

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Tony, for10

putting that resource issue, effectiveness, continued11

flow of information on the table for us.12

Let's go to Pat and to Andrew and Alan, and13

then let's close out on this particular part of the on-14

site.15

Pat.16

MR. MULLIGAN:  If I could just make the17

statement that I don't believe that it's an issue of18

who gets notified when so much as discovery versus,19

going back to what Onalee said, like through your ATAC20

versus classification and going back to some of the21

things that Sam had mentioned, that there are multiple22

events during the year that get classified eventually23

as security events, but not necessarily threats to the24

power plant.25
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You want to avoid that situation where you1

set in motion national response plans prior to really2

evaluating.  So Tom said there's a way, a mechanism of3

determining what is and what is not falling into that4

-- and he used the word "classify."5

So let's classify and then let's notify.6

I believe that discovery should be taken out and7

classification should be used in that point, and afford8

the licensee the opportunity to classify the event9

before we start setting wheels in motion.10

Notification is fine.  If you can send out11

simultaneous notifications to 100 people, great, but12

let's classify the event and know what's going on13

first.14

MR. MAMISH:  So you're concerned about15

false alarms basically.16

MR. MULLIGAN;  Correct.17

MR. MAMISH:  Because the language to me is18

just not clear.  It's considered to be an imminent19

threat, you know, and who's doing that consideration?20

Is it the security team?  Is it the control room?  I21

just think there's too many things.22

Let's let the control room get the NRC23

involved.  I mean, you're really starting once that24

happens two parallel paths:  risk management through25
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local law enforcement and risk assessment through the1

NRC and through state organizations.2

So let's wait for the classification to3

really start those larger systems in motion.  Law4

enforcement is already going on, and let's wait for the5

bigger picture till we get a real handle.  I mean, the6

big, big thing that I've seen working in emergency7

management preparedness is verification.  You get a8

call.  You call back.  You verify that it is a real9

call and that you need to do something.10

That's a lesson that I've learned, that you11

always verify.12

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Let's keep going down13

the line here and then I think we're probably going to14

have to break for lunch after we do this.  Let's go to15

Susan.16

MS. PERKINS-GREW:  Yeah, I'd just like to17

camp on or amplify the points that Pat was making.  The18

way the procedures that we use once a threat or a piece19

of information or an event has occurred, it's a tag20

team effort by the control room and the security duty21

officer on site at the time.  They will go through22

their threat assessment procedure, and at that point,23

then you get into the parallel notification where it24

meets the threshold for security.  They would go ahead25
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and make their notification to local law enforcement at1

the same time.  The control room staff would make their2

classification if it's appropriate for that particular3

threat, and then they would notify the NRC and then4

subsequently the state.  5

So it is a parallel effort right now, at6

least for a lot of the procedures the way that they are7

written.8

Thank you.9

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks.  Thank you,10

Susan.11

Craig Conklin.12

MR. CONKLIN:  Yes.  If we follow along on13

that same line, is the 30 minutes then -- I'm looking14

at these two blocks -- if you total those times up for15

classifying and then notification, is that still an16

acceptable time frame for the off-site folks? 17

Because you're talking about a 30-minute18

process now.  So is that time frame acceptable?19

MR. MAMISH:  Yeah, what Craig is noting is,20

you know, knowing how Al Qaeda works, look at the21

London bombings, the tragic events of 9/11.  Do we want22

to wait 30 minutes is really the question.23

MR. CAMERON:  Now, this is the 30 minutes24

for notification of?25
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MR. CONKLIN:  Well, yeah.  What it is if1

you're going to classify first and it takes2

approximately 15 minutes to do that, and then if the3

next box is notify and that's within 15 minutes, you4

total those up and you've got a 30 minute window.  And5

my question to the off-site folks is:  is that6

acceptable?  Yes or no?7

PARTICIPANTS:  No.8

MR. CONKLIN:  What should it be then?9

MR. MULLIGAN:  But the thing that I think10

you're forgetting is that we're talking about parallel11

paths.  There's not going to be a 30 minute window for12

local law enforcement to get plugged in.  They get13

plugged in immediately upon recognition.14

I'm just saying it's that other path that15

has the opportunity to wait five or ten minutes, and if16

the NRC gets notified and they notify 62 other plants,17

what are they going to do?  What are they going to do18

different than they do daily?19

MR. LEEDS:  Increase their security20

posture.  You want to know if the attack is coming.  If21

there's somebody at your gate, you know, in a tractor22

trailer and he's got a bomb in that tractor trailer, we23

have a few minutes to alert you that there's an attack24

at one of your sister facilities.25
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 You can stop that tractor trailer from1

getting onto your site.  That's the timeliness.  We2

went back and took a study, and we looked at the3

attacks in Spain, 9/11, Britain, all of those.  Minutes4

are precious.  Minutes are precious.  We can't wait.5

I know Craig said can we wait 30 minutes.6

The feds can't wait 30 minutes.  You don't want us to7

wait 30 minutes.  The public doesn't want us to wait 308

minutes.  We need that information off-site response9

organizations need that information as quickly as10

possible so that we can take the actions we need to11

take.12

What we've got to do is find a way that we13

can satisfy all of the stakeholders and get that14

information out as quick as possible, and that's what15

I hear this conversation moving to, and I find that16

very, very constructive.17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Eric.18

MR. NELSON:  Can I --19

MR. CAMERON:  Alan, we're going to go to20

you, but we're going to revisit this issue somewhat21

this afternoon during off-site.  After Andrew and Alan22

speak, I think we're going to have to take a lunch23

break and go on.24

But let me get Andrew on first, and, Alan,25
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you can have the last word.  You know how I like to put1

people in front of you.  You remember the last time.2

Andrew.3

MR. FEENEY:  Just in terms of how this4

whole discussion is being approached, we're still kind5

of basing it on there's going to be information over6

here that only a few people know, and then it's going7

to somehow migrate through whatever wonderful channels8

using technology and, you know, simultaneity or9

whatever, but the reality is that as soon as that10

information sort of becomes organic or it exists, it's11

going to be out there.12

And, you know, we're immediately behind the13

eight ball.  So we have to get over the idea that14

there's going to be this window.  You know, so I put15

that out there.16

The other thing is that we have to verify,17

and I agree with that, but as the local agencies, we18

still need the heads up.  We still need to get the19

quick heads up, and if that goes to local law20

enforcement first, certainly then we have processes in21

the state whereby there is venues for sharing, and I'm22

not saying that it happens perfectly, but there are23

venues for sharing between law enforcement and24

emergency management.  Those notifications need to be25
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made. 1

But I think also in terms of policy, when2

we share information, we have to look at to whom is3

this actionable, and that, again, goes back to locals.4

If I'm expected to take actions based on information,5

I need that information before people who may get it6

just as an FYI.7

And I think everyone would agree with that,8

but that's certainly when you're looking at it falling9

all over here, for example, in the Beltway.  It's10

generally going to be more important for Tony Sutton11

and his law enforcement folks to get information before12

it comes down here to Washington.13

What are they going to do with it?  He's14

got to take actions. He's got to institute procedures.15

I understand the Al Qaeda angle on this, but still, you16

know, the guys on the ground are the people who are17

going to have to do something with this information. 18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Andrew.19

Alan, and then I'm going to go to the20

audience for a couple of minutes at any rate.21

MR. NELSON:  From an industry perspective22

there's nothing more important than notifying the off-23

site in a timely manner, and as we proceed through the24

next couple of months, we're going to be doing25
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tabletops and drills with not only the industry but the1

off-site, and we'll make this one of our primary2

objectives to come back not only with a focus as part3

of this exercise as to how we can better achieve this4

goal in working with our off-site partners.5

I think the next one we're going to do is6

with Duane Arnold, and then that will be in November.7

We have another site in December and in January as8

well, and in each case and circumstance, we can apply9

this process to see what is best and then come back.10

We will be dealing with Duane Arnold, Cedar11

Rapids, Iowa.  We'll be dealing with we think North12

Anna, Virginia and their local government, and then13

another site after the first of the year.  Also with14

Calloway in the spring. 15

So we'll have several opportunities to16

flesh out some answers to this concern.17

MR. CAMERON:  And I guess that's great.18

The question remains not for discussion now perhaps,19

but later, is how does that all get plugged into the20

regulatory framework in the most efficient manner.21

MR. NELSON:  Correct.22

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you out here for23

being patient.  We got through two of the issues on24

site, EALs and NRC notification.  Have time for a25
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couple of questions or comments if anybody has them out1

here before we break for lunch.2

Jill.3

This is Jill Lipoti.4

MS. LIPOTI:  Thanks, Chip.5

My first question is who will notify the6

NRC in the early notification.  How will the identity7

of the individual making that notification be verified,8

and how will the information itself be verified.9

The second question goes to the purpose of10

this early notification.  The prompt notification, and11

I heard you, Eric, loud and clear that it's to alert12

all the other nuclear power plants of an incident.  13

What?  These nuclear power plants are not14

ready to respond to an incident as it is in their15

normal response posture?  I think that that should be16

the basis of their current security measures to respond17

to the design basis threat.18

Third point.  Prompt notification is19

required because we have to notify the HSOC.  Homeland20

Security has to be involved.  21

Now, not all security events are incidents22

of national significance.  They don't all rise to that23

threshold.  So what does the HSOC do with information24

that's, one, unverified and, two, if the event is not25
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yet classified?1

I think you need to classify before you2

notify.3

Thank you.4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  A lot of food for5

thought there obviously that Jill has made.  Do we have6

any response in terms of her first question about7

exactly who is doing the notification or receiving the8

notification?9

Stacey, do you want to take that?10

MS. ROSENBERG:  Okay, yeah.  First11

question.12

MR. CAMERON:  Stacey Rosenberg.13

MS. ROSENBERG:  The control room will make14

the notification to the NRC Operations Center.15

And can you go question by question?16

MR. CAMERON:  Well, I think some of them17

are comments also in terms of the readiness of18

facilities to respond to these issues, and I guess I19

would ask if the NRC has anything else to say right now20

on the points that Jill made.21

MR. LEEDS:  Thank you.22

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.23

(Laughter.)24

MR. CAMERON:  That's one response.  And,25
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Jill, those comments are on the record, too, as a1

formal comment.  For anybody, regardless of how much we2

get to discuss here, those are comments that need to be3

evaluated.4

Alan Nelson.5

MR. NELSON:  Yeah, let me address the6

classification because it's kind of an interesting7

dialogue on that.8

The first notification, the way the pattern9

of EALs is set up, if you have somebody that traverse10

the OCA, you would have an alert, protected area, site11

area, an emergency, and of course, the vital area moves12

more closely to the general emergency given certain13

situations.14

If a perpetrator were to get into the OCA15

and the site then calls the LLEA, they have essentially16

by de facto made a declaration.  So keep that in mind17

that those activities and thought processes need to18

come together.19

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  I see Jill is nodding20

her head affirmatively about that.  I think she21

recognizes that, but thank you, Alan.22

Anybody else out here with a question at23

this point?  And, Stacey, did you want to offer24

anything else?  And speak into the mic.25
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MS. ROSENBERG:  Just one other response to1

the question of is it needed to notify all security2

events, and the answer is no.  Just those events3

considered to be an imminent threat.  So it will be a4

subset of security events that will go through this5

process.6

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Anybody7

else?8

Thanks, Jill.9

Anybody else have a question or comment out10

here at this point?  I know you are all eager to go to11

lunch.12

Yes.  We're going to go over here.  I think13

Craig has something else to say to us.  Yes, please,14

and introduce yourself to us.15

MS. LETA:  Hi.  My name is Suzanne Leta,16

and I work with New Jersey Public Interest Research17

Group.18

I'm interested to know.  You talked about19

-- I'm sorry.  I've forgotten your name, but at the NEI20

-- talked about the time line for off-site drills, and21

you know, that's three in the next several months.22

That doesn't seem like they're happening very quickly,23

and I'm wondering why that's the case, if there can be24

more in a more condensed time period if that's possible25
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because it seems like if you do this, this could take1

several years when we do not have that much time.2

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.3

Alan, I guess you or Jeff was that question4

addressed to.5

MR. BENJAMIN:  Well, I'll respond to that,6

and I think it's an excellent question.  Thank you.7

We're overlaying the development of the8

security related drill on our already existing drill9

and exercise schedule.  So every one of our plants10

conducts either a drill or exercise every year, and11

what we're now doing with the security related drills12

is injecting them into these off year schedules and13

building up our competency as quick as we can with an14

objective by some time around midyear next year to have15

this model set and agreed upon and then out to the rest16

of the industry to build into their normal drill17

schedule as it goes forward.18

So I think we are marching with a sense of19

urgency, and I think I'm glad you raised the question20

because I think it's an important point to add that21

this does not offset our preexisting or ongoing drill22

and exercise schedule.  So thanks for the question.23

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Jeff.24

Let's go to Craig and then Nader and then25
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break for lunch.1

Craig.2

MR. CONKLIN;  This is in response to Jill's3

questions about what does the HSOC, the Homeland4

Security Operations Center, do with this kind of5

information.  DHS is charged with maintaining a6

situation awareness across the country of terrorist7

threats and threat situations and potential threat8

situations.9

So for all 17 critical infrastructure and10

key resource sectors, whether it's the nuclear, the11

chemical, the dams, water, all the cyber banking, they12

constantly get information fed into the HSOC.  They13

feed that information to their threat analysis folks to14

maintain the situation awareness even for small issues15

or small items or that would appear to be small, to see16

if there's any threat or if there's anything that's17

there that starts linking things together.18

So they don't always just automatically19

ramp up the incident management group and run to the20

Secretary of DHS.  They take this information that21

comes, constantly analyze it 24-7 to see if there's22

anything developing that they need to be aware of.23

MR. CAMERON:  And Nader.24

MR. MAMISH:  Yeah, to just very quickly25
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respond to Jill's other concern about verification.  If1

I understood the question as I think you were asking,2

how do we know it's not someone other than the licensee3

calling NRC and providing this potentially false4

information?5

What we do, and we've been working with our6

operations center, is a procedure that's a rather7

simple procedure.  If you get a call from Licensee X8

about a potential security event, what we do is we tell9

them, "Hang up.  We'll call you back."10

It's that simple.  We call back the11

licensee, the control room, and that would be our way12

of verification.13

MR. EPSTEIN:  How do you know the phone14

line hasn't been rerouted?15

MR. LEEDS:  We also have phone ID, and16

there's a number of things that we're doing to make17

advancements.18

To amplify what Nader said, we have caller19

ID.  We also do a call-back, and the entire federal20

phone system that all of the nuclear power plants are21

involved in is going through a significant upgrade over22

the course of the next year such that we can have more23

secure communications with all of the nuclear power24

plants.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.1

Let's take a break and come back at 20 to2

two.  That gives you a little less than an hour, and3

then we'll see where we are on the schedule.4

Thank you.5

(Whereupon, at 12:41 p.m., the meeting was6

recessed for lunch, to reconvene at 1:40 p.m., the same7

day.)8
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AFTERNOON SESSION1

(1:49 p.m.)2

MR. CAMERON:  Welcome back.  We have three3

on-site issues that we still need to cover, and we need4

to get to off-site.  So what I'm suggesting is that we5

try to cover these.  Let's give it a half hour at least6

for starters and see if we can move to off-site.7

The three issues are on-site protective8

measures, ERO augmentation, but I'm told that the most9

controversial one may be this integrated response10

exercise.  So we're going to start off with that, give11

this a half hour and then go to off-site.12

Note that we get a lot of discussion about13

one of the issues off-site, which was abbreviated off-14

site notification.  I tried to summarize that, the15

discussion, and when we get to that point, I'll go16

through that summary, and of course, for this whole17

off-site area, Craig Conklin is going to be teeing that18

up.19

But let's go to integrated response20

exercise.  Does anybody have any burning issues with21

integrated response exercise?  22

And you'll remember that Tom Blount gave us23

a little bit of a rundown on that this morning, or was24

it yesterday?  How long have we been here?25
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All right.   Integrated response exercise,1

Aubrey Godwin.2

MR. GODWIN:  We had the privilege of3

running one of these with the FBI back in 2000.  The4

best I can say is the FBI doesn't understand nuclear5

power too well, and they didn't understand that6

whenever you start causing certain things to happen at7

the nuclear plant, certain other things are going to8

happen off site whether they like it or not.  Either9

there's going to be a release or a threatened release10

of any consequence; people are going to be moved.  They11

didn't understand that.12

So you may have some of the law enforcement13

group you have to educate.  My impression from our14

local FBI is that they learn their lesson pretty well15

and they understand that situation pretty good now.16

The major problem is trying to coordinate17

their activities in areas where you want to evacuate,18

but that's really an off-site issue.  Access to the19

site becomes an on-site issue that may get tangled up20

into it, and so you need to look at those issues very21

closely.22

It is challenging, and it will make a very23

interesting exercise for you has been our experience at24

Palo Verde.25
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MR. CAMERON:  So, Aubrey, in terms of the1

NRC approach in the bulletin on this particular point,2

based on your observations, what would you say to the3

NRC about our approach in the bulletin?4

MR. GODWIN:  Well, we handled it just like5

we would any other emergency at the time, and that6

works fairly well with the book you have here.  The7

only thing is your enhanced system where you would have8

NRC called first, we didn't follow that.  We went9

strictly with the system where we got the first call.10

Actually law enforcement gets the first11

call.  In our case that mean that the warning point had12

the information.  They immediately called everybody13

anyway.  So effectively the first call was the only14

call.15

MR. CAMERON:  Tom, let me go over to you in16

terms of what we're doing here.  Do you have anything?17

Is what Aubrey is saying on this though, is this on18

point to you in terms of the issues here?19

MR. BLOUNT:  I think if I understood20

Aubrey's comments, what I heard is that they have done21

an exercise at Palo Verde of this type and have found22

that it has been effective in learning lessons from23

that, and that's really what it is that we're trying to24

accomplish or what we hope to accomplish with other25
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licensees.1

I think that with the terrorist component,2

it presents a slightly different picture.  Ultimately3

at the end of the day the whole point is that we4

protect the health and safety of the public from a5

radiological release from a nuclear power plant, no6

matter what the initiator.  In the case of a terrorist7

event, we need to consider this as a slightly different8

initiator and how have we practiced or exercised or9

identified what is different or what might not be the10

same as what we practice in the past?11

So I think what I heard is that it made for12

an interesting exercise.  It makes for one that's13

challenging.  It makes for one that requires us to look14

at what our communication paths are and how we interact15

and interface with other agencies and organizations.16

That's part of what we are looking to exercise and17

practice as this initiator in the bailiwick of18

exercises in general or drills in general.19

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, great.  Thank you very20

much.21

Mark.22

MR. LEMKE:  The drill we did on July 13th23

was an unqualified success in a number of areas, but24

more significantly is what did we learn.  What were25
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some of the challenges?1

And in this environment, in this group, I2

want to point out one thing that we struggled with a3

little bit and maybe we could use some help with, and4

that is that an integrated consequence management drill5

by nature involves a wide range of organizations that6

you don't normally get involved with in a normal drill,7

and what we found was that people were speaking8

different languages.  Okay?9

You know, anybody associated with DHS has10

terminology.  FBI has terminology.  Our local OROs have11

terminology, and you know, the incident command12

structure and that sort of thing, and that came out13

because we were challenged with making sure that we14

were integrating all of these groups, and I think that15

is an issue.  Okay?  Because you get used to working16

with your state and locals and you get used to working17

with certain organizations, local organizations.  You18

use their terminology, and then when you get federal19

organizations in, if there's a different terminology20

either that we're not familiar with or that sort of21

thing, that causes problems.22

Okay.  So I don't know if there's something23

we can do about that long term, but it's definitely a24

challenge in an event of national significance like25
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that.1

MR. CAMERON:  And, Aubrey, it seems like2

your comments about the FBI match up with Marks'3

comment.4

MR. GODWIN:  Very good.  Just one point to5

illustrate that, we use the term "source" quite often6

in what we're talking about in the radiation business.7

In law enforcement "source" is not radiation.  It's a8

guy that's telling you a story.9

(Laughter.)10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.11

Let's go to Eric, and then we'll go to Dave12

and then Jeff.13

Eric.14

MR. EPSTEIN:  I think where the NRC could15

actually be helpful, and I know Rich Jonati is out here16

and I don't want to put him on the spot, but17

Pennsylvania.  There's Rich.  He's my guy from the18

Bureau of Radiation Protection and we're very close.19

We used to live on the same street, but he asked me to20

move.21

At any rate, what I --22

(Laughter.)23

MR. EPSTEIN:  Or I think that was a24

voluntary evacuation.25
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But at any rate, what I would put out and1

what I think could be helpful is Pennsylvania is a2

commonwealth.  So it's a municipality.  There's 500 on3

school districts.  There's 67 counties.  There's 5,0004

boroughs.  There's 253 legislators, and as Jeff well5

knows, when we had the incident at TMI in October,6

everybody wanted to be notified.7

So I think that you could probably help in8

places like TMI where there's those.  TMI is within ten9

miles of five different counties -- to help maybe10

referee who does get called and who doesn't get called.11

Peach Bottom is on the Mason-Dixon line,12

and there's two different states that require13

notification.  So maybe this was better used in the14

morning, but there are so many boroughs and15

municipalities that I would ask the NRC not to assume,16

please, that we share resources.17

Every borough and municipality in18

Pennsylvania has their own fire truck, police truck.19

There's competing resources, and we don't always20

cooperate.  So, please, take that into consideration21

when you're notifying people.  Just because you're22

notifying us doesn't mean that we're going to23

cooperatively respond to an issue.24

The other thing I would caution, folks, is25
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please there's other forms of terrorism.  It's not just1

Al Qaeda.  I mean Oklahoma City was not blown up by a2

Muslim.  So in a State like Pennsylvania where the3

fourth largest in terms of hate groups, please be aware4

that indigenous terrorism presents a very credible and5

immediate threat.6

MR. CAMERON:  That's a good point.  Thank7

you, Eric.8

And I think we'll revisit your first point9

about who to notify when we get to the off-site10

notification issue.11

Let's go to Dave Lochbaum and then Jeff12

Benjamin.13

Dave.14

MR. LOCHBAUM:  I have a couple of concerns15

about the security based drill and exercise program.16

The first concern is that in the reactor oversight17

process findings in this area are generally handled18

bizarrely.  The drills and exercises are intended to be19

as realistic as possible.  Yet when a performance20

breakdown is identified by that drill or exercise, its21

significance is downplayed because it was only a drill22

or exercise.  So all of a sudden we take credit for the23

fakery in order to downplay the significance of the24

performance deficiency.25
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I've read inspection reports that said had1

this been an actual event the finding might have been2

yellow or red, but just because it was an exercise,3

it's green or white.  They're either realistic or not.4

This get out of jail free card because it's just a5

drill and exercise is nonsense and has to stop.6

I heard earlier that Mark said that the7

exercise last month out at Diablo Canyon was an8

unqualified success.  Had it been a failure, qualified9

or unqualified, we doubt we would have heard a word10

about it.11

There's been a problem with this industry12

and this agency telling good news and withholding bad13

news.  You either talk about the results or you don't14

talk about the results.  You don't only talk about the15

good results in public because we find out about the16

security failures at Salem.  We find out about the17

security failures at Vogtle and at Seabrook.  We find18

out about them anyway.  So why don't you tell us about19

them instead of making us find out through other means?20

Again, this bias towards only telling good21

news doesn't improve public confidence one iota.  So22

that needs to stop.23

Thanks.24

MR. CAMERON:  Thanks, Dave.25
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Before we go on to Jeff and Ned, how about1

some discussion of the points that Dave made.  Nader,2

I don't know if you have any thoughts on this that you3

want to offer at this point.4

I know we're here to listen, to comment,5

and to consider that, but if you want to add anything,6

go ahead.7

MR. MAMISH:  Well, concerning the second8

comment about talking about bad news, we would9

certainly agree and if there are times in the past10

where we haven't done that, we need to look at those11

and do better.  We agree that that does not enhance12

public confidence.13

With respect to the way drills and14

exercises are handled through the ROP, that is an area15

we're going to be looking at as part of the review of16

EP regulations, you know, through systematic review.17

So we value the comment that you just gave us and we'll18

certainly look at that.19

MR. CAMERON:  And Sam?  Sam Collins, Region20

I Administrator.21

MR. COLLINS:  Yes, thank you.22

I think part of the response to Mr.23

Lochbaum would be along the security lines.  I think24

maybe that was one of the examples that you gave, and25
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the Commission's policy is not to divulge security1

weaknesses or vulnerabilities.  The Commission decided2

that shortly after 9/11.3

The good news and the bad news, I think, is4

handled the same way.  They're safeguards reports.5

MR. LOCHBAUM:  That's not entirely true.6

I've heard the Commissioners testify before Congress7

about the good security test at Indian Point.  Even Roy8

Zimmerman at this meeting last year talked about the9

good news at Indian Point.10

The bad news is withheld for some reason.11

MR. COLLINS:  Well, I think we're agreeing.12

I said "reports."  You're talking outside of reports.13

So my statement was we don't issue inspection reports14

one way or the other.15

MR. LOCHBAUM:  Okay.  The reports to16

Congress is a report, and in those reports they talk17

about the good results at Indian Point.  So --18

MR. COLLINS:  You can take this at any19

level you want, Dave, as far as details on reports.20

I'm talking about inspection reports.  I only have a21

control over inspection reports.22

The Commission's policy, I'm just23

explaining why it's what it is.24

MR. LOCHBAUM:  I understood what it was.25
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I just don't like it the way it is.1

MR. COLLINS:  Okay.  Understand.2

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Let's go to Jeff3

Benjamin and then Ned.4

Jeff, you had your card up.  Do you have5

anything to say?6

MR. BENJAMIN:  Yeah, it was back to7

Aubrey's point.  But first to David.  I whispered after8

he made his comment that I'm in agreement with his9

comment about that we need to convey all the news and10

when it's bad news we also have a responsibility to put11

the right safety context so that the public can12

understand it.13

So I'm in agreement with the concept there,14

and I think David spoke about it quite well.15

Aubrey, your point, as we deliberated on16

the construct of these drills going forward, that was17

exactly the kind of thing that led us to really break18

these apart into two pieces.  The first piece of this19

is that tabletop focused on rooting out the exact kinds20

of issues you raised with the various off-site state,21

local, and federal agencies, then followed by the22

actual drill itself where you're simulating everything23

and you're actually playing it through.24

So I think it was your experience.  We have25
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had an individual from Arizona Public Service helping1

inform us, as well as many other plants.  So we hope2

we're being responsive to that.  That is the objective3

of Part 1 of those drills.  I know it was something4

that Roy Zimmerman and Bill Kane insisted upon, and5

quite frankly, it was something that we readily thought6

was a good idea anyway.7

So hopefully that responds to some of the8

learnings you site early on, and as we go through this,9

it's our intent to continue to root out things like you10

saw a couple of years ago.11

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Jeff.12

Ned, and then we'll come back over to13

Rochelle and Aubrey and maybe go on to the next issue.14

Ned.15

MR. WRIGHT:  Well, on some of the things16

about the lessons learned and what has happened in17

other places, I don't know where the Duane Arnold18

Energy Center gets the information, but any time19

there's an issue that has happened somewhere else20

within the industry, we discuss that.  21

Hey, this incident happened at such-and-22

such a place, or whatever.  If that had happened here,23

what would we have done?24

So I think that at least our partnership25
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and our interface and with my counterparts at other1

places because we also talk, is that where we know2

about it or if it's something that's germane to us --3

that's what I said.  I don't worry about hurricanes and4

tsunamis in Iowa, but if it's something that's germane5

to us or if we have something that could have easily6

happened to us, we're lucky it happened somewhere else7

or whatever, we have that dialogue.8

So I think that that's a communication9

issue, and I don't know how much does this need to be10

sent out to the general public and stuff like that, but11

those of us who can take corrective actions, we look at12

the exercise reports.  You know, we're making sure that13

we don't want deficiencies, and we don't want14

deficiencies just to pass this test.15

If we have a deficiency, that impacts on my16

public, and that's who I'm responsible to.  So I take17

that very seriously, and if we don't do something18

correctly or if there's a glitch or hiccup or something19

in our system, then we're going to fix it, and20

unfortunately, we have that dialogue and that21

communication with our utility because they're also to22

the point of if it's something that can be fixed.23

They're not averted to putting money24

against it, whether it's communications.  We're having25
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the real big issue right now and they're helping us1

solve our inoperability communications issues because2

it's also important to them.3

So I think a lot of that can be resolved at4

the local level, and I'm not sure about how much --5

does everybody need to be out in the public or6

whatever?  But I know that in our situation we are7

looking at lessons learned and how can we make things8

better for us.9

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Ned.10

Rochelle.11

MS. BECKER:  Yeah, I know that we're going12

to talk about off-site in a while and sirens, but to13

Dave's point, when we had an earthquake in 2003, 56 of14

our 131 sirens didn't work.  Well, maybe a month15

thereafter the NRC graded PG&E green on its emergency16

planning.17

Now, their reasoning was that the 363 days18

that they did work outweighed the two days that they19

didn't work, and by that logic if you have a meltdown20

only one day, but the rest of the year you operate21

fine, is that still a green?22

I know that our paper plates are probably23

on display here at the NRC.  We grade you also as red,24

green and yellow, and you don't get a whole lot of25
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greens in our community.1

However, PG&E is replacing the sirens.  I2

don't think it should be generic.  I think it should be3

an NRC requirement, but that's later, but still if you4

want us to trust the NRC, you don't give them a green5

when 56 of 131 other sirens failed during an6

earthquake.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Amplification on8

Dave's point that he made about what happens if a drill9

goes bad.  Maybe we'll talk about paper plates later.10

How about we have Aubrey and Tony, Alan.11

Nader, did you want to say -- why don't we12

hear from Nader in case there's some NRC rules or13

whatever to talk about.14

MR. MAMISH:  Yeah, we can talk some more15

about sirens and notifications this afternoon, but the16

ROP, the reactor oversight process, is built in the17

basis of back-up.  The sirens are out alerting and a18

number of other considerations, and we could have what19

I would suggest is for that particular topic, that we20

pick that up at the end of the day after we talk about21

off-site because that's an important issue, and I'd22

like to have my staff discuss this issue.23

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, and the specific issue24

that you want to talk -- I mean, we'll talk about25
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Rochelle's issue, I guess, in the context of the  siren1

issue that's going to be off-site?2

MR. MAMISH:  In the context, as I3

understood it, and maybe I misunderstood, you said that4

if you have a number of sirens off that that would be5

a green finding; is that --6

MS. BECKER:  Well, it shouldn't be a green7

finding, but it was, yes.8

MR. MAMISH:  Okay.  So what you're9

suggesting is if, you  know, a number of sirens are10

out, that's unacceptable, right?  That's the issue that11

you raised.12

MS. BECKER:  Well, yeah.13

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  We'll --14

MS. BECKER:  Otherwise why bother to have15

them?16

MR. CAMERON:  We'll come back to that then.17

Let's go down the line, Aubrey, Tony, Pat.18

Aubrey.19

MR. GODWIN:  I would suggest, at the risk20

of creating a major tax problem here, that the feds21

should be involved in particularly these terrorist type22

exercise, but also in others and play to an extended23

amount.  There are a lot of things to be gained when24

you do that, not the least of which is you find a lot25
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of areas where you've never considered issues before.1

Some of the things we've turned up in our2

exercise was like, for example, who has the3

responsibility for radiation exposure control for the4

FBI or U.S. Marshals.  These are little things that5

just sort of crop up after a while when you discover6

that you've got a whole bunch of FBI agents in the7

middle of your evacuating zone, and everybody but them8

has film badges.  9

The FBI has since corrected that problem,10

by the way, but I think it is important that we do get11

a significant federal participation and exercises12

around the nuclear plants and other exercises that may13

go on because you really cannot fully exercise you plan14

if you don't have them participating.  They're a vital15

part of our response and you really need to get them16

involved.17

With a terrorist event you'll have them18

involved early on in the exercise usually, whereas with19

the other events, usually the federal government20

doesn't get in for, oh, 12 to 24 hours after the event21

is running.  So you might have a longer exercise for22

that.23

But we do need the federal participation in24

these exercises to fully appreciate what's going to25
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happen and raise all of these little strange issues1

that come up, and I'll just grab you if you're not2

really practicing.3

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.  Thank you,4

Aubrey.5

Pat and then let's go to Alan for last --6

no?  You're okay?  Well, let's go to Pat on this issue7

-- oh, I'm sorry.  Let's go to Tony, then Pat, and8

let's move on to the other two issues.9

Tony.10

MR. SUTTON:  Aubrey, I couldn't have paid11

you for a better segue to what I was going to say.12

That is one of our biggest concerns.  You know, we have13

been practicing and performing for FEMA for 20-plus14

years.  We think we've pretty much got it figure out in15

terms of how we're going to do thing.  The big question16

mark is how it's going to work when the help comes over17

the hill and the integration of that help, and probably18

one of the biggest problems will be public information.19

Who's talking?  Is it the plant talking?  Is it the20

state talking?  Is it the locals talking?  We all seem21

to have independent plans for joint information22

centers, for emergency operation, emergency operation23

facilities, and there needs to be some coordination.24

When the federal response plan was first25
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introduced, the county executive came down and spoke to1

one of the Under Secretaries.  I don't know who it was,2

but had offered the Westchester as a site to let's try3

this.  Let's see how it works.  Let's just take one of4

these federally evaluated exercises and bring the feds5

in and have them be players with us.6

Because, again, you know, we do feel that7

our track record has proven that we've been very8

diligent in going forward.  Certainly FEMA and the NRC9

have found reasonable cause that we provide adequate10

protection, and I think that it's time to kind of bring11

that assimilation of the federal forces in so that we12

don't have the kind of duplication of efforts and maybe13

speaking with many voices and wondering exactly who has14

got the lead here.15

We had at one point even recommended that16

we do something along the lines of like a top off, but17

in a traditional nuclear scenario to see how everybody18

would interact across the lines and try and run it out19

for more than just an artificially created scenario20

that lasts one day every two years.  Maybe run it out21

for two or three days, maybe cut it off into different22

segments to demonstrate our abilities to work together.23

And I apologize for running back late, but24

I was talking about sirens.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Tony.  I noted1

all of those recommendations.2

Pat.3

MR. MULLIGAN:  My comment, too, has to do4

with exercise participation.  I think the thing that5

we've recognized is that most often if we start getting6

into these security based scenarios to test that the7

plans -- you're going to have both the radiological8

annex in motion and the national response plan9

initiated as well, and I believe that starts at the10

alert level or higher.11

And if we're going to do security based12

events, we need to have those two initiated during13

those to see how the states are going to integrate into14

that plan.  15

I know that there's been a lot of talk and16

a lot of effort on states, local, county, you know, all17

types of agencies to get that system in place and18

upgrade, but we really need to start testing them to19

start seeing where the holes are, and we need the20

federal government to participate in order to flesh out21

those issues.22

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Great.  A lot of the23

same thinking here.24

Mark, last comment.25
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MR. LEMKE:  Yeah.  Because this is on the1

record, I just wanted to clarify a couple of things2

that Rochelle said, and I think without trying to put3

words in your mouth, Rochelle, the issue is that the4

sirens were without power for a period of time, and5

that's absolutely true, and that is something that we6

need to be concerned about.7

But for the record there was not finding.8

It wasn't the green finding.  The green you're9

referring to is the performance indicators, and that's10

part of the ROP program, but it wasn't a finding.11

And the second piece is that the 56 sirens12

weren't without power for two days.  They were without13

power and they were restored sequentially as power came14

back and was restored.  Most of the sirens were back15

within a few hours.  Obviously that's still without16

power, but just to be clear, we weren't without 5617

sirens for two days.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Two remaining issues,19

emergency response organization augmentation.  Any20

burning issues there to tell Tom and the NRC staff21

about?22

Tony?  I'm sorry.  Go ahead.23

MR. SUTTON:  I mean, talking about24

performance indicators, again, it's what's reasonable25
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in expectation for system performance, and it's what's1

public expectation for performance.  At Indian Point,2

we argue this on a daily basis as to what's acceptable.3

Certainly if you lose ten percent of the sirens in one4

county, that's a significant amount of sirens.  Ten5

percent of the sirens across four counties, you know,6

we get into the discussion of what's acceptable, what's7

not.8

To the public the only thing that really is9

acceptable is the fact that, you know, all of the10

sirens are on line 100 percent of the time because it's11

that public perception that that one tenth of one12

percent that they're not there will be that time when13

you need them.14

So I think that, you know, it's a balance,15

again, of what it is, and sirens are what they are.16

Sirens are a warning or an alert to the public that,17

you  know, they're basically left over from the civil18

defense days, from the Cold War days, and they are an19

important component of our public notification.20

They're not the only method of public notification, and21

certainly with the advancements in technology it has22

its limited value.23

The press today is out there in front of24

every story.  So they will affect a lot of our public25
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notification because that's how people will pick it up,1

and you know, historically I think there was a2

perception, and I think I can kind of relate to what3

Eric was saying.  We always had a feeling that there4

was a perception on the outside that maybe the industry5

was first working to minimize, sanitize, and publicize6

in terms of what the events were, and I think that a7

lot of that because of the press today and their8

ability to dig in our experience with how things are9

reported over the years that we know that, you know,10

there's no way that you can attempt to cover anything11

up, and there's no way that you can not respond to12

immediate notification.13

But again, that's the point.   What's a14

reasonable expectation?  If you can use statistics to15

your benefit to say that the sirens are on line 99.9916

percent of the time, when you look at is that per17

minute per 365 days a year?  In our case are we talking18

about 156 sirens?19

There certainly is a lot of room in there.20

One percent is not a -- it can be argued that it's not21

statistically significant, but if it's the one percent22

when you need them, it's a problem.23

MR. CAMERON:  Let's defer.  I see a lot of24

cards going up on this.  We're coming back to sirens25
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later on.  I don't want to prevent anybody from1

continuing this discussion, but let's try to get off of2

on-site.3

And I think Craig has a comment.  Let's4

take the cards of the people who have things on5

emergency response organization, augmentation, and then6

make sure to go back to Debbie, Mary, perhaps Ed when7

we get to the siren issue.  Okay?  So let's just put8

that in the parking lot so that we can go.9

Craig.10

MR. CONKLIN:  Yeah, with regard to the11

emergency response organization augmentation issue, the12

question in my mind for the state and locals and for13

the NRC as well is when you look at that and they talk14

about locating or grouping or coalescing, if you will,15

an off-site location to prepare to go on site because16

you may not know what's going on on site security-wise.17

You don't want to just have people rushing into a18

hazardous or dangerous situation.19

So you're thinking about having the folks20

meet at an off-site place and then go on.  The question21

I have is what kind of impact is that going to have on22

the off site officials and the things that they're23

already doing.  Are you going to be providing the24

security?  How is all of that going to be guilt into25
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the off-site plan?1

Because obviously the off-site folks are2

going to be worrying about the people that they're3

already got working for them and the public and all of4

that, and now what we've done is we've set up another5

organization off site that's going to need some care6

and feeding and protection, if you will, until they get7

on site.8

And so I was wondering if that has been9

built into anybody's plans yet or has anybody thought10

about that?11

MR. CAMERON:  Ned.12

MR. WRIGHT:  We're getting ready to do our13

exercise with Duane Arnold in November, and we've been14

holding several meetings with our off-site responders,15

law enforcement, fire, EMS, addressing staging areas16

and things like that.17

And part of what we're trying to do is18

working with the people who are actually going to do19

it.  Instead of dictating to them, "Here's where we20

want you to go," we want them to tell us, based on our21

network, the road networks and stuff like that, where22

would be the best place to go.23

At the same time, I think that we have a24

pretty extensive support group that would support any25
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emergency.  So if they're in the staging area, I use1

law enforcement, fire.  They do that all the time.  So2

initially they've got enough to take care of themselves3

for the short period, but we also work very closely4

with the Red Cross, the Salvation Army, and those other5

support agencies that we work with on all the time and6

do the same thing with major fires and stuff like that.7

So I think our structure is there.  It's8

just going to be once and hopefully in our November9

exercise, we will get to more moving of the things on10

the tabletop and stuff like that, but we're looking at11

that and using our existing issues.12

One of the things we've talked about is13

having an on-site and an off-site person kind of14

working incident command in the staging area so that15

one person is talking to the security on site about,16

okay, we're sending in five fire trucks or whatever.17

And those are some of the things we're18

hoping that tabletop will iron out, but yes, we are19

discussing those.20

MR. CONKLIN:  Okay, and the organizations21

you're talking about have experience with the staging22

areas.  The folks that are working in the facility and23

that need to get in there and that are being staged may24

not be as familiar with all of that.  So --25
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MR. WRIGHT:  And that's one of those issues1

we're looking at because we've got a couple of2

identified locations, and part of our discussions we're3

having right now, we have one discussion last week, is4

should they be together and stuff like that.5

So what we're trying to do is make sure,6

just like it's a communication and a coordination; so7

should the off-site people be A, B and C, and the on-8

site folks that are coming in be it D or whatever,9

those are some of the issues we're trying to look at10

because we're looking at traffic, just where we are on11

the off site because, yeah, if we get too many of the12

on-site people trying to get back on interspersed with13

the fire trucks and squad cars and all of these other14

things, is that going to create a problem?15

So we are addressing that and trying to get16

the people who are actually do it say, "I'll sit up17

here with my people, the fire or law enforcement or18

we've got several ways to get in the north group, the19

south group, the east group, the west group, but those20

are some of the things we're hoping to get finalized or21

at least for the exercise in November.22

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you,23

Ned.24

Let's hear from Jana and then we'll go to25
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Eric and Tracey, and then we're going to go to the next1

issue and then see if we can close this out.2

Jana.3

MS. FAIROW:  I think dealing with the4

access control, Exelon has worked with the Sheriff's5

departments for years on evacuating the on-site6

population, and now I think we're going to be talking7

more about the staging area that they will be8

establishing.9

We have recently talked about the access10

into the EPZ after we seal it off.  How are we going to11

do that?  Are we going to send them all through the12

unified command reception area?  That doesn't seem13

practical with as many people as we're talking about.14

So we're going to run the list of those needing access15

through the state EOC, Exelon liaison, back through the16

unified command, provide the list to law enforcement17

officers, use code words like we do for mutual aid now18

for other types of incidents.19

So we've touched on that as far as the20

access goes, but I think we're going to need to work21

out the coordination with the law enforcement and the22

security at that staging area more in the future.23

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Eric.24

MR. EPSTEIN:  I have a brief response25
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that's site specific, and this goes kind of back to the1

EOF issue.  I would just note in the event that we have2

to activate these organizations, the EOF is in3

Coatesville.  The accident if it occurs on Three Mile4

Island is on an island which only has ingress and5

egress through two bridges, which if it's a weather6

related challenge, you may not be able to cross.7

In addition to that, our emergency workers8

may be from outside the ten mile zone or unable to get9

back to the staging area.  So I don't think this is an10

incidental issue.  I think you need to identify the11

staging area.  I think you need to have backup plans in12

the event both of our bridges are out because we only13

use one bridge right now.14

And I'm concerned about, you know, kind of15

not -- it doesn't appear to me that this is being taken16

as seriously as it should.  I don't want to know that17

there's some unnamed staging area that might be18

available in the event the scenarios break our way.  So19

we really need to look at this hard.20

MR. CAMERON:  It needs some certainty about21

what's going to be happening.22

MR. EPSTEIN:  I don't know how you get on23

an island if a bridge is washed away.  If somebody24

could answer that to me, I'd be a happy guy.25
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MR. CAMERON:  All right.  Thanks.  Thanks,1

Eric.2

Tracey?3

MS. VARDAS:  I think actually Debbie was4

before me.5

MR. CAMERON:  Are you still on the siren6

issue from before or did you want to talk about this?7

MS. GRINNELL:  I think it has to do with8

notification practices.9

MR. CAMERON:  So?10

MS. GRINNELL:  I'm very interested in all11

three of the NRC officials' response to Rochelle's12

issue of having a green finding based on emergency13

preparedness when that many sirens did not work.  When14

we're discussing notification processes here and the15

importance of minutes and the communication that needs16

to happen rapidly among all of you, and suddenly when17

it comes to informing the public, it's all right if 5018

percent of the time the sirens aren't alerting the19

school, which is where the sirens are, outside of20

schools and day care centers.21

That is the point at which the people that22

we are trying to move are alerted that they need to23

move.  And the response at this table was to do what24

always happens at the NRC, to excuse and to defend the25
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industry.1

And we've got to go to the other side of2

this and understand that your first response is public3

safety and protection, and if 50 percent of the sirens4

don't work, that's not a green finding.5

Sorry.6

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.7

And Tracey.8

MS. VARDAS:  Okay.  Just a couple of points9

I want to make, and it might be that when you look at10

access it might be site specific and local jurisdiction11

specific, but for us, we utilize instant command12

system.  We have a standardized emergency management13

system.  So we use a common site terminology within the14

state.15

And we can call and request a state16

resource, such as the California Department of17

Forestry, who can come and set up for us at not a18

moment's notice, but as quickly as they can get19

themselves mobilized, a staging area or a reception20

area or a place to feed our emergency workers, and21

that's what they do.  They're fire fighters.  They set22

up camps all the time, and so for us, we utilize that23

common set of terminology and, you know, we ask for a24

site access control manager or we ask for something25
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specific.1

And I think as people start to train and2

become familiar with the national incident management3

system, which is based on the incident command system,4

we will further get so that we're working with common5

terminology and we'll understand that when you ask for6

a staging area or when you ask for a reception center,7

that we're all asking for the same things and it comes8

with a certain trained set of individuals who know how9

to run something like that.10

MR. CAMERON:  And I think that sounds like11

it goes to the point Eric was making about certainty12

needed.13

Let's hit the final on-site issue, which is14

on-site protective measures.  Does anybody have a15

burning comment on on-site protective measures?  Dave.16

Sorry.17

MR. LOCHBAUM:  The comment we have in this18

area has to deal with emergency lighting for operator19

manual actions taken in response to security based20

events.  Ten CFR 50.48 in Appendix R to Part 50 require21

plant owners to install emergency lighting for manual22

actions taken in response to a fire.23

In recent years we've seen a lot of cases24

where more and more plant owners are taking credit for25
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manual actions outside the control room to deal with1

the security based event and also to deal with  some2

collectively located separation issues.  It's not clear3

from a review of the publicly available record that the4

emergency lighting in these areas is also provided.5

For the same reasons that emergency6

lighting is needed in areas where Appendix R actions7

are needed, it applies to security based actions as8

well.  It's not clear that emergency lighting is held9

in the same regard or I was going to say in the same10

light.  That would be wrong, but it needs to be.11

thank you.12

MR. CAMERON:  So the point being that13

emergency lighting -- pardon me.  I'm sorry.  But14

emergency lighting is something that should be15

considered when we're looking at on-site protective16

measures.17

And Eric.18

MR. EPSTEIN:  Again just to be on the safe19

side, when you talk about on-site protective measures,20

we need to account for incidental employees.  I mean,21

at TMI, to their credit, they subcontract to local22

caterers.  The propane comes off-site.  On any given23

day the laundry comes on.  These people may get caught24

up during an incident or accident, and I think we need25
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to account for them, and I don't see that we've taken1

any precaution for these folks.2

So that's just a heads up that on any given3

day these are large industrial complexes with people4

that aren't normally there who may be stranded during5

an event, incident or accident.6

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Great.  And, Nader, do7

you have a feel for what Eric means by incidental8

employees?9

MR. MAMISH:  Yes.10

MR. CAMERON:  He gave one example.  Okay.11

Thank you.12

Audience, anything else on on-site issues?13

You heard three issues discussed since we've come back.14

Anybody else out here want to make a comment?15

Let's go to Paul Gunter.16

MR. GUNTER:  Yeah, Paul Gunter, Nuclear17

Information Resource Service.18

My comment is with regard to combining both19

integrated drill and the on-site protective actions.20

You know, I think that there's an overarching issue21

that we continue to see again and again and again.  I22

guess that it's fair for me to say from our perspective23

that we continue to see a struggle between saving lives24

and saving money, and clearly the issue of security and25
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emergency planning and two clear areas where this issue1

comes up again and again.2

Just quickly, I think the fundamental issue3

here goes back to the design basis threat, and that the4

public community and I would imagine a growing number5

of state officials, including the Offices of Attorneys6

General in at least eight states that we're aware of7

are aware that the bar is too low for the DBT.8

And I think it's germane to this9

proceeding, particularly when the public perceives a10

need to be able to address the security response and11

the emergency response to a threat that has already12

been demonstrated on September 11th.13

And, you know, from our perspective, again,14

we see this as a tug of war over, you know, what's15

going to be cost effective and, you know, what isn't a16

realistic exercise.17

So, you know, we're appealing to NRC, and18

it has been, you know, presented through the petition19

for rulemaking, through the Committee to Bridge the20

Gap, to address realistic scenarios that have already21

been demonstrated by the threat of September 11th.  It22

was carried out by 19 attackers and four coordinated23

teams, and it seems germane to us that this should be24

reflected in these integrated exercises where terrorist25
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actions that are bent on doing us harm are coordinated1

in such a fashion to frustrate emergency planning2

operations in context of security threats.3

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.  Thank you very4

much.5

I'll put that also in the parking lot for6

later on, too.  I think we can just make sure we repeat7

that for other things that we should be working on.8

Anybody else in the audience want to make9

a comment on on-site before we go to off-site?10

Okay.  This is a comment from way back11

here, and please introduce yourself to us.12

MS. SHAPIRO:  Thank you.13

Hi.  I'm Susan Shapiro from Rockland FUSE,14

and my comment is with regard to the FEMA-NRC combined15

drill, and I think it was aired before slightly, but I16

think it's an issue that really has to be changed, is17

that if we're going to do radiological drills and18

testing of the radiological plan, then we need to have19

a radiological release to test.20

And so, for example, I can only use Indian21

Point because that's what I know as an example.  Last22

year when we had the drill, it was contained on site23

before there was a radiological release.  So the FEMA24

drill then was passed as a radiological drill, but it25
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was not a radiological drill.  It was just an event1

drill.  It didn't prove anything.2

And so if we're going to do drills that are3

meaningful, that is a requirement that I think needs to4

be added.  There has to be a radiological release that5

we're testing.6

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Susan.7

Okay.  Craig Conklin is going to tee up8

off-site.9

MR. CONKLIN:  Do I have to?10

(Laughter.)11

MR. CONKLIN:  I think it has already been12

teed up.  Sure.13

MR. CAMERON:  You're in the room.14

MR. CONKLIN:  Do you want to do it from the15

podium or just here?16

MR. CAMERON:  Why don't you do it from17

whatever makes you comfortable?18

MR. CONKLIN:  Why don't we just do it right19

here?  There you go.  We need to dim the lights a20

little to warm it up.21

All right.  What we wanted to do in the22

next few minutes -- and I forget what the time frame23

actually is -- but we want to talk about three24

different issues that are related to off-site25
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activities and off-site preparedness.1

One of them is off-site protective actions.2

As we all know, licensees typically provide3

recommendations to the OROs to take actions, but the4

final decision of what actions to take are the OROs'5

and the state and local folks.6

We also know that there are actions that7

are taken before you reach the higher levels of an8

emergency classification.  For example, some folks9

sound their alert warning systems earlier than others.10

Some folks will actually tell schools to hunker down11

and be ready to relocate and will actually take actions12

also for certain special care facilities.13

So we know that folks do not always wait14

until the general emergency to start taking actions,15

even site area emergencies.  So what we want to do is16

talk about, after we get through teeing these up, are17

there actions that we could or should take or are there18

recommendations that should come out automatically from19

the licensees to the off-site folks in a security20

event?  Are there basic things that we can and should21

do as both licensees and OROs and the federal22

government partners to take preemptive actions, if you23

will, to better ensure that we're ready to respond24

during a security event in the event that that security25
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activity escalates into an incident of national1

significance, if you will.2

As Jill mentioned earlier and alluded to,3

not all events by no stretch of the imagination come4

close to being incidents of national significance.  So5

are there actions that we can take?6

The next one is abbreviated notification of7

off-site response officials.  Licensees are required to8

notify the OROs on a 24-7 basis.  They typically also9

notify the same folks who are notified for both the10

security and emergency events, sometimes not.11

Sometimes it's just a single point of contact.12

But in doing these notifications, sometimes13

it can be lengthy, involved, involve the transmission14

of a lot of data, and is there a mechanism or should15

there be a mechanism to provide an abbreviated16

notification that could be done quickly, promptly, so17

that off-site officials are quickly notified of a18

security event so that they can put in action the19

appropriate things that they deem necessary to protect20

the public under their responsibilities.21

And then the third issue is backup power to22

sirens.  This is something we're all pretty familiar23

with.  It is a very hot button issue.  It's highly24

sensitive.  These incidents in which we have power25
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outages or telephone line breakdowns or whatever,1

anything that causes the system to not perform its2

design function creates a concern in the community. 3

We need to be aware of that and responsive4

to it.  As Tony, I think, mentioned, some of these are5

civil defense error systems.  Now, in all honestly, the6

people who run these systems have been updating them.7

They've been replacing sirens.  They've got maintenance8

systems and things like that, but there are still9

issues with aging components and things like that, and10

we need to be aware of that and factor that in.11

The last thing to bring up here with regard12

to this one is that FEMA was actually directed by13

Congress in its appropriation a couple of years ago to14

revise what we called civil preparedness Guide 1-17.15

These civil preparedness guides, and there's a whole16

long series of them, were designed for civil defense17

purposes, and they covered everything from public alert18

and warning to the design of fallout shelters, a wide19

range of things.20

That whole program was done away with under21

Director Witt.  However, we were directed to update22

this guide with regard to outdoor warning systems to23

address the issue of backup power as well as the new24

achievements in voice technology.25
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We're working hard on that.  We are1

supposed to have it done in 90 days of the2

appropriation, but it has been two and a half years3

now, I think.  Unfortunately, or fortunately, depending4

on how you look at it, I got assigned to that to get5

the job done about two and a half months ago and am6

shooting to try to get it done by October 1st of this7

year.8

So I inherited something that had sat9

around and wasn't done right for two years.10

But anyway, these are the issues that we11

wanted to tee up.  We've had a lot of discussion12

already on some of these, and I'm looking forward to13

getting more input on these particular areas. 14

Thank you.15

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Craig.16

(Applause.)17

MR. CAMERON:  And we have had a lot of18

discussion the abbreviated notification, and I'll try19

to summarize that for us, but I thought we'd start with20

off-site protective actions.  Does that make sense?21

And let me have Paul Gunter introduce22

himself.  He's over here.  Dave Lochbaum and Paul23

Gunter were gracious enough to split their time between24

on-site and off-site.25
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Paul, just introduce yourself.1

MR. GUNTER:  Yeah.  My name is Paul Gunter.2

I'm Director of the Reactor Watchdog Project for3

Nuclear Information and Resource Service.  Been there4

since 1991.5

And I come at this from an environmental6

activist, from going back to 1975 on this issue.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, great.  thank you and8

welcome.9

Off-site protective actions.  Do people10

have a sense from Craig's tee-up about what the issues11

are there?  Does anybody want to talk to that?12

Let's go to Tracey and then we'll go to13

Alan.14

Tracey.15

MS. VARDAS:  One of the questions looks to16

be is there a value to public health and safety from an17

alert, a site area emergency.  And regardless if it's18

a security event or not a security event, we in San19

Luis Obispo County have always taken a very20

conservative approach and in many instances do do a PAR21

at a site area emergency regardless if we've had a22

recommendation, but we actually made a decision.  I'm23

sorry.  We made a PAD rather than wait for a PAR from24

the utility.25
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And not only that, but we also start taking1

protective actions at the alert level, again,2

regardless if it's a security event or not.  We begin3

precautionary closures of our beaches and some of our4

state and county parks.  We also do a precautionary5

relocation of one of our schools, the school that's the6

closest into the plant and the closest into the plant,7

I mean eight miles.  So that's our closest school.8

And we do a movement of them to another9

school that's farther out, and then some of the other10

schools being that they're their own school districts,11

have the opportunity at alert to go ahead and relocate12

to our student relocation centers, and then we in most13

instances at a site area emergency, we will relocate or14

evacuate those individuals that are within the first I15

believe it's six miles of the plant site.  So we do16

that regardless of if it's a security event or not.17

MR. CAMERON:  So if someone looked at what18

your county does, that would be some good guidelines19

for what should be done in terms of these off-site20

protective actions.21

Okay.  Let's go to Alan, and then we'll go22

to Ned and Paul and Andrew. Alan Nelson.23

MR. NELSON:  Yeah, I think first we need to24

look at protective actions of record where historically25
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put in place to protect the public based on1

radiological releases, and precautionary protective2

actions were taken for specific areas and specific3

demographics that may require something different.4

So from the perspective of the workshop and5

the discussion, I believe that we need to stay in focus6

with the protective actions.  Is there a release or is7

there not a release?8

And if we're going to look at it now,9

what's different?  In the cases of some of the events10

that we're aware of, there may not be a release or11

there may be some hostile action of some sort where12

there isn't a release.  What then would be the13

protective action?14

And in this case it isn't a dose savings15

protective action, but it may be more a process of16

heightened awareness and thought process of events and17

tracking events.18

Now, in the event of security related,19

typically the national response plan considers a20

security related event at an alert or higher, and we21

need to keep that in mind as we proceed through22

protective action discussions, what they are and what23

they're not.24

MR. CAMERON:  So two things that have to be25
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factored into this is site dependent.  It's going to1

depend on the site, and also it's going to depend on2

whether there's a release involved in terms of what the3

on-site protective actions are.4

Okay.  And we'll see if we get any reaction5

to that from people around the table.  Let's go to Ned6

right now and then to Paul, and we'll come up to7

Andrew.8

Ned.9

MR. WRIGHT:  Alan made a good point, and I10

think the watchword here is one size does not fit all11

and that the guidance should be site or community12

specific, and as an example to this we have a very13

extensive school plan in taking care of our day cares14

and schools and congregate care, et cetera.  That works15

great in schools in session, but in the summertime we16

have a lot of recreation type activity sponsored by the17

local communities that change on a daily basis.  We18

have swimming pools.  We have arts and crafts and all19

of this other stuff that's out there, and we've got20

nothing or at least there's no requirement for us to21

deal with that part of the population.22

Well, we've taken it upon ourselves to try23

to address that because we know that that is the time24

and at least under a school situation, there is adult25
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leadership and we have plans and processes and bus1

drivers and stuff like that.  In the summertime Mom had2

dropped the kids off and come back later in the day.3

So we have tried to address those issues,4

but that's a site specific based on what we have in our5

community, and I think it's any guidelines or anything6

needs to come down, need to be addressed and let the7

off-site people at each site address their respective8

issues within reason, but they're each of our locations9

based on where we are and the demographics.10

Like I said, I've got a very large EPZ.11

Other people don't have these.  Those issues are not12

the same.  So I don't want something that boxes me in13

or leaves something out.  I think it needs to be14

focused on each respective site.15

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you. 16

Paul.17

MR. GUNTER:  Yes.  I'd like to address the18

off-site protective action, potassium iodide, and you19

know, here again our concern is that we continue to see20

efforts that are based on cost containment rather than21

actual viable public protective actions, and you know,22

I'm surprised to come in here today, you know, now more23

than a quarter of a century after the Three Mile Island24

Accident and nearly 20 years after the Chernobyl25
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accident and to find the Nuclear Energy Institutes1

putting out materials which downplay the demonstrated2

effectiveness of potassium iodide and look to contain3

policy efforts that would discriminate issuing4

potassium iodide to a school that's eight miles away5

from the site and deny it to a school that's 11 miles.6

You know, I think that the overarching7

concern here whether we're talking about emergency8

planning, security, nuclear waste, you know, oversight9

and management of reactor components and aging is we10

continue to see a cost containment strategy taking11

precedent over public health and safety and the policy12

that should be governing our protection.13

And I think that we as the public not only14

are addressing this issue to industry and the agency15

that is mandated to protect its public, but that the16

representatives gathered here today with the state and17

local governments need to stand up and be counted that18

we have to break this deadlock; that our efforts need19

to be more focused on industry bearing the real cost of20

emergency planning, particularly in light of security21

threats rather than to hide behind and obfuscate the22

real issues that are raised by the threats that are in23

these communities.24

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Paul.25
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And I'm going to go to Andrew for his1

comment, and I'm also going to ask him if he wants to2

comment at all.  You don't need to, but what I want to3

do is get some reaction to Paul's point, and besides4

your point if you want to chime in on responding to5

Paul, please do that.6

And then I'd like to ask others if they7

would like to respond to what Paul said.8

MR. FEENEY:  Sure.9

MR. CAMERON:  And the specific point about10

potassium iodine.  I'm not sure how far we'll get on11

the cost versus safety issue generally.  We could talk12

a lot about that, but, Andrew, please go ahead.13

MR. FEENEY:  One issue in terms of the off-14

site recommendations, I want to start with that, just15

a general comment on that.  I mean we certainly in the16

state -- and I believe I can speak for Tony, although17

I don't often put myself in that position --18

MR. SUTTON:  Nor do you need to.19

MR. FEENEY:  Thank you.20

(Laughter.)21

MR. FEENEY:  We certainly don't feel22

constrained in any way by the recommendations from the23

utility, and as part of our exercise play we practice24

this.  We actually have discussions which, again -- and25
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this speaks a tad to the artificiality of the exercise1

process where we bemoan disagreeing with the utility2

when, in reality, we're going to be making the best3

decisions, which could mean that we would do in some4

situations preliminary evacuations before we get to a5

general emergency.  That may just be the prudent thing6

for us to do.7

So, you know, we in no way feel constrained8

by that.9

The other point in terms of one10

observation, if you look at where we're heading in11

terms of a coordinated effort to respond to disasters12

in the United States via the NRP and NIMS, at least in13

our state -- and it's something we've struggled at14

least at the state level and I hope that my county15

colleagues would agree with unifying dose assessment16

because right now each county health department or17

their support either via the utility as well as the18

utility's on-site people are developing independent19

recommendations or independent analysis related to20

potential off-site impacts.   At least in my not21

limited, but not fully extensive understanding of the22

management of information and the intended spirit of23

NIMS and the NRP.  You know, that needs to be unified.24

One thing we go through in exercises is25
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that we have varying points of view on this, and that's1

one aspect of our process that we need to do better at.2

We need to unify, you know, all of the different3

agencies together.4

It is actually -- I believe under NIMS it's5

called a scientific support group that actually is part6

of your information and analysis or situation7

reporting.  So there is a place for it.  It is crucial,8

and again, it is another issue that we have to look at9

as we go down the road on this.10

I can't bite off the whole response to what11

Paul said, but in relation to KI, I believe in New York12

State we led in terms of our own effort to get KI out13

the door.  We did it in a multi-agency way.  As soon as14

the word was out that the NRC was giving states the15

option of states strongly -- encouraging states to16

consider use of KI, which is the way it came down to17

us, we requested KI.  18

We then put together a multi-agency, multi-19

level of government effort to find out the best way to20

distribute it.  We did pre-distribute KI.  We certainly21

have had a lot of concerns about the fact that, you22

know, in our distribution efforts we reached a lower23

than level target of individuals.  You know, we put out24

-- and no fault on anybody -- we put out information to25
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the public.  We made locations available for people to1

come and get their KI, and we got very little2

participation in that effort.3

And it's not unlike generally the testing4

that we see when we've done some surveying in terms of5

interest in the issue.  Among the bulk of the6

population there is not a high level of interest in the7

issue, though the State of New York via its Health8

Department decided that KI was a reasonable --9

providing KI and having KI available to the public was10

a reasonable measure, and so we've done that.11

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.12

That's a good start that we have KI.  Mary,13

comments?14

MR. LAMPERT:  Yes.  I have KI right here,15

and to get back to Paul's point, it's not only the16

industry that has discouraged the use, which are17

reasons.  One really isn't the money.  It's the public18

relations.  If you need a pill that might be a problem.19

Actually Congress mandated Health and Human20

Services, the Bioterrorism Act, Section 127, to come up21

with the implementation to distribute it not ten miles,22

but 20 miles.  What happened?23

NRC staff screwed it up again by24

influencing HSS to come out with a plan which rehashed25
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whether we needed or whether we don't need it and in1

essence discouraged anyone for going forward.  A draft.2

The public responded, and I understand that3

HHS is going to be coming out with a Federal Register4

notice of an implementation plan.  This is years later.5

It has been both the NRC staff and industry that has6

prevented this precautionary method that can safe7

suffering amongst people, and this is very, very wrong.8

Twenty miles, we had the American Thyroid9

Association saying 200.  We have had examples across10

the Board where this should be distributed further out.11

Now, when Congress stated to provide it to12

20 miles, what were they really saying about the ten-13

mile EPZ?  And this should be a topic of this14

discussion.  We can expect the impact from a major15

event to be far beyond ten miles.  Therefore, this16

should be -- I mean we had the Sandia National Lab do17

a consequence analysis of a core melt.  We had the18

National Academy of Scientists talk about the impact of19

a spent fuel pool accident going out to 500 miles, but20

we still play the game of ten miles.21

And in fact, there's pressure to go back to22

the keyhole theory and really just put a focus to two23

and a half miles.24

We need protective action of both25
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sheltering and evacuation for far beyond ten miles.1

That's the beginning.2

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mary.3

There's two issues  here, and one is the KI4

and the HHS Act, and I'm going to go to Craig and5

Nader, but a larger point is that we should be a 206

miles.  We should be further out than ten miles7

generally, right, Mary?8

MS. LAMPERT:  We should expand the9

emergency planning and have multiple zones and10

protective action plans for those zones.11

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, and let's deal with the12

KI issue, and let me put the 20 mile issue in the13

paddock for today, for later on today, so that we come14

and address that.15

Craig, do you want to talk to the KI?16

MR. CONKLIN:  Yeah, just --17

MR. CAMERON:  Or will you?18

MR. CONKLIN:  Yeah, I'd be glad to.  I19

could talk all day on it.20

KI and any emergency response activity21

whether it's sheltering, evacuation, use of KI, use of22

other prophylaxis, you're getting into risk management23

and you're getting into risk reduction and the use of24

resources.  We don't have unlimited resources.25
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With regard to the HHS, Section 127 of the1

Bioterrorism Act, Congress did not mandate that we go2

out to 20 miles.  Congress said, "Look at this issue.3

Study it, and if there are other programs, if needs are4

available, you don't have to do it."  And that's where5

the big issue is.6

There were folks, and FEMA was one     of7

them.  I argued that when you look at 20 miles and you8

look at the true risk based on the science and the9

engineer, is that risk great enough to spend those10

kinds of resources.11

MS. LAMBERT:  You did a study, the Sandia12

National Lab.13

MR. CONKLIN:  Sandia National Lab.  Nothing14

has been --15

MS. LAMBERT:  At 25 miles --16

MR. CONKLIN:  Can I finish?17

MS. LAMBERT: -- 80 percent.18

MR. CONKLIN:  Yes, and there has been a lot19

of dispute over the accuracy of that and the20

applicability of that and the assumptions made in it.21

And I won't go into those.  I want to talk about the KI22

thing right now.23

As part of the activity for HHS, they asked24

what FEMA's position was, and they asked what NRC, and25
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we worked through the FRPCC and took our KI subgroup1

which has visited this issue two or three times in the2

time that I've been part of the FRPCC, and we helped3

HHS craft the Federal Register notice that came out4

about a week and a half ago.5

MR. CAMERON:  Just on that point, just let6

me make sure that everybody knows that there was a7

Federal Register notice out for comment by HHS, and,8

Trish, was it August --9

MS. MILLIGAN:  (Speaking from an unmicked10

location.)11

MR. CAMERON:  Craig, I'm sorry to12

interrupt.  Go ahead.13

MR. CONKLIN:  No, I got the date -- things14

are happening so fast with the hurricanes and stuff, it15

seems like a week ago.16

But HHS put this -- we had a work group17

together.  We put the Federal Register notice together18

so you can comment because in this Markey amendment, it19

allows the President the option of not doing this if20

other preventive means and measures are there that have21

the same effect.22

And there's quite a bit of debate on that23

issue.  Paul evidently has his side.  There's other24

scientists that have their side.  You've got yours.  So25
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there's quite a bit of debate on whether or not he risk1

is sufficient enough to expend the resources to buy the2

KI and then to put the burden on the state and locals3

with all of the ancillary costs associated with the KI4

program.  It's not a cheap program to do.5

And out of 33 or 34 states, is it maybe 206

of them that have opted into the NRC program?  So7

there's a lot of debate at the state and local level of8

whether or not this is a thing that should be done.9

So I just want to say that there's two10

sides to this argument, and when you look at DHS and11

you listen to Secretary Chertoff talk about putting12

their resources where the risk is, this is a similar13

thing in my opinion.  Is there a significant enough14

risk out to 20 miles and those distances from KI to15

warrant that kind of expenditure of funds and effort?16

And some people don't think there is.17

MS. LAMPERT:  May I recommend you read18

NUREG 1433.19

MR. CONKLIN:  I've read them.20

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  I think that we're21

getting the different perspectives out on this pretty22

clearly.  I don't want to stop anybody from further23

expressing views on KI, but let's do it and get it out24

and go on.25
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Eric, KI point?1

MR. EPSTEIN:  Yea, real quickly.  We're2

going to go back to off-site protection at some point,3

too?4

MR. CAMERON:  Yeah, absolutely.5

MR. EPSTEIN:  On the KI, I think this is a6

wonderful opportunity for the utilities and the NRC to7

partner with community groups.  We distributed KI, and8

one of the problems -- I don't know if you experienced9

it.  We did at the Department of Health -- is that10

there was limited access.  The KI was there, but it was11

only available during working hours and it was actually12

outside of the ten mile zone which didn't really help13

folks.  It was never available to people in a14

convenient stop-by basis.15

So what we did in our own expense, we spent16

$15,000. Not only did we distribute the KI.  We ran17

out.  We distributed it at carnivals, fairs, everywhere18

else.  We didn't ask anybody for a ten mile zone or19

anything of that nature.  We asked them for their20

address in case there was a recall on the consumer21

product.22

Our experience, I guess, is much different23

than yours.  I mean, something is wrong when you're at24

a Pennsylvania fair and the line for KI is twice as25
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long as the line for Polish sausage.1

(Laughter.)2

MR. EPSTEIN:  What I can tell you is that3

we had no problem distributing the KI.  Any KI that you4

have that you can't distribute, we're willing to take,5

and that's an open invitation to anybody, but when we6

went out into the community, believe me the interest7

was very, very intense.8

In fact, the basic question was how do you9

administer this to a small child, not only can we have10

some,b ut how many do we take.11

So there was interest there.  I just found12

that our success came from just getting down in the13

trenches and going tout to the people.14

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Any other comments on15

KI before we go back to other off-site protective16

action, recommendations?  Tony.17

MR. SUTTON:  This is one of those issues I18

was talking about before where you'll get those people19

sitting on your shoulder telling you that half of the20

kids in Europe perished from thyroid cancer.  On the21

flip side, you'll get statistics supporting just the22

opposite case, and that it was really from foodstuffs23

and from ingestion post event.  And that's argued that24

it couldn't happen here.25
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I'm not here to debate that.  What I am1

here to tell you is that we had a very active KI2

program.  We did it around religious calendars.  We did3

it at different times of the day.  We did it at4

different locations in the EPZ.  5

We actually found that there was an initial6

surge of interest, and then very little interest7

subsequent to that.8

We were tasked at the local level.  This is9

one of those unfunded mandates, and again, one of my10

favorite expressions was never have we done so much for11

so little benefit.  I mean we really exhausted12

ourselves and expended a tremendous amount of effort to13

get KI out into the EPZ, to get it to the schools.14

We worked with the state Education15

Department who were reluctant partners.  We worked with16

Children and Family Services.  They were reluctant17

partners.  We actually had FEMA look at us because one18

of the schools in the EPZ during the last exercise19

couldn't produce a KI plan, and my response to that20

was:  I have no authority over schools in the EPZ.21

MR. EPSTEIN:  Did you partner with22

nonprofits?23

MR. SUTTON:  Everybody.  Right now there24

are communities that have refused KI, and ironically25
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one of them is the closest community to the plant, and1

if you know the history of KI, at least in terms of our2

recent history, it started with a mother from a school3

district that just bordered the EPZ in Westchester4

county and was actually a one person crusade that kind5

of started the initiative for us.6

We have subsequently taken a real hard look7

at it, and we are trying to push the ownership of the8

KI program back to the state or back to the licensee.9

We don't have the resources.  We don't have the ability10

to sustain a constant distribution.11

And, quiet honestly, we felt that most of12

the population that was coming to get the KI were those13

who would receive the least benefit.14

MR. EPSTEIN:  I guess what I was suggesting15

before is that this is an excellent opportunity for the16

NRC, for FEMA, for community groups, for a whole17

alliance of groups to partner, to come out on the same18

side of the issue.19

MR. SUTTON:  But, again, this is one of20

those cases of science, and you know, if I hear the21

science correctly and you listen to the people who tell22

you what little benefit there is, I'm not the one to23

decide that, but we need someone to decide that for us.24

MR. EPSTEIN:  I think it's also an issue of25
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psychology and perception, not just science; that if1

people at least in our community feel that they have a2

modicum of control over their life like they didn't in3

the previous accident, I think that's helpful also.4

And I know that makes us unique among5

communities, and I don't want to belabor the point, but6

our experience was that there was an avalanche of7

interest in having a medicine that they were not8

allowed to access in '79.9

MR. SUTTON:  But you know, I've really got10

to take issue with that.  That seems to me to mislead11

the public, and it's our charter to make sure that12

we're accurate with what we're telling them.13

MR. EPSTEIN:  Mislead the public how?  I14

don't understand.15

MR. SUTTON:  We can't tell them that KI is16

something that you're going to benefit by having unless17

we can substantiate that in terms of -- I mean, we18

might as well give them a placebo if that's what we're19

looking at.20

MR. EPSTEIN:  We're going to disagree on21

this, Tony.22

MR. SUTTON:  We obviously are because I've23

got to tell you that I feel very strongly about, again,24

the fact that it has become a local mandate, and you25
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know, the NRC with all of its good intentions,1

stockpiled some KI and basically gave it out to us and2

left us hanging high and dry.3

MR. EPSTEIN:  Well, this is one occasion4

where I'm going to come out on the favor of the NRC.5

MR. CAMERON:  I think we're going to go one6

last comment on KI and then we're going to go move.7

Onalee has something to say there, and I8

know there's a lot more that we can say, but I think we9

need to move on to see whether there's any other10

protective action recommendations.11

Onalee.12

MS. GRADY-ERICKSON:  The State of Minnesota13

had decided when the NRC offered the KI back in was it14

2001, not to accept it.  It was just something that we15

looked at it, and it wasn't a viable option for us.16

Due to the fact that we are now looking at17

sheltering more rigorously and with the fact that the18

utilities are going to be recommending sheltering, we19

decided to revisit the issue.  So we are now currently20

looking at it.21

And we had the same problem.  We got22

together a committee of the locals, us, the state, the23

different state entities that would be dealing with the24

distribution of the KI, the locals pushed back.  The25
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infrastructure wasn't there for them to deal with it.1

The SNS people wanted to look at it like a2

pharmaceutical distribution site, which it's KI.  It3

didn't need that.4

So what we decided to look at and what we5

have decided if we go down this route that we are going6

to be doing is a large box store chain has offered us7

to be our distribution point.  And due to the new meth8

laws for the State of Minnesota -- Sudafed is behind9

the counter now -- they have a computer system set up,10

and because all of the stores are integrated, they're11

all in the same one.  They will actually be able to12

track who gets it, et cetera.13

The only problem that we have is because14

one of our plants, Prairie Island, sits on the two15

states.  Wisconsin I think it was the year before or16

the year before that, decided that the Health17

Department -- they're home rule; we are not home rule18

-- the Health Department decided that they wanted to19

accept KI there.  The locals pushed back.  It didn't go20

anywhere.21

But the box store chain said that because22

pharmacists are used to distributing and not denying23

people they would actually start stocking KI in their24

store itself, in their pharmacy section.  So that would25
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be a win-win situation for all of us that way.1

So we have not yet made our determination2

of what we are going to do,b ut that's the road that3

we're looking down for the KI.4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Different approaches,5

different perspectives.  Let's go to Pat and then6

Tracey, Rochelle, Aubrey.7

Pat.8

And then after that, let's revisit the9

abbreviated notification issue and then we'll end up10

with sirens.11

MR. MULLIGAN:  The comment I wanted to make12

was on the use of the word "sheltering," and I know we13

are getting back to I've seen a number of risks come14

out from the NRC, and it's going to become an issue15

again for the licensees to consider.16

I think over the years we've used "shelter"17

to mean a number of different things, and I think at18

this point as a community if we're going to start using19

it again, we kind of needed to find those various ways20

in which we use it.21

There's shelter in place for the protection22

of public based on short-term releases to reduce dose23

and risk before an evacuation.  There's sheltering for24

what the NRC may be proposing and NEI is talking about25
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as far as an enhanced awareness, wanting people to stay1

indoors.2

Certainly if we use shelter in that3

situation, we don't want them to turn off their HVA4

systems and button up, like we would if they were5

sheltering for protection.  So we need to kind of make6

that distinction.7

Again, I've heard another word and it's new8

to me -- it may be a DHS thing -- which is called9

"preferential sheltering," which means you will go into10

a hardened facilities rather than in our own homes,11

which may afford a better form of protection than12

sheltering in place at homes.13

Obviously over the weekend we heard "seek14

shelter" for folks that are going through a real15

emergency.  So I think in order for us to give a16

protective action of shelter, we need to more clearly17

define what we mean by that because it means a lot of18

different things to a lot of communities.19

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Pat.20

Tracey, I know you have anther comment to21

make, but from your experience in San Luis Obispo, if22

there's anything that resonates with what Pat just23

said, could you offer that?24

MS. VARDAS:  One of the things that I heard25
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you say that sounds to me like safe harbor is what we1

utilize, but it's not so much for a nuke plant.  It2

would be more for a tsunami.  We have areas identified3

as save harbors.  They're areas that based on if a4

tsunami was coming, they have a high enough elevation5

or you can go up in a building, and that's a form of6

sheltering also.7

As it relates to sheltering, we are going8

to be relooking at sheltering.  Right now, due to our9

conservative nature of evacuations, we tend to evacuate10

like I said at SAE.  So we don't have a release in11

progress.  So sheltering we just try and get people out12

of the way, but we are going to be looking at it again13

and be very interested on the recommendations that come14

out of the NRC.15

And the one comment that I wanted to make16

before, I wanted to get back to what Andrew said about17

the unified dose assessment center.  It's something18

that we utilize in our facility.  We have a collocated19

EOF and an EOC for our county, and our Health20

Department and the state's health physicists and the21

utilities all sit in a unified dose assessment center,22

and they work out those protected action23

recommendations together.24

And it works extremely well.  We also have25
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integrated field monitoring teams where our1

environmental health specialists go with utility2

personnel when they're doing their field monitoring,3

and it allows the county to have an integrated approach4

to what the utility is telling us.5

We also have air quality management people6

up there running their own analyses in addition to what7

the plant is running, and so we have kind of a checks8

and balances, and when we get a protective action9

recommendation.10

That doesn't mean that our command table11

downstairs waits for a protective action recommendation12

before they send out a decision to evacuate, but we do13

have that integrated approach, and I just wanted to let14

Andrew know it works very well.15

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Good.  A unified16

assessment center, is that the term you used?17

MS. VARDAS:  Unified dose assessment18

center.  We called it UDAC.19

MR. CAMERON:  All right.  Rochelle.20

MS. BECKER:  Yeah, I have several points.21

One, the first exercise that San Luis Obispo did after22

9/11 was a plan that assumed that there were, I think,23

three terrorist on site.  One of them had gotten away,24

or four of them and one had gotten away; that they had25
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gotten on site.  They did evacuate the school or1

pretended to evacuate the school that was closest to2

Diablo Canyon, but they didn't pretend to evacuate the3

community that was closest to Diablo Canyon.4

They also don't include the public, and I5

noticed from the NRC slides it says that this is a6

partnership.  Emergency preparedness is a partnership,7

and I don't think the public believes that this is a8

partnership.9

When the first drill happened after 9/11,10

I asked if I could just be a fly on the wall and watch11

what was going on, and the answer was, no, there was no12

room for flies on the wall, especially named Rochelle.13

So what I did was I knew that there was an14

exercise and I knew what time it was.  So I drove up to15

the fire department, and that's how I found out that16

they didn't pretend to evacuate the closest community17

near the plant.18

I think it's very important to include the19

public because the public has no trust that we can be20

evacuated.  I think that most of us feel that it's just21

laughable, and I think that we need much more22

sheltering and serious sheltering in mind when we talk23

about a radioactive release at a nuclear power plant.24

In California, especially, our power plants25
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are coastal power plants, and we don't have terribly1

inclement weather.  So we don't have also buildings2

that are very airtight, nor do we have schools that are3

very airtight.4

So we're concerned that the place where5

we're sheltering our children are places that are going6

to leak all over the place, and then there's the7

problem of latchkey kids, just assuming that the8

children aren't in school at that time.  And I think9

latchkey kids are generic to all nuclear power plants.10

I also think operating sirens are generic11

to all nuclear power plants, and when we had our12

earthquake in 2003, after that first meeting, the NRC13

showed up and the utility was there, and everybody14

said, "Well, whose responsibility is it that the sirens15

don't work?"16

And it was a lot of, "Well, it's not ours,"17

"it's not ours."18

Well, we think it's FEMA's.  Is FEMA19

sitting here today?  No, FEMA is not sitting here20

today.21

So we had a lot of people telling us it22

wasn't their responsibility.  There is a huge amount of23

public distrust, and you have a big hurdle to climb24

there, and I think one of your hurdles is being really25
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realistic.  I think emergency planning is very, very1

difficult.  You say you're going to do it in stages.2

Maybe you'll evacuate the schools first, except there's3

not enough buses, and we're concerned about kids being4

in areas where the bus cutbacks may put kids past sex5

offenders.6

Well, these are radioactive offender, and7

we're concerned about bus cutbacks and being able to8

get our kids out, and the buses being planned on making9

three trips in and out of this supposedly radioactive10

zone.11

So there's a lot of concern about whether12

or not we're ever, ever going to be evacuated safely13

out of this area.  So if we're not, I think it behooves14

the NRC to say we have real problems with evacuation.15

This is a real problem, and we're not16

taking it as serious.  We're just saying, yeah, we can17

do it, and we're not assuming that, gee, we're going to18

call the school, and the school is not going to call,19

all of the parents at the school are not going to call20

their families someplace else, or the people that work21

for emergency planning aren't going to call their22

families someplace else, and those roads aren't going23

to be impacted long before a siren works or something24

else works.25
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We talked about heightened awareness.1

We're assuming that we have power.  Sixty thousand2

people didn't have power during that earthquake.  More3

than 60,000 people don't have power yet in Louisiana.4

You're going to rely on heightened5

awareness?  How?  What, from God?  I mean, I don't6

understand where this heightened awareness is coming7

from.  We don't all have satellite phones.  Our cell8

phones don't all work.  Our phones won't work.  Our9

televisions don't work.  Our radios don't work.10

Unless you're planning on providing us all11

with transistor radios that we hope will work because12

the station we hope will work, I think there's a lot of13

problems that we're not addressing.  We're pretending,14

once again, like a radioactive release cannot happen,15

that we've built these plants so wonderfully well that16

it can't happen.17

Well, okay.  Then let's not pretend that it18

can happen.  We don't think that that's true.  We think19

that when there's an earthquake within five to ten20

minutes the utility is saying no danger to the public,21

no leaks at this plant.22

Well, we know that there's thousands of23

wells and hundreds of pipes that go on forever.  How do24

they know that none of that is a problem and that that25
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won't start leaking, assuming we even get a signal to1

NOAA that it's going on or a siren that's going on?2

We need real planning.  We need reality3

checks.  We need people to be really honest with the4

public.  If you're not getting out of there, you ought5

to know that you're not getting out of there, and if6

you can't evacuate, we should know we can't evacuate,7

and if we're going to shelter, it should be more than8

duct tape and potassium iodide pills and face masks for9

our children.10

They are our most precious asset, and you11

are not planning for them.  I am perfectly willing to12

go, but I'm not perfectly willing for my grandchildren13

to go, and you damned well better be planning for them,14

and that's it.15

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Rochelle.16

Need to put a finer point on protective17

action recommendations because of your perspective on18

it.19

Let's get Aubrey on board, and then I want20

to go to Mary and to Debbie and to Paul, and then we'll21

go to Ned, but I think that Tracey -- before we go to22

you, Aubrey -- I'm sorry -- I think Tracey had a note23

for the record so to speak.24

MS. VARDAS:  Yeah, a note for the record.25
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That was our 2002 evaluated exercise that Rochelle was1

alluding to, and we did, in fact, evacuate the2

community of Avila Beach where that school is located.3

We moved the school children at alert, and at that4

point there was not an evacuation of the community.5

The evacuation of the community happened at a site area6

emergency, along with the low population zone7

surrounding the power plant itself.8

So there was, in fact, evacuation of the9

community of Avila Beach, maybe not at the point when10

she was at the fire station.  Only the school had been11

evacuated, but I do have records from our evaluated12

exercise that showed that, and the public information13

that went out through EAS messages, et cetera.14

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Aubrey.15

MR. GODWIN:  Back to the point relative to16

how do you handle protective action recommendations and17

whatever classification may come down from the plant.18

I think as public official -- we have an19

obligation to look at what's going on and take a20

protective action decision  to the appropriate decision21

makers based upon what's best for the public and not22

necessarily just what happens to come out of some23

regulatory process that NRC has set up or some other24

federal agency has set up.25
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Specifically, it's helpful to have the1

classification, but the classification is not the basis2

for making a protective action decision.  We looked at3

the plant conditions because we had rather make a4

decision before any release occurs rather than after.5

There's no need to let people get a snout full of6

exposure if you can prevent it.7

And this is the way it has worked in my8

present state and also worked in Alabama where I was9

before.10

We look at dose calculations based upon11

potential release.  We look at reactor conditions very12

closely to determine what the potential is and try to13

take a preemptive action if necessary.14

Dose calculations are very handy.  They're15

helpful, but you need to understand they're very16

limited in their accuracy.  If you go back and look at17

the basic experiments that developed the equations that18

are currently being used, factors of plus or minus 10019

are typical in the error bands from some of that20

research.21

So when you see a reading go 10.3 and22

another guy gets 10.4, they really got the same number,23

folks.  It's not any different.  You're really looking24

at whether it's millirem or rem and that will tell you25
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where you are and how bad your situation is.1

As you look at the dose calculations, you2

come to the issue regarding sheltering.  Do you shelter3

or do you not shelter?4

Sheltering is a good system if you have a5

puff release and you have fairly tight buildings and6

you're not going to be inside very long.  You've got to7

remember though once the cloud passes, the building has8

probably picked up some of the material in the inside9

air, and you will have an increased exposure by staying10

in the building.  So you will need to consider moving11

them out fairly quickly if you go even with sheltering.12

In my present state sheltering when the13

temperature is 118 and turning off the air conditioner14

not going to be long.  You will have to move your15

people out or start getting the body bags ready because16

it will be bad in a hurry.  The air conditioners17

essentially run all day long in most cases.18

So sheltering is not a very viable option19

unless you know definitely you have a very short20

release and it's going ot get by in a matter of a few21

minutes.22

Regarding KI, Arizona, as was Alabama, is23

a case where we do utilize KI.  We prepare to24

distribute it at the time of the event.  We want to25
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make sure that they get the product at the time it's1

needed and that it's a good product and they didn't2

forget it and leave it somewhere and they don't go back3

in to try to find it at home when they should have been4

staying out of the cloud altogether.5

But it's really important to look at the6

reactor conditions as you make these decisions, and I7

think most officials probably do that and most8

officials probably very closely try to get the people9

out before there's a release.  At least I hope they do.10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Aubrey.11

Aubrey always had a new technical phrase12

for us, and I think "snout full of a exposure" is the13

one for today, but let's take the cards.  Let's go to14

Mary, Debbie, Paul, and Ned.  And we're going to end15

discussion of this section.16

Then I want to summarize what we said17

before about abbreviated notification, see if anybody18

wants to add anything on that, revisit the siren issue19

briefly, okay, because we've talked about that, and20

then take a break.21

Let's go to Mary.22

Mary.23

MS. LAMBERT:  First, sheltering.  In a fast24

breaking accident or a terrorist attack, obviously the25
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close communities probably would be wiser to shelter1

and you must consider also the evacuation routes, the2

infrastructure, population density because I think it's3

clear it would be better to be in a basement in a4

shelter than sitting in your car.5

I think it's important that the public and6

local officials be educated about basic principles of7

sheltering.  In Massachusetts we now have it in our8

calendar, that is, to let people know that you want to9

be far away from your roof.  You don't want to be near10

a window.  You want to be in interior space, hopefully11

below round level.12

Hopefully also there will be consideration13

of this in a serious dose analyses done of schools and14

other buildings of that sort in communities.15

I know in my community we have analyzed our16

schools and public shelters, citizens, the physicists17

from MIT helped us.18

We also recognize that when you leave a19

shelter, you're told to dover your mouth with a wet20

cloth, and this is certainly impractical for small21

children.  And so our community bought these masks, and22

we stockpiled them.  They're seven cents.  Kimberly23

Clark makes.  It's the only manufacturer for small24

children in our schools and in our shelters.  They're25
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under seven cents each, and they have an indefinite1

shelf life.2

We also have them for adults, and I think3

this is just another took in the kit, that your4

shelters and schools should have potassium iodide, and5

these masks.  It's sort of an no brainer.6

Also in our community, and I think this is7

very important for all communities, that schools, if8

they're going to be used as public shelters, let it be9

understood if the protective action call is to shelter10

during the school hours that schools are locked down11

and they are not public shelters because when you open12

the door, you're going to not only let the person in,13

but radiation in.   This certainly should be something14

that's communicated.15

Additionally, if your call decides to be16

for evacuation, the big question is evacuate to where.17

Within 12 hours, 100 percent of the population  should18

have the opportunity to be monitored.19

It seems that we are at a juncture now with20

the Department of Homeland Security that in states we21

should be looking for regional large reception centers22

that could be used for any type of disaster, that would23

be large enough such as I think of Massachusetts.  I24

would like to see our receptionist center be changed to25
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the Gillette Stadium that has two acres of indoor space1

with showers, multiple areas ot park cars, as opposed2

to the foolishness we have now of having a local high3

school that only is prepared to deal with 20 percent of4

the population because you have another 80 percent who5

I know the Ritz Carlton in Boston does not have a6

radiation detector.  I've verified that, and nor do any7

of my friends, and so where would this happen?8

So you need large regional centers, and9

last, if you are going to have an evacuation, you need10

to be able to have your emergency response people there11

to direct traffic, haul away stalled cars, cars out of12

gas, and you cannot expect this to happen if you do not13

provide your emergency workers, your DPW, your FIA,14

your police with protective clothing.15

This, again, DHS monies could be better16

spent on chemical, biological, radiological Tyvek type17

suits, boots, gloves, et cetera so that there's a18

greater probability that our workers will, in fact, be19

protected.20

In my community, we did it ourselves, but21

this is something that should be mandated, required,22

and if there's a sharing of expenses between DHS and23

the licensee, so be it, but these are just a few very24

practical suggestions.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Mary.  I saw a lot1

of people nodding their heads affirmatively.2

MS. LAMPERT:  Going to sleep, you mean.3

MR. CAMERON:  Nodding off.  That's what I4

meant to say.5

(Laughter.)6

MR. CAMERON:  Nodding their heads7

affirmatively.8

Debbie.9

MS. GRINNELL:  One of the things we learned10

from TMI after the blue ribbon panel of experts made11

their recommendations was that -- and it's also in the12

manual for protected action guides -- that13

unfortunately because there is no real time, off-site14

radiological monitoring that's sophisticated or in15

place, when you have this issue in an emergency of16

trying to assess what you're going to do with the17

population, whether you're evacuating or whether you're18

sheltering, you don't have any real time data to be19

working with.20

I know we have a plume chasers, which is21

very unsophisticated, and it has been around for a22

million years, but TMI certainly gave us the23

opportunity to take the wisdom from this wonderful24

group of experts and put it in place.25
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Massachusetts, actually at the point of1

Seabrook going on line, had some very good legislation,2

and one of it was to establish an independent real time3

monitoring  system around the Seabrook nuclear plant,4

which we have done.  We have been under the Department5

of Public Health and worked with the Department of6

Public Health until this last year when Homeland7

Security decided that we were better placed under NEMA.8

This is our first year working with NEMA.9

It should have happened a long time ago.10

We also have a nuclear engineer, which11

means that in a nuclear accident we have the12

opportunity for the nuclear engineer to NEMA to be13

speaking with the plant and be able to make some14

assessments.  We have plume prediction models that are15

not accurate.  You admit in your guidelines that you're16

going to be choosing and making decisions based on17

assumed data that's inaccurate, grossly inaccurate18

probably, and in a fast moving, breaking accident when19

there's chaos at the plant, you're going to need a real20

time monitoring, sophisticated system off-site to know21

where the plume and where the radiation is going,22

whether your fire chief and your police and your23

emergency workers know whether they need to protect24

themselves and also direct people.25
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That's not difficult to do.  It's not as1

costly as you would imagine.  It's a lot of work, and2

we've had a citizen group do it.  I know Eric Epstein3

because of the TMI blue ribbon panel also has a4

monitoring system.  Really, in this day and age every5

plant in this country should have one. 6

We've had enough technical support to be7

able to do this.  There are certainly other ways to do8

it.  It would be great if this was an initiative from9

the NRC.  The TLDs throughout the field are not a10

monitoring device.  I have written documentation from11

several people at the NRC that admit that it's not a12

monitoring device.  It is to show deposition after an13

accident which is not helpful for evacuating or14

sheltering people.15

So there are ways that the community can16

work with their emergency management groups as public17

advocacy groups or independent monitoring networks, and18

it should not be dependent or reliant on the plant.  We19

have to build public confidence by having independent20

monitoring and real data so that we're not making21

assumptions and we're actually protecting people with22

real information and guidelines.23

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Debbie.  I24

think that's a point worth emphasizing, and Eric25
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alluded to it earlier, is that the initiatives of1

nonprofits and citizen groups can really further a lot2

of this work.  I think that's a great example.3

Let's go to Paul and then ned and then I'm4

going to try to do a summary of abbreviated5

notification.6

Paul Gunter.7

MR. GUNTER:  Thanks, Chip.8

I'm wondering at what point, if at all, in9

the context of this stakeholders meeting do we begin to10

address the assumptions in the NEI white paper range of11

protective actions for nuclear power plant incidents,12

dated in May of 2004.  In that it contains basically13

industry issues and, as I interpret it, industry14

initiatives to begin the reduction of the emergency15

planning, particularly for evacuation down to keyhole16

figures for two miles in radius and five miles17

downwind.18

I'd like NRC to give us some sense of what19

track the NEI white paper is on currently.  If you were20

looking to satisfy public participation in transparency21

in some fashion out of this gathering, but basically22

I'm looking for some response from NRC in terms of what23

track this apparent reduction in emergency planning is24

on currently.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Did you, Nader,1

understand Paul's question?2

MR. MAMISH:  I understood it.  I'd like to3

look at the paper and look at what Paul is referring4

to.5

MR. CAMERON:  So can we put that in the6

parking lot for tomorrow morning?7

MR. MAMISH:  Certainly.8

MR. GUNTER:  I'll loan it out to you.9

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you,10

Paul.  I'll put that in there.  Thanks, Jeff.11

Ned, final comment on this.12

MR. WRIGHT:  One of the things that we have13

looked at is our preparation for our community, and we14

conduct six drills whether they are tabletop, full15

scale a year, and one of the things we address,16

especially in dealing with the day cares and stuff like17

that.18

Even though our exercises are evaluated19

exercises, whatever, we basically cram several days20

into several hours, and we know and we have told our21

schools and day care centers that here's what we're22

going to do and here's the plans, and we've got access23

to all of them with indoor and outdoor warning systems24

and redundant systems.25
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But we also tell them that if there's a1

problem at the plant, that we're not going to have2

school and wait for something to go wrong.  If the3

utility and our public health and everyone else gets4

together and says that whatever is broken is not going5

to get fixed, then we will not have school.  We will6

cancel school, cancel day cares because we want to keep7

the families together.8

You know, when we're looking at our9

exercises when we're doing the schools and day cares,10

that's our worse case scenario because you think11

there's a problem, but you haven't seen a bunch of mad12

moms out there trying to get to their kids.  You know,13

we've had other real events where we cannot evacuate14

the schools because of a hazardous material release15

because the moms got there and we couldn't et the first16

responders in.17

So what we're looking at right now is our18

worst case scenario is we have a site area emergency19

during the school session, but if we know and we think20

this is the prudent step, why put the kids at risk if21

we know that we can't fix the plant conditions?22

We're going to not hold school.  It's23

easier for us.  It's easier to keep the families24

together, but we do practice that, and we practice it25
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over and over and over again.1

So I think when you're looking at some of2

these protective actions, I think the local communities3

in relation to the utilities and the states, based on4

how you are set up, we are taking a lot of these very5

seriously, and we're looking at a lot of these things,6

and we are very conservative, and I'm talking to our7

HPs and stuff like that and say, "Well, he's the8

industry guy."  9

But I had his kids.  His kids are in10

schools that I have to protect.  So if he's lying to11

me, then we have a big problem, and I don't think that12

because those HPs who are talking to me care about13

their kids, too, and I care about their kids.  They're14

taking care of the plant.  I'm taking care of their15

kids.16

So a lot of these things on the protective17

actions, we don't always have to wait for something to18

happen.   If we know that it's getting worse, and even19

though we drill these things and the utility20

representative is telling me that the pressure is going21

up or whatever, we're looking at these things and some22

of these things we pass the drills and stuff like that,23

but we're not waiting for something to go bad before we24

protect our public.25
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And I think that sometimes we get in such1

a drill focus, and we train and retrain our law2

enforcement and everyone else to say, you know, we're3

not going to wait for the problem before we start4

taking a protective action.  And I think that's a local5

responsibility, and even though we've got all of the6

PARs and stuff like that, we're not going to wait if we7

have the time before we make these actions.8

And I think sometimes that's forgotten9

because we watch all of the exercises and you cram10

everything from the unusual event to an alert to a site11

emergency or a general emergency all in four hours or12

six hours, and that's not going to happen.13

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  A brief comment,14

Debbie?15

MS. GRINNELL:  One of the reasons that16

mothers are standing at the doors of the schools is17

because the decontamination of their children,18

especially small children, will happen without them,19

and there are no clothes for them to wear because we20

didn't think that far.21

So we're going to strip small children down22

and scrub them and have no clothes for them to wear.23

When a mother is faced with thinking24

through the scenario that her child is going to be25
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walking through, she does it in detail, and so she1

knows this.  That's why she's at the school door and2

doesn't want to be separated from her child at that3

juncture.4

So I'm not sure how you're going to5

overcome that, but I think one of the ways you could6

overcome it is to realize that once you decontaminate7

children, they will have no clothes to wear.8

MR. WRIGHT:  The point I think that you're9

missing is what I said is we're going to move the10

children before there is a release.  There is no reason11

to decontaminate.12

And we look at the same thing from a13

hazardous material and stuff like that, but we're14

looking from a radiological material incident.  Under15

our plans and the things that we look at is the16

children are going to be gone before anything happens,17

and we take the responsibility and the safety of those18

children extremely serious.  I think you're missing the19

point.20

MS. GRINNELL:  I don't doubt that, but21

we've also talked about the importance of minutes in a22

security event.  And those minutes are counting.  It's23

going to be too late.24

MR. CAMERON:  We really need to --25
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MS. GRINNELL:  I'm sorry.1

MR. CAMERON:  Don't be.  Don't be sorry.2

We really need to go on to the next3

section, and I'm going to just allow two brief4

comments.  Okay?  Sam briefly, Mary had your card up5

briefly; Paul we'll find a way to get whatever you want6

to say on later.7

MR. GUNTER:  I'll just blurt it out.8

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Go ahead, Sam.9

MR. COLLINS:  Thank you, Chip.10

I want to respond in part to Debbie's11

comment.  I don't want to diminish the importance of12

independent monitoring by the state or otherwise.  I13

know Illinois has a very extensive system, Direct Line,14

and that's a very good system.15

But I thought I heard, and I may be wrong,16

but I thought I heard that there was no independent17

monitoring, and I don't believe that that's the case.18

There is field teams, for example, in response to an19

event that are put out in the field.  They are both20

licensee employees.  They are state resources and NRC21

resources that are out tracking the bloom in a real22

time sense.  That's all provided for by the plan, with23

radios and direct information, as well as federal24

resources, such as airborne monitoring of the plume,25
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and it's a very extensive concept, and it's very active1

and it's very accurate.2

But that doesn't diminish the day-to-day3

monitoring of a plant for public confidence, but in the4

event that there would be a response necessary, those5

resources are available to be sure that the PARs and6

the recommendations are based on accurate, timely7

information.8

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Sam.9

Mary.10

MS. LAMPERT:  Very quickly, in deciding11

over a protective action, particularly in coastal12

communities where there is considerable variability of13

wind, it's inappropriate to use the keyhole theory in14

making a decision, period.15

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Mary.16

Here's what I heard from our previous17

discussion on abbreviated notification, and to save18

time I will just ask you after I go through this19

summary if there's anything important anybody wants to20

add to it.21

Let's do multiple notification at the same22

time and satisfy the need for the NRC to have23

notification as well as the ORO.24

We were talking about abbreviated25
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notification versus the formal notification that comes1

after classification.  I think that Pat Mulligan raised2

the issue about we need to do a careful evaluation3

first and wait until classification before we do any4

notification to eliminate the false alarm.5

My colleagues from the NRC told me that in6

their concept of abbreviated notification, it would be7

they would make sure it's not a false alarm first8

before they abbreviated notification.9

To go back to another point that was10

raised, it's that it's not only initial notification,11

but it's this continual flow of information and the12

resource issue was raised, and that bring up the whole13

idea of diminishing returns.14

If you don't have the resources to do it15

right, it may be actually a negative.  I think Tracey16

talked about the overlap in notification issue.17

Pixie mentioned if there's an approach to18

this in the regulatory framework approach, it would be19

a rule.20

And what else?  The final comment we heard21

on it was Craig Conklin's:  is 30 minutes enough?  The22

15 minutes after classification for notification, but23

then the 15 minute guideline,  I guess to do the24

classification, and I check with Craig and he confirmed25
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that it sounded like a resounding no to that is 301

minutes enough.2

What else do we need to say?  What else3

does the NRC need to hear about abbreviated4

notification?5

Eric.6

MR. EPSTEIN:  What I wanted to say earlier7

is the assumption that on an abbreviated notification8

that the only thing that we're trying to, I guess,9

track is atmospheric releases because the concern I10

have is that both plants that we deal with are on a11

river and we could possibly have a slow breaking12

effluent or aquatic event.  The first day of trout13

fishing would be a disaster.  Okay?14

The City of Lancaster gets all of their15

drinking water south of Three Mile Island.  My concern16

is every scenario I've seen so far deals with17

atmospheric releases.  Have we factored into this18

emergency notification effluent discharges, chemical19

spills, things that may be nontraditional scenarios?20

MR. CAMERON:  My thoughts would have been21

that the notification would have been a quick22

notification saying that we've got a security event,23

you know, whether it's somebody trying to breach the24

fence, the truck has rammed the gate, a plane has flown25
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in or this kind of thing.  It wouldn't necessarily be1

tied to a release or nonrelease or potential.  It would2

be, hey, we've got something going on bad here.  We3

want to give you a heads up because it may get worse.4

We don't even have enough information at the time to5

say how bad it could get, but to give the off-site6

folks a quick heads up that something's going on and7

that we'll call you back as soon as we get more8

information that we can relay to you to help you make9

your decisions.10

But it wouldn't necessarily be that there11

is or is not a release.12

MR. EPSTEIN:  But you factored, I guess,13

effluent or waterway pathways and it is possible --14

MR. CAMERON:  If you consider since the15

security situation, it would take into consideration16

any potential for release whether it's via water, air,17

and the attack could be land based, air based,18

whatever.19

If there's an event that causes these folks20

on the site concern enough that they've got to take21

actions, you know, maybe they need to shut down the22

plant right way, but if there's enough of an event23

there, it's to give you off-site folks quick24

notification that something is going on, and that we'll25
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then get right back to you because we want to give you1

this quick heads up as fast as we could.2

And there would be a formal notification in3

the sense that it's built into plans and procedures.4

It just wouldn't be the long, detailed, two page report5

with all of the boxes checked and that kind of thing.6

MR. EPSTEIN:  I understand what would be7

produced.  My suggestion is that an effluent release in8

the evening is much less noticeable than an atmospheric9

release at 1:00 p.m., which is easily monitored and10

detected.11

But from what you're saying to me is we may12

be talking past one another to a degree.  I just wanted13

to make sure we were preparing for scenarios that were14

effluent based as well as atmospheric released and that15

we had that kind of alert notification since a16

substantial amount of our tourist economy comes from17

fishing.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Eric.19

let's go to Paul.20

MR. GUNTER:  Just real quickly, I think21

we've got a another situation to follow on what Eric22

has brought up here with regard to effluent release.23

That is the ongoing and emerging evidence  of24

underground plumes, subterranean plumes of radioactive25
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releases.1

We're in possession of an Illinois EPA2

document obtained through FOIA that identifies ten3

million picocuries per meter of tritium around the4

Illinois plants, in a number of wells, as well as5

millions of picocuries of tritium being released into6

storm drains.7

Now, this is a general issue for alert to8

the public, but when it has to come through FOIA, it9

raises, again, a concern that legitimate public health10

issues are being obfuscated, that the public is not11

overburdened, and that it is only through persistent12

investigations that are citizen led, that any kind of13

notification is going out at all.14

And frankly, as best as we can tell, it's15

going to be a struggle for the public to get any kind16

of action out of  these kinds of influences that are17

ongoing and apparently understood.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks.19

Let's go to Jeff Benjamin before we go to20

Stacey.21

Thank you, Paul.22

MR. BENJAMIN:  One of my plants.  I need to23

respond.24

What Paul referred to is an incident we had25
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last fall.  It was a localized leak in a line that1

contained tritiated water.  There was a plume that had2

migrated off site and actually we picked up some much3

lesser amounts of tritium.  In fact, in this case we4

alerted the local public and we did this in concert5

with Illinois Department of Health and Illinois EPA,6

brought people in that lived in the affected area7

around where this occurred, communicated what the issue8

was, and basically embarked upon a well sampling9

program where we gave everybody an opportunity sample10

their wells and we sampled most of those wells that it11

had not migrated into their water supply, and all of12

this was done under Illinois EPA Right to Know type13

discussions since the levels we ere talking about were14

well below Illinois safe water drinking standards.15

PARTICIPANT:  Did it go in picacuries per16

liter?17

MR. BENJAMIN:  That was what was on site.18

What was off site was far less than that.  We19

remediated --20

MR. GUNTER:  Well, the storm drains were21

three million picacuries per liter.22

MR. BENJAMIN:  Well, again, everything that23

was well above those limits was all on site.  We24

remediated the leak.  We dug it up, fixed it, and we're25
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very forthright with the public.1

The public was appreciative of the2

outreach, and we provided them, as did the State of3

Illinois, provided them the results of our well4

sampling campaign.5

MR. GUNTER:  Through FOIA.6

MR. BENJAMIN:  No, this was not through7

FOIA.  Everything we did as part of the outreach was8

done in concern and full cooperation with Illinois EPA9

and Department of Health.  None of this was FOIA.10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.11

MR. GUNTER:  May I just follow up real12

quick then?  We would like to have part of the13

transcript of this proceeding that current citizen14

request for the release of Illinois EPA residential tap15

water sampling for tritium be released as well.16

Because it's my understanding that those tap water17

samples are currently being withheld.18

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Well, we can follow up19

and see what the story is on that.20

Stacey, Stacey Rosenberg.21

MS. ROSENBERG:  I just wanted to clarify22

the topic we're discussing right now, which I think was23

abbreviated notification to off-site response24

organizations, and I just wanted to follow on what25
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Craig Conklin was saying about the abbreviated1

notification, which is a security notification, an2

abbreviated security notification, and it's not the3

emergency classification notification under 50.72.4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Stacey, for5

that clarification.6

Let's go to Ted.  We haven't heard much7

from him, and then we'll go to Mark.8

Ted Jackson, State of Georgia.9

MR. JACKSON:  We appreciate the opportunity10

to talk a little bit about the abbreviated11

notifications.  There's actually some good aspects and12

some cautions I would offer.13

The good aspects is, yeah, we'd love to14

have a quick heads up on security related events.  Some15

cautions just to be mindful of.  16

One is have confirmation back from your17

off-site responding organizations, just something quick18

that says, yeah, we got it.  We understand it.  Come on19

back and talk to us later.  20

In fact, that's the second caution, is we21

need to really come back again at some not too distant22

future point and say what's really going on.  We've got23

quick notification.  We acknowledge it.  Now a little24

bit later say what's really going on.  Fill us in in25
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some more detail.1

Some issues about like Indian Point kind of2

raise or amplify that point.3

Third is we want to make sure that NRC --4

and I don't want to be stepping on too many toes here5

-- at least their communicators were going to do off-6

site quick abbreviated notices that the communicators7

at NRC and, frankly, even the off-site responders get8

the quick notice and get off the line, so to speak, and9

allow the operator in the plant or whomever at the news10

center if they actually spun up that far, to get them11

some time to evaluate the situation and continue to do12

their notifications and then evaluation the situation13

and come back with some more information.14

So I think in summary, let's go with the15

abbreviated one with some cautions.  Be mindful of16

quick acknowledgement.  Be mindful of not tying up the17

lines.  Be mindful that there still needs to be18

continued dialogue after the abbreviated notification.19

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you for those20

cautions, Ted.21

And let's go to Mark and then we're going22

to take a break.23

Mark.24

MR. LEMKE:  Thank you.25
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A lot of talk about the immediate1

notification, prompt notifications, impact on OROs and2

that sort of thing.  I think that we need to understand3

that a nuclear power plant is a very complex machine,4

and it's not always intuitively obvious what's wrong,5

whether it's a security event, a radiological event, or6

any kind of a plant event.7

So I think what we need to be careful of is8

we need to be careful of unintended consequences.9

Okay?  The one or two people that are responsible for10

making notifications are also responsible for a lot of11

other things going on in the power plant, and we have12

to understand, and I know you guys do, but sometimes it13

will get lost in the downstream effect.  Well, we've14

got to notify all of these people.15

We've also got to run the power plant.16

Okay?  The people in the control room have a17

responsibility to make sure that the plant is in a safe18

configuration, and sometimes that's a challenge about19

what they're going to do and when they're going to do20

it.21

And what's why I'm advocating more22

technological issues.  We can't have a lot of -- we23

have to be careful about usurping their time with24

nothing but off-site actions and notifications.  That25
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is an integral piece of things, but we've got to make1

sure that they understand what happened to the power2

plant because we have to be able to get out the word3

correctly.4

Now, we've talked about that before.  We've5

talked about whether or not we're going to validate the6

information, et cetera.  It's extremely important that7

what they classify the event as or what they put out is8

accurate because the ramifications if it's not are9

somewhat extreme.10

So I just want to make sure that we11

understand there could be unintended consequences.  We12

need to be sensitive to what's going on in the control13

room from a license perspective.14

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.15

Craig, final before the break?16

MR. CONKLIN:  Yeah, I've got to respond to17

that.  I'll be right out blunt.  If that's a big issue,18

if we're really concerned about that, then you had19

better increase your staffing levels. 20

I mean, it's complex; it's difficult.  But21

it's mandatory.  I mean, it's required.  You've got to22

do the job, and if it's that tight, you do need to look23

at your staffing levels.24

MR. LEMKE:  Well, hold on.  I've got to25
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respond to that.1

I'm not trying to suggest that we're2

understaffed.  What I'm trying to say is that it's3

important that what we do is accurate.  We just need to4

be sensitive of the fact that the people in the control5

room are operating the power plant as well.6

It's not really a staffing issue.  It's a7

matter of training, knowledge, expertise.  These guys8

have that.  We want to make sure we use that to our9

best advantage.  And technology can help get through10

those things so that we get the word out correctly and11

timely.12

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Let's take a ten13

minute break until 25 after.14

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off15

the record at 4:05 p.m. and went back on16

the record at 4:29 p.m.)17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Welcome back.  I see18

we have a full complement at the table.19

We're going to do something a little20

different from what we had planned, and Nader Mamish21

wanted me to ask you if you'd mind staying until nine22

o'clock tonight.23

(Laughter.)24

MR. MAMISH:  No, I did not.25
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MR. CAMERON:  I think that's your answer.1

But we know that a lot of you have been2

waiting patiently in the audience, and we wanted to try3

to give you some air time on this off-site issue, and4

we do have some people who are not going to be here5

tomorrow, and I wanted to give them an opportunity to6

say something about the remaining issue that we had on7

off-site, which is sirens.8

But then I wanted to go to those of you out9

there in the audience and give you a time to comment or10

ask questions about off-site issues.11

We're then going to go back to the panel12

and see if there's anything else we should do or say on13

sirens.  We have Bob Moody's protective action14

recommendation guidance.  I think we've talked a lot15

about that, but we'll have him do that context.16

We may go to six, 5:30 or six and finish17

off with that, and I think we'd still be on target for18

tomorrow.19

But let me get the audience on and then we20

can revisit those issues.  This is Lisa Rainwater who's21

going to talk to us a few minutes on sirens.  22

Lisa.  And please tell us your affiliation23

and all of that stuff.24

MS. RAINWATER:  Thank you, Chip.  I25
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appreciate it.1

I have to head back to New York in about an2

hour and a half.  3

So my name is Lisa Rainwater.  I'm the4

Indian Point campaign director for the environmental5

group Riverkeeper.6

Indian Point is a nuclear power plant that7

operates in the most densely populated, 50 mile peak8

injury zone in the country.  We have over 20 million9

people living in the 50 mile radius of the plant.10

Since the 9/11 terrorist attacks,11

Riverkeeper has called for the closure of Indian Point12

due to the undue risks it poses to the public, the13

environment, and our nation's economic stability.14

We are not alone.  We are joined by over 7015

organizations that comprise the Indian Point Safe16

Energy Coalition, over 400 elected officials, including17

11 members of Congress, and they have all deemed that18

this plant is in the wrong place at the wrong time.19

Today I'm here to raise four issues that we20

request the NRC to address, and, Chip, we will also be21

submitting them as public comments by the October 17th22

deadline.23

The first thing I want to raise is the24

back-up power to emergency sirens.  Riverkeeper was one25
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of over 15 organizations and elected officials that1

filed the 2.206 petition requesting that the NRC take2

an account of how many plants have backup power to3

emergency sirens and to require backup power to those4

siren systems that do not have such systems.5

The NRC denied the petition, recommending6

it may fall under FEMA's jurisdiction or possibly that7

we could submit it as a petition for rulemaking, as if8

a lack of power to emergency sirens is not an9

emergency.10

This summer the sirens at Indian Point went11

down due to loss of power three times.  On the first12

occasion it took the utility well over five hours to13

even realize there was a problem, and at that point all14

156 of the sirens were down.15

Legislation introduced by Senator Hillary16

Clinton was passed in the energy bill and now requires17

Entergy, the only operator of Indian Point, to install18

backup power within 18 months.19

Entergy has repeatedly objected to20

installing backup power and now indicates it could take21

two years to install this new technology, and this is22

our first ask:  is that Riverkeeper demands that the23

NRC step in and act as a regulatory agency it is and24

require that Entergy immediately provide backup power25
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to all 156 sirens.  Over 300,000 residents deserve your1

prompt attention to this issue.2

In 2003, former FEMA head James Lee Witt3

released a New York State Commission report that4

evaluated Indian Point's evacuation plans and concluded5

that the plans are unworkable and in a post 9/11 world6

are probably unfixable.  That year all four EPZ7

counties refused to submit their annual certification8

letters and subsequently, New York State Emergency9

Management Office, honoring the state's home rule, also10

did not submit that paper work.11

In 2004 and 2005, three of the four12

counties have refused to submit the ACLs and SIMO13

followed suit.14

There cannot be a more solid declaration to15

FEMA, the NRC, and DHS that these plans are gravely16

flawed.  As long as IP continues to operate, over17

300,000 people within the EPZ are sitting ducks.  18

Now, NEI is recommending sheltering when19

evacuation is impractical, which was one of the slides20

that we saw this morning.  How suspect that the nuclear21

lobbying industry is now aggressively trying to change22

the rules of the game when they no longer fit their23

objectives.24

In June of '04, a tabletop drill for Indian25
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Point's REPP was conducted.  As in the recent tabletop1

drill for Diablo Canyon, a mock terrorist attack was2

part of the emergency scenario.  Yet as in Diablo's3

drill, the plane crashed into a remote part of the4

plant that did not lead to a release of radiation.5

Yet the NRC and FEMA rubber stamped the6

plan announcing to the public that the drill was a7

success even with the terrorist attack.  In developing8

such a drill, the NRC's failing to live up to its duty9

under the AEA to protect the public.  This is an10

egregious misleading of the public by these agencies11

which further whittles away what confidence they still12

have in the eyes of the public.13

We are demanding a true evaluation of14

Indian Point's REPP with the mock terrorist attack that15

leads to a fast breaking release of radiation and16

simultaneous disabling of other elements of17

infrastructure, including bridges and roadways.18

Number three, we're seeing a true19

definition of reasonable assurance.  By what measures20

do you implement the phrase "reasonable assurance" to21

certify an REPP?  And what percentage of the population22

under this regulation ruling has to be successfully23

evacuated in order to determine what is reasonable24

assurance that the plan and will be effectively25
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implemented?1

And I would like to draw your attention to2

10 CFR 50.47 under emergency plans, and this is in3

relation to "except as provided in Paragraph D of this4

section, no initial operating license for a nuclear5

power reactor will be issued unless a finding is made6

by the NRC that there is reasonable assurance that7

adequate protective measures can and will be taken in8

the event of a radiological emergency.  No finding9

under this section is necessary for issuance of a10

renewed nuclear power reactor operating license."11

And my question that I would like12

addressed, probably not today but later when we submit13

comments:  how do you reconcile the fact that you don't14

have to issue another finding of reasonable assurance15

during the relicensing process?16

In other words, over a course of 30, 4017

years, you're not going to take into account increase18

in population density, changes in road infrastructure,19

terrorist threats, et cetera.20

And finally, I would like to give to you,21

Chip, for another time -- we've already submitted once22

before -- but Mr. Jeffrey Benjamin representing NEI23

stated during his presentation this morning that local24

first responders are, quote, the backbone of emergency25
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preparedness planning.  That may be the one thing that1

we do agree on.2

What I would like to say is that we have3

full faith that our emergency service personnel and our4

first responders will do everything possible to assist5

the public in the event of an emergency at Indian6

Point. 7

However, a large portion of our emergency8

service personnel and first responders have publicly9

acknowledged that while they will do everything10

possible to implement the plans, the plans themselves11

are inherently flawed and hence cannot protect the12

public.13

And, Chip, I will now hand to you these14

petitions. These are petitions signed by over 200 first15

responders that request that FEMA and the NRC not16

certify the emergency evacuation plan for Indian Point17

because, and I quote from the petition, "the large18

population, the lack of infrastructure, and the limited19

resources of this region make it hard to foresee a20

successful evacuation without casualties, regardless of21

the cause of a significant radiological release."22

Going back to Mr. Benjamin's comment, if23

the backbone of our emergency plan has no confidence in24

the REPP, how can the public, how can the industry, and25
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how can the NRC?1

Thank you for giving me this earlier2

opportunity to speak.3

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  You're welcome.  Thank4

you for being with us today, and we have your5

information, and we'll look forward to your comments.6

We've addressed a lot of larger policy7

issues today.  We have some in the parking lot.  There8

has been a lot of discussion about some what I call9

nuts and bolts implementation issues.  You just heard10

Lisa Rainwater on the backup sirens issue.  That was11

our one remaining issue that we needed to discuss12

around the table.13

What I want to make sure that we do if it's14

okay with people around the table is to see if some of15

the state and local officials that we have in the16

audience -- are there more of these nuts and bolts17

implementation issues, questions that you want to bring18

forward at this point before we go back to the table?19

I got the sense that there might be, and so20

what I'd like to do is offer an opportunity for any of21

you to bring those issues forward at this point rather22

than waiting until tomorrow.  Yes, sir, and please23

identify yourself.24

MR. DUSENBERRY:  My name is Dale25
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Dusenberry.  I'm with the State of North Carolina1

Radiation Protection Section.2

Just to kind of follow up, in view of3

looking at changing the EALs to security oriented4

issues and possibly expanding to spent fuel pool5

issues, one of the technological tools we use a lot is6

the ERDS system.  It was an improvement after TMI, the7

emergency response data system, in which data is sent8

from the plants to the NRC, and states that have a9

memorandum of understanding can look at some of that10

data.11

It has been very useful to us in exercises12

because of nuclear engineers on our staff, not to13

second guess anybody, but simply to follow what's going14

on in an event.15

So I would just ask that since this system16

has to be up at an alert level and beyond, that if you17

expand the definition of these EALs to things like18

spent fuel pools, be sure to put some of that in the19

ERDS system.20

Apparently each utility and plant chooses21

the parameters that they send along.  If we're going to22

do something such as this, that presumably would affect23

the information that is to be provided to the NRC, and24

then if the memorandum of understanding with the25
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state's program continues, that would affect the1

information that we get to look at, and we'd be2

interested in seeing the whole suite.3

So if you change these EALs, please4

remember that there are a lot of things that go along5

with that to people like our radiation protection6

section in events that would be watching what's going7

on under this program with ERDS.8

So I just throw that out.  Thank you.9

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much.10

Other state or local officials who want to11

add anything to our discussion at this point?  Anybody?12

Rich, do you want to say anything?13

MR. JANATI:  Rich Janati from the  State of14

Pennsylvania.15

For some of you who attended our national16

conference in Harrisburg, we talked about some of these17

issues, and I personally raised some not concerns, but18

some issues related to an abbreviated notification,19

emergency action levels, public involvement, public20

communications.21

Just to repeat some of the comments that I22

made in the past, as far as abbreviated notifications,23

I think we need to define what it is, what it entails.24

What do we mean by abbreviated notifications?25
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If I get a call from Pennsylvania Emergency1

Management Agency, I want to know obviously what is the2

status of the plant, the emergency action level, what3

EAL are we talking about, the description of the EAL,4

and the status of the plan, whether there was a release5

in progress or not.6

As an abbreviated notification, to me that7

would be adequate.  How long is it going to take to8

complete the notification?  That's something that we9

need to talk about.10

Classification before notification, I am11

not sure if I agree with that because for a couple of12

reasons.  First of all, it's going to take longer,13

particularly for a security event.14

Secondly, there are human performance15

issues during a security event or any event.  There is16

no guarantee that the classification is going to be17

done appropriately.  So it may be conservative; it may18

not be very conservative, but in any case, the timing19

of it is very important as far as making sure that the20

LLEA is aware of the situation and making sure that in21

our case the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency,22

the Bureau of Radiation Protection, is aware of the23

situation.24

So, again, classification before25
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notification may not be a very good idea.1

As far as local law enforcement agencies,2

I don't know how often the  utilities are conducting3

drills or exercises for the local law enforcement4

agencies.  I'm not sure if I understand the extent of5

the drills and exercises, how familiar they are with6

the plan layout, with the site security plan.7

I would appreciate any information on the8

frequency of the drills and what it entails.  I think9

that would be useful to us.10

But, again, the local law enforcement11

agency are the first responders.  It's extremely12

important that they are familiar with the plan, they're13

familiar with the site security staff at these14

facilities and they also have some familiarity with15

design basis threat plan design.16

I think that's about it for now.17

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you, Rich, but I take18

it that you do think that abbreviated notification is19

a good idea.20

MR. JANATI: Is a good idea depending on how21

abbreviated it is.  22

MR. CAMERON:  Before classification.23

MR. JANATI:  It could create some24

additional problems. 25
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And just one other thing on EALs. I think1

NRC is on the right track as far as the new security2

EALs are concerned.  I don't think we should wait for3

a radiological event to take place before we take any4

protective actions.5

Security events are different.  If you lose6

control of the plant, you're in a general emergency.7

You may have all of your barriers intact, but there is8

a potential for losing that.  So in this case you want9

to take appropriate protective actions particularly if10

you're in a general emergency.11

So the loss of areas are fine as long as12

we're not necessarily talking about a security event,13

but when we are talking about a security event, then we14

don't have to necessarily look at the barriers and look15

at reducing them from the plant because you may not16

have any of those.17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you very much,18

Rich, and we'll look forward to hearing more from you19

perhaps tomorrow on some of these other issues.20

MR. EPSTEIN:  Chip, can I just add21

something real quick to Rich?22

MR. CAMERON:  Yeah, go ahead, Eric.23

MR. EPSTEIN:  That's Pennsylvania.  So that24

was a wonderful presentation, and I want to make sure25
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that he got acknowledged as such.1

Rich just raised an issue kind of2

tangentially, and I know Jeff has touched on it before3

but not here, and I don't know how Craig or the others4

at the NRC deal with it, but when it comes to EALs, we5

periodically have the National Guard and Pennsylvania6

State Police posted at nuclear power plants.7

So I'm wondering if you have taken that8

into consideration when you look for abbreviated9

notification.  You may have an instance where a certain10

law enforcement agency who's not normally determined is11

actually already at the gate, as is the case with the12

State Police and the Pennsylvania National Guard.13

How do you factor that into the abbreviated14

notification?15

MR. MAMISH:  Well, the way we factor it in16

is as was noted in the notification process.  Licensees17

are required to inform local law enforcement agencies18

within 15 minutes of identification of a security19

event.  So we're assuming that licensees made that20

notification before they would notify us.21

Does that address your question?22

MR. EPSTEIN:  No.  I mean, it doesn't23

because I think you have a situation where you have24

these two I don't want to say competing law enforcement25
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agencies.  The Pennsylvania National Guard, I don't1

know if I would call them local.  They're unique,2

dedicated branch.3

And the State Policy, when they're on site,4

I just think it creates logistical issues, and I don't5

know if Craig wants to address it.6

Nader, I know you did your best.  I'm not7

trying to be obstinate.8

MR. CAMERON:  Rich, could you come up to9

the microphone?10

MR. JANATI:  That's a good question Eric is11

raising in Pennsylvania.  One of the things we've done,12

we've put together what we call a security protocol.13

That's one of those post TMI, the security event that14

we had a couple of years ago and things didn't go very15

well.16

MR. EPSTEIN:  Probably something I17

commanded and forgot about.18

MR. JANATI:  This protocol, what it does,19

it looks at what the nature of an event is.  If it is20

a classified event, then we'll follow the normal21

protocol.  Okay?22

If it is not a classified event, if it's a23

credible threat, it's a security event but not24

necessarily a classified event.  Then at that time this25
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protocol again gets activated, and we go through a1

process of making appropriate notifications, including2

the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency, the3

National Guard, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,4

appropriate staff, management staff, senior management5

staff from the utilities, and we talk about the nature6

of the event, what actions we need to take.7

There would be an assessment and analysis8

of the event, and at that time if there is a need9

obviously for national guard involvement, then we'll10

get them involved, but I'll be happy to show this to11

you.  I don't know if you've seen this or not.  It's12

not really for public dissemination, but I'd be happy13

to share it with you.14

MR. EPSTEIN:  You already committed to take15

me to lunch.  So when we go to lunch we can share that16

information.17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Rich, thank you very18

much.  That may be interesting.  It's not public, I19

guess, but if you want to submit it for the record you20

can.21

Let's go to Craig.  Did you want to say22

anything in response the question?23

MR. CONKLIN:  I had not considered that24

fact.  However, my hope would be that any time National25
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Guard or Coast Guard who are patrolling waters, all of1

those things are done and the community has known about2

them in advance.  So that that way when an event3

happens because you can't predict when these are going4

to happen, they know who's there before they get there.5

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  6

MR. EPSTEIN:  All I'm alluding to is7

sometimes based on the color code from DHS they're8

already deployed, and it's a top down organization,9

both the State Police and National Guard, and all I was10

pointing out is that it may be that somebody at a lower11

level is aware of the action before somebody at a12

higher level is actually notified.13

I don't want to belabor the point.14

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  I think we've had an15

opportunity to hear from some state officials.16

Obviously we'll hear from more of you.  Yes, let's go17

to Ohio, or not really, but let's hear from Ohio.  And18

please introduce yourself to us.19

MS. O'CLAIRE:  I'm Carol O'Claire.  I'm20

from the Ohio Emergency Management Agency.21

MR. CAMERON:  Does everybody hear Carol?22

MS. O'CLAIRE:  And I wanted a little bit23

more information on what Pat Mulligan said on24

sheltering.  And in NUREG 0654, Supplement 3 I wanted25
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to know the value of "go indoors" and "monitor EAS."1

I think "go indoors" may send the wrong message to the2

public who may confuse "go indoors" with sheltering,3

i.e., go indoors and shut off ventilation and so forth.4

I think the right message to send to the5

public would be to monitor the EAS station.  Again,6

it's that confusion over exactly what does sheltering7

mean.8

In Ohio,  at least in our EPIs, sheltering9

means to go indoors and shut off the ventilation10

systems.11

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  thank you very much.12

Pat, did anybody want to say anything on13

that?14

Okay.  Thank you.15

MS. ROSENBERG:  Chip.16

MR. CAMERON:  Yes, Stacey.17

MS. ROSENBERG:  I just wanted to say thank18

you for that comment, and we discuss that further in19

the next presentation.20

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Good.21

MR. CONKLIN:  Chip, if I could, we've had22

a lot of discussion that's been fooling around this23

whole issue of what we call "plain English."  Anybody24

who is familiar with the incident command system and25
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now following the national incident management system,1

one of the central and core concepts of that is a2

common operating language, and some folks have brought3

that up.4

As a matter of fact, DHS has taken a lot of5

heat within the last week because we want to do away6

with the ten codes, and everybody seems to think that7

the ten codes are uniform across this nation and8

they're not.  Within D.C., Virginia, and Maryland, a9

1055 means three different things.10

So what we're striving to do as part of the11

NIMS is to develop a common, plain English version of12

the things that we do so that when we're talking among13

ourselves from state to state, locality to locality,14

policy to fire, we're all talking the same language,15

and this sheltering is just one indicator of that kind16

of issue that needs to be addressed.17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, and thank18

you for that comment, too.19

We want to get to Bob Moody and protective20

action recommendations guidance, but I don't want to21

revisit the sirens ROP issue, Rochelle.22

MS. BECKER:  I don't want to either.23

MR. CAMERON:  And she doesn't want to24

either, but I do want to give people up here an25
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opportunity to talk about the backup siren issue.1

You heard from Lisa Rainwater in the2

audience.  You heard Craig tee this up.  Let's give you3

an opportunity to talk about that issue and then let's4

get Bob Moody up to do protective action recommendation5

guidance.6

Mary.7

MS. LAMPERT:  Yes, I think their8

discussion, however, of notification is too narrow, and9

I think this group ought to consider notification to10

two different audiences.  One is notification to the11

emergency responders and the importance that their12

communication systems are interoperable.13

I know in my community the fire department14

can't talk to their own people, to the school.  They15

can't talk to off-site.  Nobody can talk to anybody.16

The next group is the public.  Sirens are17

obviously important outdoor, emphasis, outdoor, warning18

systems.  It is  important  that they have battery19

backup.  That's a no brainer, and that that be20

regulated.21

It's important that they also have the22

capability of providing a simple voice message.23

However, many of us neither sleep nor work outside,24

particularly in New England in the winter.  In other25
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parts of the country people have air conditioning.1

Many of these communities are rural.  Many of the2

communities have one acre zoning with lots of3

landscaping.4

I cannot hear, and I had a list of people5

in my community who cannot hear the sirens indoors.6

Notification should not require you to be outside.7

Therefore, in addition to sirens that have batters and8

an audible voice message, you should have reverse 9119

-- I know that's trade -- but a telephone early, rapid10

notification system that can dial up people with a 3011

second message, et cetera.12

It seems with the Homeland Security funding13

that's out there, that this should be a priority to get14

in our areas, and I would obviously suggest15

prioritizing getting them into areas that have critical16

infrastructure that could be targets, such as nuclear17

reactors.18

Also, those who are in their cars should be19

able to get communication.  Therefore, again, DHS20

monies could be used and should be used for permanent21

and additional message boards to alert people who are22

in their card so driver traffic, et cetera, et cetera.23

There is also the capability for I think24

it's called low frequency radios like when you're25
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driving through a city tunnel.  It interrupts your1

radio with a message.  These are very simple, and I2

think notification is key and as important.3

It is just absurd, we even having a4

discussion on whether sirens should have back-ups.5

that is obvious, but I think we also should be looking6

at these other means of communication.7

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.8

Craig.9

MR. CONKLIN:  Since Nader put the10

microphone in front of me.  No, I could not agree with11

you more, and DHS is actively looking into those areas12

and funding research and funding initiatives with the13

FCC and other folks.14

Reader boards are important.  The ability15

to control radios, and it sort of sounds like Big16

Brother 1984 and George, but there are capabilities17

that exist that you can turn on TVs and radios remotely18

and send messages so that they relooking to those kinds19

of things.20

There is an issue with the FCC on 911.  So21

DHS is expending quite a big of funds through its22

Science and Technology Directorate, and it's what they23

call an Interoperability Board that's going into issues24

of communications between groups and among groups.25
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It is a high  priority.  To be honest with1

you, I don't know all of the details of it, but we are2

actively looking at that.3

And I know in the Washington, D.C. area4

within the next three weeks, there's going to be an5

exercise/test demonstration of the common alerting6

protocol that DHS is developing.  So we are actively7

looking at that. 8

It's not in my area obviously, but those9

are all important areas.  Tone over radios, the weather10

radios from the National Weather Service, using all of11

those things to notify people both indoors and12

outdoors, in their cars and in the shop and all.  So13

we're actually looking at that.14

MR. CAMERON:  Nader.15

MR. MAMISH:  And that's not just for16

nuclear; is that correct?17

MR. CONKLIN:  It's all hazards.  It's not18

strictly.  Exactly, it's not nuclear focused.  It's19

focused for just notification of the public in the20

event of an emergency regardless of what that may be.21

MR. CAMERON:  Debbie.22

MS. GRINNELL:  One of the serious issues23

about this notification process I think, Mark, you24

identified when you talked about the control room25
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needing to focus in mitigating the consequences of an1

accident or a security event.2

And being very business in the control3

room, just trying to get issues under control there.4

The thing that concerned me was it was a5

memorandum that went to Eric Leeds from Robert Mooney6

which was the notice of this public meeting, and there7

is a sentence that is very disturbing.8

What it says, and I'd like to know how the9

NRC relates to this, "current assessments indicate that10

licensee measures are available to mitigate the effects11

of  terrorist attacks.  Consequently, such acts would12

not create an accident that causes a larger release and13

one that occurs more quickly than those already14

addressed."15

So what we're producing here if, in fact,16

we believe this, is an enormous amount of pressure on17

the licensee because the expectation is that if it's a18

security event, they're going to be able to handle it.19

So their expectation is not to minimize,20

but just to try to get it under control instead of21

their first instinct, which is there are a lot of22

people at risk out there and the sooner I own up that23

we've got problems, the faster we can get kids out of24

here and safer.25
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So this language is producing a culture1

which is not going to identify and admit and respond to2

those minutes that we need.  It's a big concern.3

And I'd like to know from Eric Leeds when4

he read this your response to this.  It's written as a5

fact.6

MR. CAMERON:  We're off the siren issue7

here obviously, but it's a broader issue.  Eric, do you8

want to address that right now?9

MR. LEEDS:  Yeah.  You know, anybody can10

read two things and get different meanings out of them,11

and I can appreciate someone interpreting what was said12

there differently.  It's hard.  Obviously that's not13

what we think.  14

We think it's very important that we get15

prompt notifications, and we spent an awful lot of time16

this morning talking about the need for the NRC to be17

alerted right away if there's a security event because18

minutes are precious.19

So that's what we went out with to the20

licensees.  That's not what we've discussed here.  I21

just don't understand your interpretation that we don't22

think that it's important.23

MS. GRINNELL:  It's not an interpretation.24

It was a statement of fact.25
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MR. LEEDS:  And that's where I say you've1

got two people looking at something and they can2

interpret things very differently.3

MR. CAMERON:  Can you talk with Debbie off4

line about that?5

MR. LEEDS:  Sure.6

MR. CAMERON:  Because I know we are getting7

late.  People are getting tired.  I just want to make8

sure that there's been enough ventilation and9

discussion of the siren issue and error.10

MR. EPSTEIN:  I'm going to pull off the11

negative hat trick.  I'm going to agree with Mary,12

Craig and Jeff Benjamin, and as critical as I've been13

of Jeff's company, I'd like to applaud the effort14

Exelon put forward at Peach Bottom and Three Mile15

Island where you spent in excess of $2 million to16

increase the number of sirens, to increase the auditory17

limits, and I was a part of that effort.18

So although I am very harsh and critical at19

times, I think it's important to acknowledge the effort20

you guys made there and we've come a long way.21

Again, this may be the last time Mary,22

Craig, Jeff and I are on the same page.  So I want to23

relish the moment.24

(Laughter.)25
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MR. CAMERON:  Maybe we should just have --1

MR. SUTTON:  Time for a hug, group hug.2

MR. CAMERON:  Right.3

MR. NELSON:  I'd like to extend that group4

hug across the nation because there are many ,many5

licensees that are upgrading their sirens.  As we know,6

they've aged and they're improving them as time goes7

on.  So I think over the next few years we may see that8

all sirens across the national will have some form of9

battery backup as we proceed forward.10

MR. CAMERON:  Okay, great.  Paul, sirens?11

MR. GUNTER:  Right.  I appreciate the12

opportunity to address this since we were the author of13

the petition that was filed, and we're behind the14

coalition that subsequently addressed this issue and15

that the NRC rejected the petition.16

I think that again the pressing issue here17

is that from the very beginning, first of all, let me18

say that it's not just sirens, that the backup power19

needs to be provided to all systems, structures and20

components of public notification systems.  So that21

would include repeaters, for example.  Anything that22

supports the public notification needs to be no backup23

power.24

So that's clearly in the petition.  It's25
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also clear in the petition that this is not about1

upgrade.  This is about noncompliance with and a2

misinterpretation of licensing agreements.3

When these plants were licensed, they were4

required to have operable public notification systems.5

Why should we sit here and wait two more years for6

plants that have been operating, you know, since the7

'70s to come into compliance with their licensing8

agreements?9

It's disturbing that we continue to hear10

that what indicates just another cost containment11

issue, and why does this have to be legislated?  We now12

have the energy bill that has basically legislated that13

Indian Point  be the licensee that provides backup14

power.15

Now, I think that's a shortcoming of the16

legislation, but in response to that legislation17

Entergy said, "Well, we don't need legislation.  We're18

going to provide backup power anyway."19

Now I've heard NEI basically say that the20

industry as a whole is going to seek to come into21

compliance with its licensing agreement.  And that's22

good, but I think that it's  not a question of23

postponing compliance for another two years.  This is24

something that has already been demonstrated it doesn't25
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need to be researched.1

The whole issue of public notification2

though does extend beyond sirens, and I think that as3

we have discussed the attributes of being in a4

technological age, that it is now the responsibility of5

industry, NRC, and the states to provide public6

notification not only for outdoor systems, but for7

indoor and mobile systems.8

So that we're talking about not only9

bringing sirens into operable conditions, but to10

provide the reverse 911 and other types of public11

notification.12

And part of the dialogue that we come here13

today is that it has been misconstrued that it's14

either/or and that it should be all inclusive.15

So I think that that's important, just in16

closing, that the evaluation and the analysis going17

into these backup power systems, that it also take into18

consideration second evaluations; that particularly in19

the idea that you have now a second evacuation going on20

in New Orleans in context of, you know, the sheltering21

discussion that has been ongoing all day; that the22

public have assurance that these systems in battery23

backup will also have the capability to provide public24

notification in a subsequent second evacuation.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you, Paul.  I1

think you raised a number of points that we captured.2

Just for the record, to save time I don't3

think that Alan would agree that he was saying that --4

MR. NELSON:  You're absolutely right, that5

they were not in compliance.6

MR. CAMERON:  -- were not in compliance.7

Okay.8

But we're going to go to Ned and Ted and9

Rochelle, Tony, and a couple of words from Mary.  And10

then we're going to go to Bob Moody.11

Okay.  Ned.12

MR. WRIGHT:  Well, my initial comment is,13

man, I must live in Candyland because a lot of the14

issues that you're talking about right now my community15

has already done without the power plant.  A lot of16

these were started from that.17

Our community decided for a version of the18

reverse 911 system.  The power plant didn't order us or19

anything like that.  We did it because we thought it20

was important.  All hazards, you know.  We use the21

signs a whole lot more for tornado warnings than I do22

for nuclear power plant warnings.23

Our industry, the utility, our EPZ goes out24

to 17 miles.  That was not a regulatory decision.  That25
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was a decision by the utility based on the ten mile EPZ1

cutting through our second largest city.  So they made2

the decision on that and worked with our  local3

leadership to integrated those systems.4

We have battery backup.  That was a5

decision made long before any of these rules changes6

because it was the right thing to do.7

This was a state initiative.  This was not8

a power plant initiative.  Our entire state is covered9

by the NOAA weather system.  That was a state10

initiative.  Anywhere in Iowa, the tone alert where the11

radio is will work for that jurisdiction.  That was not12

a power plant directive or whatever.13

Now, we use it a lot, and the power plant14

pays for the indoor warning systems that go in our15

schools and day care centers, but we also market this16

for anything, especially weather and hazardous17

materials things.18

We work with the National Weather Service19

to put those warnings out.  We were one of the first20

communities to pass the EAS system, and that wasn't21

because we had to worry about FEMA.  It's because our22

local EAS station and their lead engineer said this is23

important, and he worked with -- it wasn't the utility24

-- he worked with our other radio stations and TV25
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stations to make sure that interoperability worked.1

So obviously, you're missing the point.2

There are a lot of decisions that are local, and right3

now we're getting the opportunity to get Homeland4

Security money for things, interoperability systems or5

whatever.  Our utility is also helping with that6

because they see the benefit of that.7

But even before this, because of decisions8

made 20 years ago, because we had multiple9

jurisdictions like you said, we've got three major10

PSAPs, public safety answering points, and each of11

those have different radios.  I have an 800 megahertz,12

a VHF and UHF.  They decided to work with us for a PAT13

system that works for all hazards.14

So I think that you're looking at using the15

utilities as a whipping boy for everything that doesn't16

work.  They're local government, and your local17

emergency management has the responsibility.  So if the18

local emergency management is not working with your19

schools, you need to whack them because I work with my20

schools and my day care centers and stuff like that,21

not because of the nuclear power plant.  Because of22

everything.23

So I think that it looks like that you're24

looking at using all of these issues.  These are local25
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decisions, and you shouldn't have to wait for some1

regulatory thing to do the right thing, and if yours2

are not, then I'm sorry, but I just thank my lucky3

stars that the attitude of our state, our local4

jurisdictions and our utility is working together to5

protect the public from everything, not just a release6

from a nuclear power plant.7

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thanks, Ned.8

(Applause.)9

MR. CAMERON:  I have a question for all of10

you out there.  Do you want to hear Bob Moody today?11

(Laughter.)12

MR. CAMERON:  What a way to ask the13

question because we all know the answer, but let me put14

it another way.  We have some parts here on sirens, and15

I don't want to short change anybody, but I know it's16

getting late.  Should we try to put Bob Moody on today17

on protective action?18

PARTICIPANTS:  No.19

MR. CAMERON:  Or wait till tomorrow?20

PARTICIPANT:  What does Bob want to do?21

Maybe he has plans for tomorrow.22

MR. CAMERON:  No, Bob has no plans.23

(Laughter.)24

MR. CAMERON:  I mean, it's sad, but --25
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okay.1

MR. MAMISH:  Chip, we could shorten some of2

the discussions tomorrow, you know.  The discussion on3

the NREP parking lot, we've addressed a lot of the4

issues that, in fact, are in the parking lot.  We could5

have a shorter session, Craig and I, to allow Bob some6

time tomorrow.7

MR. CAMERON:  Although I don't want to8

short change.  People came to hear NREP parking lot9

issues.  So we don't want to short change that, and we10

won't short change that.11

I guess what I'm going to suggest is we do12

Bob tomorrow.  We have more time tomorrow.  Let's hear13

from these people, finish sirens off.  We have an14

announcement from Kevin, an update on the status of the15

PRM that we talked about this morning.16

I don't know if the advocacy groups still17

feel that they need to make 15 minutes worth of18

speeches at this point.  We can do that tomorrow if19

that's --20

MS. LAMPERT:  We could do it tomorrow.21

MR. CAMERON:  -- if that's necessary.22

MS. LAMPERT:  Well, I'm speaking for23

myself.  That's my opinion.  I do not know what the24

others think.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Barbara was just1

reminding me not to forget Mary, and we didn't.  Let's2

hear these comments, these cards on sirens.  Let's get3

an update from Kevin on the petition.4

I have one administrative announcement5

about the tours, and then why don't we adjourn?  Does6

that make sense?7

MS. LAMPERT:  And go for a drink.8

MR. CAMERON:  And right, yeah.  Okay.  Ted,9

did you want to say something?10

MR. JACKSON:  I did, but I can forego it.11

MR. CAMERON:  If we're going to do this12

now, why don't you go and we'll just go down the row.13

MR. JACKSON:  Really quick, on sirens two14

of our plants that we deal with use tone alerts as15

their primary and then sirens backup and the other16

plant is quite the reverse.  So those are two features.17

They're not either/or.  They're additive, plus looking18

at other things.19

I would also mention that during an20

incident, real emergency, that there's going to be21

other resources, and when you go to incident command22

system, we're going to have communications as part of23

the unified command.  So there's going to be24

communications that are going out to the public.25
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I'd also caution that looking at some of1

the other issues like reverse 911 may not be as2

effective as people would like to hope.  We had an3

incident as a chemical release last year in one of our4

cities and 911 reverse didn't work as well because of5

the flux in people changing phones.  We're now in a6

cell phone kind of saturated society.  That7

administrative aspect seems to work not as well.  So we8

actually had police and fire people out in the streets9

quite literally trying to evacuate a shelter and place10

people in a chemical release incident.11

And finally, one last comment.  When12

communicating to the public, we really do need to have13

it can be one message; it can be many voices, but make14

sure that we have a single, unified message, and that's15

one of the things an incident command system kind of16

drives home.17

Have a message.  Many voices can give this18

out and get it out as many different ways as you can,19

but have a single message and get it out there.20

That's it.21

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you very much, Ted.22

Rochelle.23

MS. BECKER:  Yeah, I just had a question24

for Craig.  You talked about this Big Brother25
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technology that you're testing soon.  I was wondering1

does that require power.  I mean, do these people have2

to have electricity for their televisions and radios3

and all of those other things that you're going to Big4

Brother technology into their homes?5

MR. CONKLIN:  Oh, yeah, obviously it does.6

I mean if the TVs don't have power to them, they're not7

going to.  There's no way to turn them on and all of8

that.9

And one of the key things to remember, DHS10

when you look at the messages sent out from Chertoff11

and before him Secretary Ridge, we strongly encourage12

everybody to have their own family emergency plan, to13

have their own family emergency kit with batteries and14

radios and things like that so that you can maintain15

that communications because whether it's a hurricane,16

a tornado, a terrorist event, earthquake, who knows17

what, you may not have that power.18

So the family should have their plans.19

They should have their radios, their batteries, their20

kits so that they can maintain contact with at least21

radio stations who are going to have batteries or22

diesel generators, I think, backing them up.  So that's23

why it's so important for families to have those plans24

and their kits together.25
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MR. CAMERON:  Thank you.1

Tony.2

MR. SUTTON:  I just wanted to touch on the3

reverse 911 that everybody is talking about.  We have4

three machines in Westchester that have over 225 phone5

lines associated with them.  When we've used them,6

we've actually had the telephone company call us and7

ask us to stop because their switches can't handle that8

volume of calls.9

So it's really something for everybody to10

consider that this is just one more tool in the11

toolbox, if you will, of public notification.  It is12

not something you should rely on.  What we're finding13

the case being that a lot of school districts are going14

out and buying these machines and also intending on15

using them.16

The truth of the matter is people are using17

public switch telephone network less and less each and18

every day.  It's not a profit center for the phone19

companies anymore.  They're not really investing in20

that infrastructure, and it's a definite limitation to21

that kind of method of notification.22

That being said, we are using some DHS23

money to upgrade the systems because one of the biggest24

problems with these systems is any kind of call-out25
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system is maintaining lists, and kind of having the1

system ready and programmed.2

So it's just one more method.3

I think it's clear that there is no single4

solution to communication.  You know, we can't look at5

anything that doesn't provide us with redundant methods6

of communication, things that are available to us7

ranging from what we use each and every day to a last8

ditch, you know, two-way UHF/VHF communication radio9

system.10

When we look at this stuff, we have to look11

at single points of failure, and you know, coming from12

the Indian Point climate, coming from the situation13

where we have had to discuss sirens and basically make14

it a public issue and bring it to the forefront and15

repeatedly week after week after week make these pleas16

to both the NRC and to FEMA to try and get some17

attention to recognize the concerns that we have about18

the siren system, to me this is a no brainer.  A siren19

system is old technology.  Backup power is old20

technology.  It should be there.  We shouldn't be21

discussing siren systems.  They should be there.22

This is the easy stuff for us to address.23

It's the more difficult methods of communication.  It's24

the cutting edge stuff that we really should be25
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concerning ourselves with, and going along with that,1

you know, I'm not engaging in any kind of utility2

bashing here, but it's that mentality that doesn't take3

this off the table initially.  If it's a matter of4

money, then let the money go there and do it, but I5

think -- and, Mark, I'm not attacking you, but6

certainly if it means putting another full-time7

employee in the control room to handle emergency8

notifications, then so be it, and I would fault the NRC9

for not doing that because the NRC after September 11th10

made a lot of mandates on the nuclear licensees in this11

country, didn't give them any choice, didn't have12

rulemaking petitions at their disposal.  They went out13

and said, "Listen.  This is prudent practice.  You want14

to continue to operate, you need to put these measures15

in place now."16

And unfortunately, that did not extend to17

off-site preparedness.  It stopped at the fence line.18

You saw the concrete barriers.  You saw the trees come19

down.  You saw the surveillance systems, the razor20

wire, all of those fortifications that were put in21

place at the expense of the licensees, and there was no22

discussion.  There were deadlines.  They had to do it.23

And my argument is that that should extend24

off site.  We're not looking for a blank credit card25
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here or a blank check to kind of use the licensees at1

will to fund local initiatives.  We do have2

responsibility for multi-hazard and all hazard3

planning.  There's no question about it.4

But certainly as I started out by saying5

today, the NRC is the agency with the stick, and we6

need them at certain times to wield that stick to7

resolve off-site emergency preparedness issues.8

MR. LEEDS:  Tony, I've got to respond.  I9

appreciate what you're saying.  If we had gone out and10

mandated emergency preparedness enhancements without11

talking to you, you would have shot me.  That's why12

we're having this meeting.  It's to get your ideas, get13

your input, find out what we need to do.14

MR. SUTTON:  Wait a minute, Eric.  Don't15

try and cloud this issue here.  What I'm saying clearly16

is that the NRC seems to jump the fence and jump back17

when it's convenient for them to do so.  I said before18

that in their participation in last year's exercise,19

their participation into those quasi tabletops that we20

had leading up to the security event at Indian Point,21

you know, it was clearly evident that the NRC viewed22

them in a much different role post 9/11 in terms of23

preparedness, even in terms of off-site and interacting24

with us.25
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However, that was only when it was1

convenient for the NRC.  They did jump back over the2

fence when we started asking for things.  We, too, put3

a petition in about sirens, and it took an awful long4

time for the NRC to say, "You know what?  That should5

be in FEMA."6

You know, that could be done one, two,7

three, and what I'm trying to talk about here -- and,8

yes, you're absolutely right.  If you didn't come and9

talk to us and consider us your partners in off-site10

emergency planning, you'd be doing yourself a problem11

because you'd be shooting yourself in the foot.12

There's no question about that.13

But my point is that you are easily capable14

of mandating very expensive changes to the nuclear15

industry post 9/11, and it stopped at the fence line.16

(Applause.)17

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.  18

A response?19

MR. LEEDS:  You know, I'd like to look20

forward.  The purpose of this meeting was to get ideas,21

chart a path forward.  How can we improve?  How can we22

enhance emergency preparedness?23

I'm glad everybody is here.  I'm glad that24

we're getting your ideas.  I'm sorry that you feel that25
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we didn't move fast enough, Tony.  We're moving now.1

I'm glad you're going to get on the train with us.  I'm2

glad you're going to help us.3

Look forward to working with you.4

MR. SUTTON:  And as I said this morning,5

I'm really pleased to be here.  I really am.6

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you.7

Mary.8

MS. LAMPERT:  Just a quick comment.  It has9

been said.  Notification systems have to be redundant,10

and I too had filed a petition with the NRC stating11

that a siren could not be heard inside.  That petition12

was denied and stated that there should be -- file a13

rule change.14

And so I mentioned in the beginning what15

should be rules, what should be policy.  I think the16

definition of notification and where it should be17

heard, must be heard, et cetera, it should be a18

regulation.19

And unfortunately as great as Iowa seems,20

at my age I'm not moving to Iowa, and I think one21

should not have to live in Iowa to have the22

notification capability that you have.  I think hence23

it should be required so no matter what state you live24

in that the public will be notified inside and outside25
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with batteries, et cetera.1

MR. WRIGHT:  And my comment back to you is2

these are local issues, and many of these fixes were3

not done because of our proximity to nuclear power4

plant.  It is because we, the locals, my leadership, my5

elected leadership and others, they took charge on6

that.7

The same thing with the state for our8

weather service.  That was a state decision that the9

local emergency managements got behind, and we did this10

not because of any regulation, but because we needed to11

do that for our public's protection.12

MR. LAMPERT:  I understand that.  They13

didn't choose to do that in Massachusetts.14

MR. WRIGHT:  Then that is Massachusetts'15

problem.16

MS. LAMPERT:  Well, no. 17

(Applause.)18

MS. LAMPERT:  The NRC, that's where the19

buck stops.  They're the ones with the stick.  They're20

the ones that license reactors. 21

And as far as the notification equipment22

that I said should be in place, the different systems23

are very -- I meant to be clear that some of it,24

because it is multi-functional, the pocket that you go25
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to would be perhaps Department of Homeland Security.1

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Let me just stop this2

right now and just say Mary is making a point, okay,3

but I think that as we saw from what C-10 did, as we4

saw what TMI Alert did, as we see some companies doing,5

as we see some local governments doing, is that there's6

many ways to try to address these problems, and I think7

that that's the message.8

You can work on many different levels to9

try to solve this.  I'm not saying that the NRC doesn't10

have responsibility, but I think we should think in a11

little bit more of a holistic manner on this and maybe12

cooperation is extremely important.13

We have a final comment, I think, from Mary14

at this point, and it wasn't Iowa bashing.15

MS. LAMPERT: No.16

MR. CAMERON:  I know, I know.17

I think that we've had a lot of dialogue.18

There's been a lot of information sharing.  Now I would19

just thank you for your participation today and your20

patience in the audience, too, and I think we're21

probably at the end of our rope, so to speak, but we do22

have some information from Kevin.23

Please, Kevin, tell us another petition.24

Everybody has filed a petition.  Apparently none of25
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them have been granted from what I've heard.  David,1

this is the point that you've brought up.2

Kevin, are you bringing us good news about3

this petition for rulemaking?4

MR. WILLIAMS:  I'm bringing news.5

MR. CAMERON:  David, it's news.6

MR. WILLIAMS:  And I want to make sure that7

I address the correct petition and you can inform me if8

I'm wrong, but it was a Union of Concerned Scientists9

and the Mothers for Peace, and basically it's a10

petition for rulemaking, and the number is 50-80, and11

the petitioners request that the NRC amend its12

regulations to require nuclear power plant owners to13

formally evaluate whether proposed changes, tests, and14

experiments cause protection against radiological15

sabotage to be decreased and to require licensees to16

formally evaluate specified intentional or accidental17

aerial hazards and make necessary changes to ensure the18

plant can reach and maintain safe shutdown.19

Now, what we've done as a staff is we have20

taken that information, taken that petition, you know,21

done the necessary research, and we have forwarded all22

that information to the Commission, and right now that23

petition resides with the Commission.  The Commission24

will make a decision and subsequently it will be made25
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publicly available.1

But right now it's before the Commission,2

and that's what we want to inform you, and as the3

information comes out we'll give it to you.4

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  So it's at the5

Commission.  Now, did you have a question?6

MS. BECKER:  Yes, I do.  Did it go to the7

Commission with a recommendation?8

MR. WILLIAMS:  I'm sorry?9

MS. BECKER:  Did it go to the Commission10

with a recommendation from the staff?11

MR. WILLIAMS:  Oh, I'm sure.  You know,12

anything that goes to the Commission has a13

recommendations from the staff.14

MS. BECKER:  And what was the15

recommendation?16

MR. WILLIAMS:  I do not know what that17

recommendation is.18

MS. BECKER:  Why not?19

MR. WILLIAMS:  But what we do is the whole20

process is the recommendation that went before the21

Commission will be made publicly available after the22

Commission makes its decision.23

MR. CAMERON:  Okay.  Thank you all.24

MR. COLLINS:  Chip, there is an imbedded25
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issue with that, and that is apparently we didn't keep1

the stakeholders updated on the status of that2

petition.  What is our policy in that area?3

MR. CAMERON:  I'm not sure I know what the4

policy is.5

MR. WILLIAMS:  We'd have to follow up on6

that.7

M R .  C O L L I N S :8

  We should have that as a take-away because if9

these petitions are here for one or two years and we're10

not updating the petitioner on the status of it, then11

that's not good communication.12

MR. WILLIAMS:  Yes, we'll follow up with13

the right people and then we'll provide a status update14

tomorrow.15

MR. CAMERON:  Good point, Sam.  Take-away,16

keep the petitioner updated.17

MR. BENJAMIN:  Chip, two seconds.  Due to18

other circumstances, I'm not going to be able to be19

here tomorrow, but this is the first type of meeting20

like this that I've been able to be involved in, and I21

just want to let the rest of the panel know I've22

appreciated all of the dialogue today.  It has been23

enlightening to me.  I've met a number of you for the24

first time, and I really appreciate the fact that25
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you've brought this all together here.1

So we remain committed to do this right, to2

do emergency planning right, and I look forward to3

staying engaged as we go forward on a constructive bent4

to try to make this even better.5

Sorry to budge in here at the end.  I won't6

be here tomorrow, but thanks for putting this together.7

MR. CAMERON:  Thank you for those thought,8

Jeff.9

Is there anybody else around the table who10

won't be here tomorrow?11

I just want to tell you that we're going to12

have more time tomorrow to talk about these issues.13

We're going to be in a town hall format.  We're going14

to do NREP.  We're going to do Bob Moody, and we're15

going to hear from some of the advocacy groups, all of16

the advocacy groups, but we will get to you tomorrow17

for whatever discussion you want to have.18

The tours, if you go to the Two White Flint19

lobby 15 minutes before the tour you're signed up for,20

then they'll get you all security checked.  I told21

Sally Billings.  I've announced that.22

Anybody who's not going to be here tomorrow23

like Jeff who wants to say anything?24

MS. LAMPERT:  I'm not sure whether I'm25
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going to be here.  Is it going to be as cold?1

MR. CAMERON:  Yeah, and we'll try to do2

that again.  That's falling into it's like a petition3

for rulemaking.  We'll keep trying to fix it, Mary.4

I'm sorry.5

But at any rate, I should ask Eric as the6

senior official here.  Do you want to say anything in7

closing us out?  I know that you and Tony got into a8

discussion, and I think you tried to put that in a9

positive light of going forward, which is good.  I'll10

just give you the opportunity to close the meeting up.11

MR. LEEDS:  Well, thank you.12

Again, my name is Eric Leeds.  I'm the13

Director of the Division for Emergency Preparedness and14

Incident Response at the NRC.  15

I really appreciate what Jeff Benjamin had16

to say.  I know I've been with the NRC for over 2017

years.  This is the first one of these type of meetings18

that I've attended, especially here at headquarters.19

I think the region does a little more of it, where we20

try to bring everyone, all stakeholders to the table,21

give them a voice, hear them and learn from them.22

And I can't be more overjoyed with the23

discussion that we had today that folks felt very free,24

as my staff had warned me, to express their feeling25
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about emergency preparedness.  I think we got a number1

of good ideas today on how we can go forward or things2

that we need to consider in going forward.3

We want to enhance emergency preparedness.4

As I said this morning, emergency preparedness is5

equivalent to public health and safety.  I can't think6

of something more important to do.  7

I think it was a well spent day.  I think8

we spent our time productively.  I look forward to9

tomorrow morning where we can spend another half day10

hearing your ideas, your suggestions.  I appreciate you11

all being here.  I look forward to seeing you tomorrow12

morning at eight o'clock.13

MS. GRINNELL:  Excuse me.  Eric, could I14

ask a favor?15

MR. LEEDS:  Yes, ma'am.16

MS. GRINNELL:  I'd just like to say just17

this small thing.  There was a lot of laughter when the18

subject of yet another petition came up.  If the NRC19

did not abdicate their responsibility as the regulator,20

we would not have to spend the hours in preparing21

petitions that are totally disregarded routinely.22

So thank you for making us feel so welcome.23

Please show more respect for the petition process and24

the amount of work that advocacy groups have to give to25
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this process because you don't do your job.1

MR. EPSTEIN:  I have just a quick comment.2

For those of us going on the EOF tour at seven, the3

meeting begins at eight, but I think our tour is4

supposed to end at eight.  Am I understanding that5

correctly or is that a misunderstanding?6

PARTICIPANT:  (Speaking from an unmicked7

location.)8

MR. CAMERON:  So you will be back in time,9

and that's why we're not going to start early, so that10

you can make sure that you're back.11

All right.  Thank all of you.  Thank you,12

Eric.  Thanks, Nader.  Thanks all of you.13

(Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the meeting was14

adjourned, to reconvene at 8:30 a.m., Thursday,15

September 1, 2005.)16
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